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A b stract

Three types of rare radiative meson decays are studied. The first type is the weak kaon 

decay K l -4  71/i/. The interest here is this decay’s sensitivity to the loop-level and hence 

quantum  structure of the standard model. Both short-distance and long-distance efiects 

are considered, as well as possible contributions from horizontal gauge bosons. The 

second decay type studied is electromagnetic rj decays into neutral pions, specifically 

T7 —> 7r°7 7 , T} -y  7r°e"*‘e~, and rj —»■ 7r°7T°7 7 . The main interest here is possible signals 

for electromagnetic charge-conjugation violation. The modelling method used is vector 

meson dominance. The third type studied is electromagnetic r] decays into charged 

pions, specifically 77 — Tr+Tr^y, rj —»• Tr'^'vr^e+e", and 77 —> . The interest here

is chiral perturbation theories th a t incorporate vector mesons.
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IX

Preface

As a  young child I had a favourite toy. It consisted of eight or so small plastic 
barrels. The largest was the size of an apple, the smallest was no more than  
a  thimble. Each barrel could be split in two halves, and each was sized to fit 
ju s t inside another such that the entire set nested together. I would spend 
hours happily assembling and disassembling the chain of barrels, fascinated 
how opening one barrel would reveal yet another, and how the sequence had 
to be followed lest a  barrel remain that would not fit.

And I can’t help but think how little I’ve changed.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Few believe tha t the present standard model of particle physics represents a final theory, 

and so the search for new physics continues. To this end, the rare decays of the light 

mesons continue to be an  area of active research [1- 6].

There are three m a in  reasons for this interest in rare meson decays. First of all, the 

physical m ech an ism s responsible for the suppression of these decays are often sensitive 

to the properties of much heavier particles. Thus precision measurements at low energies 

can often provided information about physics at higher energies. A classic example is 

given by the kaon decay K l  The suppression of this meson decay is due

to the destructive interference of several contributing amplitudes. This interference is 

particularly dependent upon the properties of the charm quark, a  particle several times 

heavier than K l and unknown at the time the decay was first measured. Indeed, it was 

the surprisingly low rate  for K l —> and similar kaon decays, that led Glashow,

niopoulos and Maiani to originally propose the existence of the charm quark.

The decay K l —>• also illustrates the second main reason for the continued

interest in rare meson decays. Within the standard model, decays such as K l 

are often governed by loop level processes, and thus directly probe the quantum structure 

of the theory. As a result, rare meson decays are often sensitive to some of the most 

poorly-known standard model parameters. A well-known example is AT"*" —> [7-11].

This very rare decay, which nonetheless has recently been detected [11], is expected to
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give the first accurate determination of the Kobayashi-Maskawa m atrix element Vtd- 

Another well-known example is üTi, [7,12,13]. The dominant contribution to

this decay is expected to arise from the rare phenomenon known as direct C P  violation.

The th ird  m ain reason for the interest in rare meson decays arises firom the pe

culiar nature o f the strong force. W ithin the standard model, the binding of quarks 

into hadrons, which involves non-perturbative quantum  chromodynamics, is still poorly 

understood. As it happens, the light mesons lie in an energy range ju s t below the ten

uous boundary between primarily perturbative and primarily non-perturbative strong 

force interactions. As a  result, light meson decays are useful for comparing low energy 

hadron models, such as chiral field theories or vector meson dominance, against quark- 

level standard model calculations, which are typically used for higher energy processes. 

These comparisons, together w ith the experimental rates, provide stringent tests of me

son structure, and  help to constrain both the low energy hadron and standard model 

parameters.

In this dissertation, three types of rare meson decays are studied. All three types are 

radiative decays, where radiative indicates that photon interactions play an important 

role. Each type is discussed briefiy below.

The first meson decay studied is K i  -¥ 71/P. This rare decay shares many of the 

same properties as the well-known decay mentioned above, but has re

ceived much less attention. The relative lack of interest is likely due in part to an early 

calculation o f K i  'yuü which predicted a negligible branching ratio of ~  10“ ®̂ [14]. 

In  comparison, the  branching ratio for -)■ is ~  10“ ^°, a value which already

lies at the edge of present experimental capabilities. There are good reasons, however, 

to expect th a t the  early prediction for K l yuP  was too low. The early analysis did 

not consider contributions &om either box diagrams or long-distance diagrams, contri

butions now recognized to be important for decays of this type. O ur updated analysis 

for K l -> 7 %/;/, which appears in Chapter 3, confirms this expectation.

One of the defining characteristics of the standard model is th a t the fundamental 

Interactions th a t mediate changes in quark fiavour also change quark electric charge. In
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other words, there are no tree-level flavour-changing neutral currents. Many proposed 

extensions to the standard model, however, do predict such currents. Rare neutral 

current kaon decays, such as K t  —»■ 71/i/, provide an ideal window to look for such 

efiiects. Thus in Chapter 3, we also consider contributions to —>• 71/ÿ that could arise 

firom the existence of neutral generation-changing gauge bosons.

The second type of meson decays studied in this dissertation are electromagnetic t} 

decays th a t contain one or more neutral pions in the final state. Specifically, the decays 

studied are 77 —> Tr°7 7 , tj — 7r°e‘*‘e“ , and 77 -> 7r°7r°7 7 . The main interest in these decays 

is the discrete symmetry in particle physics known as charge-conjugation. Single photon 

interactions of the form 77 -¥ (717t°)7, n  = 1 . . .  4, violate electromagnetic C  conservation, 

amd are therefore forbidden in the standard model. On the other hand, two-photon 

interactions of the form 77 -¥ (717t°)77 do conserve (7, and are therefore allowed. If the 

C-violating interaction 77 -> 7r° 7  exists, it could not proceed on its own due to angular 

momentum constraints, but it would contribute to the rare decay 77 7r°e"*"e“ . However,

the corresponding C-conserving process 77 77^77 also contributes to 77 —> Tr^e' '̂e". Thus

the rare decay 77 7r°e'*‘e“ provides a possible test for electromagnetic C  violation, but

only to the extent tha t the two-photon contributions are understood. These two-photon 

contributions are the topic of Chapter 4. The closely related two pion mode 77 —»• 7r°7r° 7 7  

is discussed in Chapter 5.

The th ird  and last type of meson decays considered in this dissertation are electro

magnetic 77  decays tha t contain a pair of charged pions in the final state. Specifically, 

the decays considered are 77 — >• ir'^7r“ 7 , 77 -> 7r‘*‘7r~e"^e~, and 77  -> The

m ain  interest here is the study of low-energy hadron models. As mentioned above, an 

important class of low-energy models are chiral field theories. Chiral refers to the ap

proximate SU(3) X SU(3) quark fiavour symmetry tha t appears in the standard model 

at low energies. In its standard form, chiral perturbation theory only deals explicitly 

with the light pseudoscalar mesons: the pions, the kaons and the 7 7 .  It is well-known, 

however, th a t for the radiative decays of mesons the slightly heavier vector mesons often 

play an im portant role. There have been a number of attem pts to extend standard chiral
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theory to include the effects of vector mesons. These extended chiral models have been 

shown to accurately describe the decay rj ir'^Tr~y [15], and thus it is of interest to 

see if they also successfully describe the related decays 77 . This analysis

appears in Chapter 6 .

The various meson decay studies outlined above occupy Chapters 3-6, and represent 

the main focus of this dissertation. Chapter 7 summarizes our results. The remaining 

chapter. Chapter 2, plays a  supporting but nonetheless essential role. It describes in 

some detail the various theoretical models on which the subsequent meson studies de

pend. Of particular note are the treatments of vector meson dominance and the vector 

meson extensions to  chiral perturbation theory. Both of these topics are rarely covered 

in the general pedagogic literature.

The final component of this dissertation is the several appendices. Two are par

ticularly significant. The first of these is Appendix B, which contains an in depth, 

numerical analysis of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. This analysis of the KM matrix 

was performed as part of the analysis for K i  -yyi/, but it stands on its own as a  useful 

reference. The other significant appendix is Appendix C, which contains most of the 

phase space calculations required for the main text. It includes an introduction to the 

methods of Gram determinants, a  powerfiil but little-known technique for performing 

phase space integrations.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

This chapter provides background information for the main theoretical methods tha t 

are used in this dissertation. Not all of the methods are covered, of course, and for those 

th a t are the descriptions are often quite brief. The objectives were three-fold: to set 

some terminology and notation, to supply references to  the literature, and to provide 

an indication as to  how the various methods relate to particle physics as a  whole.

We begin in Section 2.1 w ith the general ideas of effective field theory. The intent is 

to provide a  firamework from which to view the individual modelling topics that follow. 

The first of these appears in Section 2.2, which contains a  general look a t some low- 

energy aspects of the standard model. Section 2.3 then reviews in some detail chiral 

perturbation theory. Included is a  discussion of intrinsic parity odd processes. The older 

ideas of vector meson dominance are discussed in Section 2.4. We end in Section 2.5 

with a  discussion of the extensions to chiral perturbation theory that incorporate vector 

mesons.

2.1 Effective Field Theory

In physics, the idea of an effective theory is a  familiar and fundamental concept. Given 

a physical application, the parauneter space for the relevant full theory is studied care

fully. If there are parameters which are very large or very small in comparison with the 

parameters of interest, then a  simpler effective theory can be obtained by setting the
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large parameters to infinity and the  small parameters to zero. Any error introduced by 

these approximations can be modelled later by adding suitable perturbations.

In particle physics, the key param eter for constructing effective theories is distance 

scale. The strategy is to take those parameters which are small in comparison with the 

distance scale o f interest and shrink them down to zero size. For elaborate quantum  

field theories, such as the standard model, this can be a tremendous simplification, since 

it amounts to the  elimination of all particle fields tha t are too heavy to contribute. For 

this reason, the construction and application of effective field theories dominates the 

study of low-energy particle physics.

It should be noted that the elimination of heavy fields, when treated rigorously, can 

often be nontrivial due to the requirements of renormalization. This renormalization 

dependence is not particularly surprising; renormalization also deals with the modifica

tion of physics a t small distance scales. The recent review by Georgi [16] provides an 

excellent discussion of these issues. Since the rigorous simplification of a  full theory can 

be daunting, practical calculations also make use of phenomenological methods. In  other 

words, the effective theory is built bottom  up, rather than top down. Phenomenological 

theories vary in their rigor. Some make no particular claim for completeness or accuracy 

beyond tree level. Nevertheless, they are very useful for enumerating and estimating the 

set of interactions tha t are compatible with a given set of symmetry constraints. I f  these 

constraints accurately reflect the full theory, excellent agreement with experiment can 

be obtained. Conversely, insight into the structure of the full theory, which after ail may 

be unknown, may also be gained.

In general, there are two main types of effective quamtum field theories: decoupling 

and non-decoupling [17]. The distinguishing feature is am associated spontaneous sym

metry breaidng, which is present in  the non-decoupling case, but absent in the decoupling 

case. Either type cam be treated in a  top down or bottom  up manner.

The scenauio leading to the decoupling type is the most straightforward. For illus

tration, let m  denote a  particle mass, and assume that for energies above m  the full 

theory is renormaiizable. In a  decoupling theory, elimination of the field for m  leads to
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a  good description for energies well below m. Typically the Lagrangian for the resulting 

effective theory has the general form

^  „ d - 4  3idQid^ (2 -1)
d>4 id

where the are dimensionless couplings, and the Oi^ are operators of dimension d. 

Thus £rf<4 denotes those terms in the effective Lagrangian which are potentially renor- 

malizable. The remaining terms, which take the form of an operator product expansion, 

account for those interactions in the full theory which were mediated by the heavy field. 

For energies E  < m , these interactions are suppressed by the factors Thus

for sufficiently small energies, £ ^< 4  dominates the effective theory, and can be treated 

as the appropriate full theory. Â simple example of a decoupling effective theory is the 

Fermi theory for weak interactions at energies E  rnw-

In a non-decoupling effective theory, the transition from the fiiU theory to the effec

tive theory is accompanied by a  spontaneous symmetry breaking. Since this spontaneous 

symmetry breaking typically generates Goldstone bosons, the degrees of freedom which 

are relevant for energies below the symmetry breaking scale m  can be quite different 

from those which were relevant above. Thus the structure of a  non-decoupling effective 

theory depends strongly on the details of the particular transition. Consider for exam

ple the standard model. For the electroweak symmetry b rea k in g  transition, the field 

structure of the theory does not change substantially. For the chiral symmetry breaking 

transition, however, the field structure changes completely.

2.2 The Sometimes Standard Model

As the reader is no doubt aware, the standard model is the benchmark fundamental 

theory for elementary particle physics. It is a  renormaiizable gauge field theory of 

spinors and scalars, comprising three generations of quarks and leptons, and a  doublet 

of Higgs fields. The non-Abelian gauge group structure, SU(3)c x SU(2 ){, x U (l)y , 

accounts for the four electroweak bosons, and a  confining yet asymptotically free strong 

force. A priori, there are nineteen independent parameters: three charged lepton masses,
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six quark masses, three gauge couplings, four quark mixing m atrix  parameters, a  Higgs 

mass and coupling, and a QCD vacuum angle. The standard model, it is frequently 

said, is in complete agreement with all known experimental data.

The challenge w ith the standm d model is in its application. The quarks, gluons, 

weak bosons, and Higgs fields are not directly observable. Their properties must be de

duced indirectly from the measurable interactions of the leptons, photons and composite 

hadrons. For many applications, this indirect dependence upon fundamental fields adds 

an  extra level of uncertainty to the standard model. This complication is especially 

relevant for any process involving hadrons. In this case, calculations must deal with 

non-perturbative m atrix elements of the form (hilOj/ig), where O is an operator com

posed of standard model fields, bu t the hi denote bound hadron states. It is popular 

to state that these hadronic matrix elements are “in principle calculable” . This may be 

the case, but in practice they are not.

Since direct calculation of hadronic matrix elements is not yet possible, observables 

which minimize this dependence are highly valued. Ratios of decay rates are often useful 

in this regard, as are assumptions of hadronic flavour symmetry. Another approach 

is to estimate bounds for hadronic elements using various effective models. In the 

end, however, some hadronic m atrix element dependence can not be avoided, and this 

dependence must be fit to experiment. A prime example is the hierarchy of pseudoscalar 

decay constants / kj fa ,  etc. Thus in practice the parameter count for the standard 

model is far greater than nineteen. It is also fair to  say that the direct predictive power 

of the standard model, while impressive, is often less than advertised.

Another issue related to hadronization is the notion of short-distance verses long

distance contributions. For illustration, consider a  generic transition x  z. In general, 

the transition x  —> z  will not proceed directly. R ather it will be proceed via a number of 

intermediate states %, each of varying probability. A particular contribution x  -> y i z  

is called short-distance or long-distance depending upon its characteristic distance scale. 

Roughly speaking, the lighter the intermediate state, the longer is the distance scale. 

It follows tha t a  contribution tends to be long-distance if there is any hadronization
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present during the intermediate transition. Conversely, a contribution tends to be short- 

distance if hadronization is not present. This correlation is particularly evident in weak 

transitions, essentially because the W  and Z  bosons axe so much heavier than most 

known particles. For example, the intermediate two pion contributions to —>• are

long-distance, while the direct quark level contributions are short-distance.

In the standard model, the distinction between short-distance and long-distance is 

very important as it largely determines the modelling approach that can be used. A 

short-distance process is more likely to be amenable to direct calculation. In contrast, the 

greater hadronic dependence tha t is usually present in a long-distance process generally 

requires tha t an effective model be used.

2.3 Chiral Perturbation Theory

At energies below about 1 GeV, the relevant degrees of freedom for strong interactions 

are no longer quarks and gluons, but are the light pseudoscalar and vector mesons. If 

the standard model is indeed correct, then this low energy strong force behavior must 

follow from the underlying QCD. Prom this perspective, an elegant description is given 

by the non-decoupling effective field theory known as chiral perturbation theory. Chiral 

perturbation theory is an enormous topic in low-energy phenomenology, and only a 

introductory review can be given here. For additional information, there are several 

recent reviews [17,18], as well as the original papers of Casser and Leutwyler [19,20].

In the limit of massless quarks, or equivalently in the limit of high energies, the QCD 

Lagrangian contains a  global U(n)£, x U(n)ij chiral symmetry, where n  is the number of 

quark fiavours. The Abeliam subgroup U ( l) i  x U(1)ü is broken at the quantum  level, 

and to match phenomenology, this field quantization anomaly is associated with the 

axial-vector component U(l)>i. The relevant symmetry group thus reduces to  SU(n)v x 

U (l)v  X SU(n)x- The main idea behind chiral perturbation theory is tha t a t least some 

of these chiral symmetries of high-energy QCD should be reflected in the effective low- 

energy interactions. At energies around 1 GeV, the heavier c, 6, and t  quarks have
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already decoupled. The lighter «, d, and s quarks, however, are still suflSciently light 

tha t em approximate n  =  3 chiral symmetry should still be present. According to chiral 

perturbation theory, just below this energy scale the axial-vector component SU(3)a 

is dynamically broken. The pseudoscalar meson octet can then be interpreted as the 

Goldstone bosons associated with this chiral symmetry breaking.

There are well-known procedures for how to realize a spontaneously broken symme

try  on quantum fields [17]. For chiral perturbation theory, the representation in most 

common use is known as the exponential parameterization. The fundamentzd building 

block is U = where $  =  Here the objects To are the generators of

SU(3), normalized such that Tr[T,76] =  Sab/2, and the (f>a are the self-adjoint pseu

doscalar Goldstone fields. Under a  chiral transformation^, U QlUqr^, where {qliGr ) 

is an element of SU(3)f, x SU (3)r. Under parity, U{t, x )  U{t, —®)^, and under charge 

conjugation U  —>■ . A priori, the parameter is just a  normalization factor, but

with hindsight it can be related to the pion decay constant. If  the G ell-M a n n  lambda 

matrices are used for the generators, i. e. To =  Ao/2 , then $  takes the form

7T , (2 -2 )
K -  - 7 6 ^ 1

provided one makes the physical field assignments =  (<̂ i f  *<^)/\/2 , =  0 3 , =

(0 4  f  t05)/>/2, =  (06 f  i<tn)jy/2, and % =  0g. Again, it is w ith the benefit of

hindsight that these assignments prove appropriate.

Assuming for the moment tha t no other fields are to be considered, the effective 

action must then consist of C  and P  invariant terms composed firom U and its derivatives. 

If exact chiral synunetry is required, the terms must also leave the action invariant 

under chiral transformations. At lowest order in derivatives, there is a  single unique 

term, C =  (F’̂ /4)Tr[(5^i7)5^C/^]. Exact chiral symmetry, however, is not required. The 

underlying quarks are not massless, and neither are the pseudoscalar mesons. At lowest

^The transformation of U can also be defined as U —*■ qrUqI^ .  Indeed, in standard chiral theory 
this is the definition in most common ose. The majority of the vector meson extensions, however, use 
the definition shown here.
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order, the standard prescription is to take

C =  ^Tc[{d^U )d^U ^]  +  +  [/-)], (2.3)

where M  is a  diagonal m atrix and B is a  scalar normalization. The common interpreta

tion is that M  is the actual quark mass matrix, diag(ruu, m ,), but this assumption 

is not necessary. If the Lagrangian (2.3) is expanded in terms of the individual pseu

doscalar fields as indicated by Equation 2.2, then the quadratic terms can be used to 

relate the physical meson masses to the mass parameters B  and M . Provided ttIu c: 

this procedure leads to the GeU-Mann-Okubo mass relations, and helps to justify the 

field assignments made above.^ The Lagrangian (2.3) is extended to a perturbative series 

by considering all possible C  and P  invariant forms that can be constructed from U, its 

derivatives, and the parameters B  and M . The forms should also produce an action that 

is chiral invariant in the limit that B  and M  tend to zero. The ordering of the  expansion 

is determined by the dimension of the forms. The form dimension n  is traditionally ex

pressed as p” , where the symbol p is a generic indication of 4-momentum. Accordingly, 

one associates p® U, and p^ —)• df^U, B, M . The lowest order chiral Lagrangian (2.3) 

is thus 0(p^). In generalized chiral perturbation theory, B  and M  are expanded inde

pendently. Experiment, however, seems to favour standard chiral perturbation theory, 

in which B and M  are expanded jointly.

In its full formulation, standard chiral perturbation theory also incorporates a  num

ber of external self-adjoint m atrix fields. These additional fields are labelled in accor

dance with the quark level currents that they implement: a ft, S  and p, for vector,

axial-vector, scalar and pseudoscalar, respectively. The inclusion of the external fields 

is accomplished by promoting the global chiral symmetry to a  local one. The required 

covariant derivative is DftU = dfJJ — ilfJJ where 4- and — a^.

Under a local SU(3)f, x SU(3)r  transformation, this covariant derivative will transform

^Strictly speaking, the field assignments given in Equation 2.2 are not perfectly diagonal at the 
quadratic level. There is a slight mixing between the 7t° and % states. This mixing, however, is 
proportional to md — m», and is traditionally neglected.
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appropriately, taking D /JJ  into provided th a t

S (2-4)

C =  9lIh91^ +  , (2.5)

= 9lX 9 r ,̂ (2 .6 )

where % =  5+ ip . The most common application for the vector fields and is to model 

the electroweak interactions of the pseudoscalars. In particular, setting l^ = = eQA^,

where Q =  diag(2/3, —1/3, —1/3), will generate the electromagnetic couplings to the 

external field

Including the external fields, the chiral perturbative expansion becomes one involv

ing U, its covariant derivatives, the field %, and the field strength pseudotensors ■ 

For reference, =  dH '' — and s im ila r ly  for F r" . The action is also

constructed so that it is locally ch iral invariant. At lowest order, the Lagrangian is

£  =  ^Tr[{D f,U )D>^U ^ 4- ^ T r [ x U ^  + U x^ . (2.7)

The explicit symmetry breaking expansion, represented by Equation 2.3, is recovered 

by taking S  = 2BM, and setting the re m a in in g  external fields to zero.

In chiral perturbation theory, the terms in the action can be further distinguished 

by the presence or absence of a discrete symmetry known in the literature as intrinsic 

parity.^ The relevant transformation is U —y IT ,̂ but without the space inversion that 

accompanies standard parity. At lowest order, the chiral Lagrangian is entirely intrinsic 

parity even. At all higher orders, however, there are bo th  even and odd contributions. 

At next to leading order, 0(p'^), the part of the action that is intrinsic parity even

^This terminology, which in practice refers to the presence or absence of in the Lagrangian, 
should not be confused with the usual intrinsic parity of particle fields.
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contains, a t tree level, twelve independent terms. The standard expression is [20]

£  =  +  g2Tc[D^U^ D„UYTi [D>^U  ̂D ‘'U]

+ g3Tr[{Df,U^ + g^Tr[Df,U^ Df^U]Tt[x^U +  xU ^

+ gsTr[D^U^ D>^Uix^U + %(/+)] + ̂ 6'nr[x^C/ + xU^"" + 97Tr[x^U -  

+  ^8'IV[(x^C;)2 +  i xU^f ]  -  igsTrlF l^  D ^ U D , U ]

+ g ioT r[U ^F rU F r^] + guT r[F ^ + F?] + ÿ i2Tt[x^x]- (2 .8 )

A typical 0(p*) calculation will also receive one-loop contributions from the 0(p^)  La

grangian. These loop contributions are usually divergent and need to be renormal

ized. If the chosen regularization scheme preserves Lagrangian symmetries, then the 

counterterms at C?(p‘*) will possess the symmetries of the 0{p^) Lagrangian. The La

grangian (2 .8 ), however, is by construction already the most general C7(p‘‘) tree-level 

Lagrangian with exactly these symmetries. Therefore any divergences originating from 

the loop graphs will be absorbed by the renormalization of the 0 (p‘*) coupling constants 

9ii ' • • 19l2'

At 0{p^), the part of the action tha t is intrinsic parity odd has a distinctive property. 

I t cannot be expressed as a  Lagrangian density C{U, D fJJ,. . . )  tha t is manifestly form 

invariant under chiral transformations. For this reason it is often referred to as the 

anomalous action.'* The standard expression, due to W itten [22], involves an elegant 

extension of spacetime to five dimensions, and is w ritten most naturally using differential 

forms. Neglecting for the moment the external fields, the W itten action is®

A w  = c J t t [L%  (2.9)

where C  =  —t’/(S07r^) is a  normalization constant, and L  is the m atrix 1-form {dU)U^. 

The integral is over a  five-dimensional manifold with a  boundary tha t is Minkowski

*In the literature, the 0{p*) anomalous action is often generically called the Wess-Zumino term. 
Wess and Zumino made the original discovery of these terms for SU(3) x SU(3) while studying the 
properties of quantum anomalies in quark loop graphs. The 'anomalous' effective action is thus indeed 
related to the ‘anomalies’ of QCD. The two uses of the word, however, are quite distinct, and should 
not be confused [21].

’ For products of matrix differential n-forms, such as the wedge products between the elements 
are implicit by convention. For example, Uk A Lkj-
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space. Including the external fields complicates the W itten action considerably. Addi

tional terms must be added so that the action behaves appropriately under local chiral 

transformations, which in this case is in accordance with the Wess-Zumino non-Abelian 

anomaly equation. Using the left-right symmetric form of the anomaly, the result is [23]

A  = A w + 5 C  J iT t[ lL ^  -I- r l^ ]  + iTr[l^L  -h r^R] -h T t dUrU^ -  dr dU^ lU]

4- ^Tr[(/L )2 -  ( r i2)2] -i- Tr[r=^0lU  -  l^UrU^ + ^{UrUU)^]

+ iTt[lU rU U L + rUUUrR] + Tt[rUUUR^ -  lUrU^L^]

-  Tr[(dl 1 4-1 dl)L  4 -(d r r-h rd r )B ]

-  iTr[(dl I + 1 dl)UrU^ -  (dr r  4- r  dr) 17̂ 117], (2.10)

where the various m atrix 1-forms are 1 =  1̂  dx^, r  =  r^  dx^, and R  =  iPdU . Note that 

this expression is globally chiral symmetric. For the case of electromagnetic interactions, 

the anomalous action simplifies. Only three terms are non-zero, yielding

A  = A w  + 5C J ieA T t[Q {L ^  4 -1^)] -  2e^AdATT[Q^{L  4- E)]

-e ^ A d A T t[Q U ^ Q d U -Q d U ^ Q U ] ,  (2.11)

where the 1-form A  = A ^  dx^ represents the electromagnetic field.

In order to treat intrinsic parity odd processes at one-loop, or intrinsic parity even 

processes at two-loops, one must determine the tree-level contributions a t 0(p®). The 

action at 0{p^) has only recently been computed [24]. It has been shown that there are 

no anomalous contributions beyond 0{p^) [21]. Nevertheless, there are still 111 intrinsic 

parity even and 32 intrinsic parity odd independent terms in the 0(p®) tree-level chiral 

Lagrangian.

The last issue tha t we wish to address in this section is the well-known phenomenon 

of r)-Tf' mixing. This is a contentious issue, for as we’ve just seen, standard chiral 

perturbation theory does not make any predictions regarding the behaviour of the SU(3) 

fiavour singlet %. In order to accommodate this difiSculty, steindard chiral theory is 

usually artificially extended as follows. The SU(3) pseudoscalar octet $  is promoted to
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the usual U(3) nonet y? =  $  4- Then in any process involving an t? or an t/',

the two nonet fields are assumed to contribute according to the mining prescription

V
rf. 'IH'cos^Tj sin 0,,j |.,o| f2 12^

sin0  ̂ cos0„  ̂ ^

where is fit to experiment. Due consideration must also be made for the inclusion of 

additional SU(3) b re ak in g  parameters [25,26].

2.4 Vector Meson Dominance

Standard chiral perturbation theory has been very successful in describing many low- 

energy processes. It begins to have trouble, however, when the energy scale approaches 

that of the vector mesons, particularly if photons are involved. This is not th a t sur

prising. It has been known since the early 1960s that there is a  apparent correlation 

between the electromagnetic decays of the light mesons and the properties of the neutral 

vector mesons. The phenomenological efiective field theories which are based on this 

correlation are collectively called vector meson dominance (VMD) models. Despite their 

simplicity, they work remarkably well, with typical accuracies of ±20%. As a  result, 

VMD is a valuable modelling tool for estimating radiative meson decays.

The basic idea behind VMD is that the coupling of the light mesons to the elec

tromagnetic field is mediated entirely by the neutral vector mesons. For example, all 

decays of the type V —> V'y, where V denotes a vector meson and V  denotes a  pseu

doscalar meson, are assumed to  proceed by a strong V — W  interaction, followed by 

the conversion of the V ' into a  real photon. In the notation of Durso [27], this efiective 

V7  interaction is written,

C. =  +  mlguryujf, +  (2.13)

where A^, and are the physical fields. Conservation of strangeness prevents

the neutral FC*’s from contributing. In this dissertation, the efiective couplings gvy are 

fit individually to experiment using the conversion decays V —>• e'*'e~. In some VMD
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(b) (c)

-« A A A /'

:]=[zi: [:] ■

emigy,

Figure 2.1: The efiective interactions in standard VMD. The first two vertices, (a) 
VPV  and (b) VVP, are strong interactions. The third, (c) V7 , is electromagnetic.

models, however, traditional SU(3) fiavour symmetry is assumed, including the usual 

allowance for w-^ mixing.

In  this SU(3) limit, all the vector meson masses are equal, and there is just one in

dependent V7  coupling, usually taken to be gpy. The dependent couplings are then 

Pw7  =  Qpy sia9^j/y/Z and =  gp^ cos O^/y/Z. Using these relations, the experimental

fits for g^j  ̂ and g ^  imply a mixing angle 6^  = 39°. This result, which is close to the 

pure <f) = S3 angle of 35.3°, then implies g^y =  0.17. This value is about 15% below 

the individual experimental fit for (See Table 2.1.) This level of discrepancy is 

representative of the extra uncertainty introduced by the SU(3) symmetry assumption.

In VMD models, the treatment of the strong interactions is largely heuristic. O ther 

th an  parity and charge conjugation invariance, little else is assumed. Beginning with 

ju s t three fields, which is the minimum number, there are four combinations to consider: 

"P W i V W ,  V W  and V W . A general form analysis quickly shows tha t no terms of 

the  first type, V W ,  can be constructed. For the second type, there is a  single solution.

£  =  gvPP [{dpV)V‘ -  V id p V ') ] , (2.15)

provided that under charge conjugation V is odd, and V  and V '  interchange. For the 

th ird  type, there is also a  single solution,

C =  gvvP (2.16)
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Table 2.1: Empirical V7 couplings in VMD.

V \9v'y\
p 0.20
w 0.062
<i> 0.076

In this case, under charge conjugation V  must be even, and V and V  must interchange. 

Finally, for the fourth type there are two possible forms,

c  = 9vvvV‘̂ [{ff'v;)v" -  (2.1?)

provided V is odd, and V' and V" interchange. In practice, however, these VVV inter

actions do not seem to play a significant role.

Effective strong interactions w ith more than three fields, of course, can also be con

sidered. For four fields there are five possible combinations, none of which are forbidden 

by a  general form analysis. For example, in Chapter 6  we will study a  process for which 

a strong W W  diagram makes a  significant contribution. Nevertheless, it is reason

able to expect coupling strengths to drop as the number of fields increases. Traditional 

VMD models only consider interactions with three fields, and also neglect the VVV type 

terms. This leads to the situation shown in Figure 2.1. In this dissertation the effective 

strong VMD couplings gypp and Qvvp are fit to experiment. As was discussed earlier 

for the electromagnetic couplings, in some VMD models SU(3) flavour symmetry is ap

plied. This greatly reduces the number of independent parameters in exchange for some 

increased uncertainty [27-29].

As mentioned above, the effective couplings gv-y can be determined from the con

version decays V Using QED for the lepton current, the VMD am plitude for

these decays is ju st M. =  ^gv-y where 6  is the vector particle’s polarization. The 

corresponding spin-summed amplitude, including the average over the initial spins, is

|Af|^ =  4e‘*|ÿv7 l^(’̂ v  +  2m |)/3 . Integration over phase space then gives

r = y (2.18)
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Table 2.2: Empirical VP'y couplings in VMD.

V V \gyp^\ (GeV-^)
p 1.85
p 7T 0.97
w ri 0.60
w 7T 2.3
4> V 0.70
4> 7T 0.14

1.3

where u =  mg/rriy, and A is the usual triangle function. Fitting to the experimental 

rates [30] for the electron modes (£ =  e) generates the VMD coupling values shown in 

Table 2.1.

The radiative decays V P j  can now be used to deduce values for the effective 

strong couplings gvvp- To denote momentum and polarization, we will use k  and e for 

the photon, and p  and £ for the vector meson. The appropriate VMD amplitude is then

M  =  egvp^ e^puak^e'^ , (2.19)

where we have introduced gyp^ =  The combinatorial factor nyy* is

equal to two if V =  V' and is equal to one otherwise. The spin summation, including

the initial spin average, gives |Adp =  ~  m p)/6 , and the resulting decay

rate is

T = ^ \ g y p ^ \ ^ m l { l - p ) \  (2 .2 0 )

where p =  rri^/m y. Fitting these rates to experiment [30] produces the gyp^ coupling

values shown in Table 2.2. From these values, and from Table 2.1, the strong cou

plings gyytp can be determined. For example, conservation of isospin implies gpOpô j =

g/flrrfli'^gffi't) ~  4.6 GeV~^. In many situations, however, the composite couplings gyp-j 

are used directly.

The remaining VMD Strong couplings, gypp>, are not used in this dissertation. For 

reference, their values are typically obtained from either V W  decays or P  —> P '7
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decays. For example, the VMD amplitude for p° ir'^ir~ is A i =  Pp0,r+jr-^*(9+ ~  9 - ) ,  

where £  denotes the polarization, and q± denotes the  pion momenta. The corre

sponding averaged spin-sum is \M\^ =  — lPpO,r+ir-i^(9+ — 9 - ) ^ / 3 . The integration over 

phase space yields

V (2 .2 1 )

where now p  =  appropriately. An experimental fit then gives |ppO,r+jr-l =  6.1.

2.5 Chiral Perturbation Theory and Vector Mesons

The success of VMD suggests that standzird chiral theory might be improved by incor

porating the efiects of vector mesons. Along these lines there have been three main 

approaches: massive Yang-Mills, hidden local symmetry and resonance fields. Each of 

these approaches is a  large topic in effective field theory, and only brief outlines will be 

given here. The one exception will be the hidden local symmetry model of Fujiwaxa 

et al. [31], which is required for Chapter 6 . For additional information on the three 

approaches, please consult the  comprehensive treatments by respectively Meissner [32], 

Bando et al. [33], and Ecker et al. [34].

2.5 .1  M assive Y ang-M ills

For each of the three vector meson approaches, there is a  series of variations and im

provements. For the massive Yang-Mills approach, the 1984 paper by Kaymakcalan, 

Rajeev, and Schechter [23] provides a reasonable starting point. The basic idea is quite 

straight-forward. The vector and axial-vector mesons are introduced by promoting the 

matrix fields and Op from external status to massive gauge boson status. Specifically, 

Vp and Up are redefined proportional to a  gauge coupling, and appropriate kinetic and 

mass term s are added to the chiral Lagrangian.^ Of course, with Up and Cp no longer 

available as external fields, the question arises as to how to model electroweak effects, in 

particular, electromagnetic interactions. The approach taken by Kaymakcalan et al. was

In the following discussions, we retain our original notation. The gauge coupling will be implicit.
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simply to  assume strict VMD. For the anomalous part of their action, they first tried 

using the left-right symmetric form as given in Elquation (2.10). However, this approach 

gave poor results. They achieved a  much better fit by using instead an anomalous action 

built from the Bardeen form o f the non-Abelian anomaly [23,35].

Despite its phenomenological success, the 1984 model of Kaymakcalan et al. had some 

theoretical difficulties. As noted by themselves, the Bardeen form of the anomalous 

action breaks global chiral symmetry. Moreover this global breaking persists even in 

the limit of vanishing gauge fields [31]. The ad hoc VMD assumption was also open 

to criticism. In  1985, Kaymakcalan and Schechter [36] proposed a difierent model. 

They began by adding a  generalized mass term  and a  gauge-fixing term to the  1984 

Lagrangian. T hen by using the gauge fireedom of the Yang-MiUs bosons, they eliminated 

the axial-vector fields firom the  theory. It is worthwhile reviewing how this was done. 

The necessary gauge condition follows easily from the transformation equations (2.4) 

and (2.5). Setting f  =  /  gives r  =  g~^lg + ig~^ dg, where g =  gZ^ga- Kaymakcalan and 

Schechter cleverly chose to set g = U. hi this case U' =  1, which greatly simplifies the 

transformation, and the gauge constraint becomes r  = LT̂ {I + iL)U . They also made 

the explicit choice gZ^ = ga =  The necessary gauge transformation was then
I =  Cfi/2/ /c /- i /2  _|_ ic;-i/2^ - i /2

For the anomalous part of the action, Kaymakcalan and Schechter again used the 

Bardeen form, and again found a  reasonable fit to experiment. Nevertheless, in order 

to address the symmetry breaking issue, they also considered the left-right symmetric 

form. Under the gauge constraint r  = {I + iL )U , the symmetric anomalous action 

(2 .10 ) reduces to

A  =  A w  +  5 C  J T r + Tr[L{ld l +  dll)-i- [ILf]

-I- Tt[2t7^L -  (ZL)2] -I- '&[L(Zd l - d l l ) -  F)L^], (2.22)

where Fi = dl — iF . Kaymakcalan and Schechter did not expect this symmetric anoma

lous action to  perform very well. Therefore they introduced additional parameters into 

the Lagrangian, one coefficient c, for each term, and suggested fitting them to experi-
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ment. This idea was pursued in 1988 by Jain et al. [37]. Unfortunately, the parameter

ized action as presented by Kaymakcalan and Schechter only contained the first three 

Lagrangian terms; the fourth term  was incorrectly omitted. Jain et al. repeated this 

omission, and thus their work in this regard may need to be modified.

The 1985 model of Kaymakcalan and Schechter, w ith the parameterized anomalous 

action, avoids the  symmetry breaking problem. The awkward VMD assumption, how

ever, still remains. To this end, Jain et al. proposed doubling the extemaJ fields, i.e., 

extending v^ +  and a^ + à^'m  the standard chiral theory. The original 

fields Vfi and could then be retained for electroweak efiects, leaving the new fields 

Vfi and for use as massive Yang-Mills bosons. There is an additional benefit. Since 

the original anomalous action (2 .10) already accounts for the non-Abelian anomaly, 

the additional anomalous contributions containing and need only satisfy the ho

mogeneous anomaly equation. Surprisingly, only four independent P  and C invariant 

solutions exist. Therefore, since the VMD Lagrangian is now absent, the field doubled 

approach actually contains fewer free parameters than  the Kaymakcalan and Schechter 

model.

All in all, the massive Yang-Mills ansatz has been quite successful. What has been 

Izicking, however, is a  fundamental understanding for this success. The hidden symmetry 

approach, to which we now turn , provides a possible answer: all of the massive Yang- 

Mills models described above can be viewed as special cases of this formalism [33].

2 .5 .2  H id d en  sym m etry

The basic idea behind the hidden symmetry approach is the following. Standard chiral 

perturbation theory can be viewed as a  nonlinear sigma model for the manifold G /H  = 

SU(3)£, X SU(3)fl X U (l)v /U (3 )v - It has been shown, however, tha t for any nonlinear 

sigma model w ith manifold G/flgiobal> there exists a  linear model with manifold G x ffiocai 

tha t is gauge equivalent. For chiral perturbation theory, where =  U(3)v, the nonet of 

gauge fields corresponding to the hidden local synunetry fiiocai can be used to represent 

the vector mesons.
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As mentioned earlier, we will follow quite closely the work of Pujiwara et a i [31]. 

For the linear model, three matrix fields are required: a  pair o f chiral fields and ^r , 

and the hidden gauge fields =  J2a '^aVa- Their transformation properties are

i t

h^L9n\ (2.23)

hV^h-^ +  { i/g )h d f,h -\ 

where {gL,9 R,h) denotes the elements of SU(3)£ x SU(3)ft x U(3)y, and g is the gauge 

coupling for the hidden symmetry. For the chiral fields, the necessary covariant deriva

tives are Df^^L =  -igV ^^L + i^ ilti and D ^^r  =  ^^^R-igV^^R+^^R^^^, where and 

denote the usual external fields. As in standard chiral theory, and as in the double 

field model, these external fields will be used to account for electroweak interactions.

To second order in covariant derivatives, there are only two Lagrangian invariants 

which also conserve parity. They are £±  =  —(F^/4)Tr[(D^^f,)^[ ±  As

usual the normalization refiects hindsight. It follows that the linear model Lagrangian, 

to lowest chiral order, consists of just four components,

C  =  +  avC +  4- Cgauge +  (2.24)

Here Oy is a  normalization parameter, zmd Cgauge is the kinetic term for the hidden 

gauge fields It is a central assumption of the hidden symmetry method that this 

kinetic term  is generated either by quantum effects or by the underlying dynamics of 

QCD. The last term, C^ =  (F^/4)Tr[x^^^/, + accounts for the usual external

fields X- It should now be apparent that the required gauge equivalence condition is 

Under this condition, the terms C -+ C ^  reduce to the standard 0{p^) 

chiral Lagrangian. The vector-pseudoscalar interactions are thus contained in C+.

The hidden symmetry parameters ay and g can be determined to lowest order by 

expanding £+  in terms of the pseudoscalar nonet <p. For the case of an external electro

magnetic field, lfi = Tf̂  = eQAn, the expansion up to terms w ith three fields is

C+=g^F^Tr[Vf,V>^] -2egF^A^Tr[V>^Q] +  \^F^A^A>^

-  ipTr +  ieA ^T^[Q [ip , æ<p]] +  . . . .  (2.25)
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From the first term, it follows tha t ^  where m y  is the vector meson mass.

The second term determines the vector meson couplings to photons. Comparison of this 

term  with the VMD Lagrangian in Equation (2.13), suggests that which

implies ay =  2.0 using \g(rt\ =  0.17. On the other hand, the fourth term  determines the 

V P P  interactions. Comparison of this term with the general form in Equation (2.15) 

suggests that | g ^ + , - =  Ov^m^/(4P^), which implies ay =  2 .2  using |g^+,r-1 =  6 .1. 

Following Fujiwara, we will take ay = 2  and set m y  =  nip.

The C(p^) hidden symmetry Lagrangian is of course entirely intrinsic parity even. As 

usual, the intrinsic parity odd interactions do not appear until 0 (p‘̂ ), and are determined 

by the anomalous action. As in the massive Yang-Mills model of Jain et al., the left-right 

symmetric action A {U ,l,r)  in Equation (2.10) is used to account for the non-Abeliém 

anomaly. Therefore, the anomalous components involving the hidden gauge fields need 

only satisfy the homogeneous anomaly equation. Fujiwara et al. found six independent 

solutions Ci which conserve parity:

Cl =  Tr[L^R  -  R^L], C2 = Tr[LRLR],

£3 =  iTi[FviL^ -  P^)], £ 4  =  iT r [P y (£ P  -  r L)], (2.26)

C5 =  iTt[l^LFi^lR^ -  Ç R P r^ î" ] , £e =  -  (R P rf^ P f] ,

where L  =  (D^Çx,)Ç^ dx**, R  =  (D^Çiî)Ç^da:^, and P y  =  dV  — igV"^. The complete 

anomalous action in the Fujiwara model is thus A  = A{U, I, r) +  Yli Q /  A , where the 

six coefficients c, are arbitrary constants.

For the case of an external electromagnetic field, the Fujiwara anomalous action 

simplifies considerably. First of all, recall that A {U ,l,r)  reduces from the ten terms 

of Equation (2.10) down to the four terms of Equation (2.11). In addition, the vector 

meson terms £3 and £5  are not invariant under charge conjugation, which suggests 

C3 =  C5 =  0. Again it is useful to expand in terms of the pseudoscalar nonet ip. For
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interactions containing up to four fields, there are five P  and C  invariant terms:

A w  =  (-4ieV F,r)

Cvvv =  { - 2 ig ^ lF ^)T t[{yd V  + dV V )(kp l

=  (2 i> /F „ ) d A Tir[(yQ -  Q V )d ^ l  (2.27)

A w v  =  [^e/F^)A'Tr[Q {dipŸl

=  {^glFl)Tt[V{,dipŸl

where d(p =  dft(pdx^. To this expansion order, A{U ,l,r) =  /  ISCArv» +  20C'Awvj- 

Adding in the hidden symmetry terms gives

A  = J (20C7 — Cl +  C2 +  cg) A w v  (^1 — C2 +  C4)

+  (c4 — cg) — C4 C vv^  +  (15(7 +  cg) A v v  (2.28)

Notice that this expression contains both VMD type interactions, such as Cw^-, and 

contact type interactions, such as Arv»- Their relative importance, of course, will be 

determined by the coefiBcient values c,.

2 .5 .3  R esonance fields

In the massive Yang-Mills and hidden symmetry approaches, the efiects of vector mesons 

are modelled directly by introducing additional fields into standard chiral theory. For 

either of theses approaches, consider the consequences of integrating out these addi

tional fields. The resulting theories would again contain only the fields of the original 

chiral theory, but they would also contain definite predictions for many higher-order 

interactions -  the interactions mediated by the  additional fields. These sets of predicted 

interactions, however, could also be viewed as predictions for the values of the various 

low energy constants of standard chiral perturbation theory. This scenario is the basic 

idea behind the approach which we call resonance fields.

In the resonance field approach, one asks to what extent do the higher energy res

onances, such as the vector mesons, contribute to the coefficients of standard chiral 

theory. Donoghue et al. [38] considered this question for several difierent chiral SU (2)
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Table 2.3; Dominant resonances at 0(p*).

Coupling Resonance
9i V
92 V
93 v,s
9A —
95 S
96 —
97 P
98 s
99 V
9io V ,A

models. In each case, they found similar behavior. If a  resonance field contributed 

to a  particular C(p^) coefficient, then it tended to dominate its value. This was also 

the general conclusion of Ecker et al. [34,39], who performed a comprehensive analysis 

of resonance field contributions to standard chiral theory. The results of this analysis 

are summarized in Table 2.3. Here V ,A ,5, P  denote vector, axial-vector, scalar and 

pseudoscalar, respectively. It is on this basis that the 0(p'*) coefficients are said to be 

“resonance dominated” , and that VMD is said to be “predicted” by chiral perturbation 

theory.
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Chapter 3

The decay -4 - ' y u v

This chapter presents several calculations for the rare kaon decay K l —»• 'yuû [40]. The 

first two sections consider contributions of the long-distance type; the third section 

considers short-distsince modes. The last section goes on to consider possible non

standard-model contributions, in particular, contributions tha t could arise from the 

existence of horizontal gauge bosons.

When dealing with neutral kaons, attention must be given to the phase conventions 

adopted for the various particle states.^ In this dissertation, \K^) and are taken 

to denote orthonormal eigenstates of the strong and electromagnetic interactions with 

relative phase C P\K ^) =  —|Æ°). The overall doublet phase freedom, however, is left 

undetermined. The physical state jüfi) is parameterized as

with ë characterizing the mixing behaviour. As is well-known, the magnitude of ë is 

small compared to unity, and to a  very good approximation \K l)  is am odd eigenstate 

of C P . Thus unless specifically mentioned otherwise, in this chapter the effects oi C P  

violation are neglected.

Before considering in detail the various decay modes, it is informative to first deter

mine the possible forms for the effective invariant amplitude. For this purpose, fields and 

momenta are assigned as follows: K ^ip)  -> <f>, ûiqz) —> t'(çi) -4-1̂ , and 7 (A:, e) ->• F^’'

^For farther discussion, see Appendix B.5.
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Table 3.1: General amplitude forms for K l -*■ yvu. Example interactions are given 
for the ten lowest order, C P  conserving forms. See text for details. The momentum 
and field assignments are respectively Ki,{p) ->• <f>, 7 (6, c) -*■ F'**', 1/(92) -> V’, and 
f ( 9i) ijj. The four-vector e denotes the photon poleirization. To help reduce 
the size of the table entries, the comma notation for partial derivatives has been 
used for the interactions C, and the neutrino current has been suppressed from the 
amplitudes by writing M  oc Ma{û'y‘̂ P[,v).

C M a

+  ■fl,ul<rPL‘fp,r)F^u,p k  {qi(^ + q2 (^)kPe''
<Pif,Tp'y<TPL^ +  ï>laPL‘̂ ,Tti)Fpu''^£^'‘''‘'  k - { q i ^  +  q 2 ^ )  k*’ £ ppua

M , t p 1<tPl‘̂ ^  -  '} ,p la P L ‘tlf,Tu)F^p  (91 -  92)• {kef^ -  £k^^)(^q2£ppu<T
<^(^,rp7<7-Pqy',/t^ -  '^^pl<TPL‘>lf,Tu)F'^p''^e^P‘''^ (A: 9192 -  t  9291) '  ( k e ^  ~  eA:^)9i92^/*pv<r 

4>{^,Tp'rffPL‘̂ ,K u)F ^'^ ,p£^'”''"  ( t  9lG 92 -  k^q2e^ql)k^^q{q^£ppu<T
< t> {$,p 'raP L '> P  -  ' ^ a P L ^ , p ) F ^  (9l -  92) ' {k£< r ~  t k ^ )

4>i'li’,pyaP L^^)F t^ '‘̂  <^(^{kf^£u -  £pk„)k^
<t>bi’j r f< r P L ^ ^  -  'i^^yaP Ltl’ ,p ) F '' ‘̂ '^^ { k - q i  % “  A: 92 9 i ) ' {ke‘'  -  ekf^)
<t>{’>P,uvyaPL'fl> -  ’fi’yaP Lfl’,tu ')F '"^ '^____________ (A: 9 i 9 i ~  A: 92 92) (Arc'̂  ~  eA: )̂

where e denotes the photon polarization. In order to ensure Lorentz covariance, the 

Dirac fields ip and ip must appear in the efiective interaction Lagrangian as a bilinear 

covariant. We wiU assume that the neutrinos are massless, chiral eigenstates. There

fore, regardless of possible derivatives, the left-handed neutrino fields must appear in the 

form ipPaViPLip, where Fj denotes some element of the bispinor algebra. The only form, 

however, that is compatible with the chiral operators Pl ,r  is the usual V -A  interaction. 

Thus neglecting derivatives, ip'y^^PLip must be the neutrino bilinear form.^

Under a C P  transformation, the kaon field transforms as <p —<p, the photon field 

transforms as —Ffu,, and the neutrino bilinear as ipi'y'^Pt'fp2 —‘̂ IpPL'tpi-

Note that the neutrino fields are interchanged. Thus in order to conserve C P, the 

effective interaction Lagrangian either must be anti-symmetric under interchange of the 

neutrino fields, or contain the pseudotensor Spputr and be symmetric under interchange 

of the neutrino fields.
^Later in this chapter, the possibility of right-handed neutrino fields will be considered. In this case, 

the neutrino bilinear form extends to — aifys)il>. The rest of the general form analysis, however,
remains unchanged.
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The amplitude fonns th a t are compatible with the above general constraints are 

listed in Table 3.1. To generate this table, the conservation of momentum constraint 

was used to eliminate derivatives of the kaon field, and derivatives up to second order 

were considered for the remaining fields. It is note-worthy that of the ten possible 

interaction forms found, only the first one can be re-expressed in a form that does not 

require any derivatives of the neutrino fields. As this is the situation appropriate to 

the standard model, and in most extensions to the standard model, the first form is in 

practice the only possibility. Thus the expected form for the decay amplitude is

M  oc e^pu(r{ÿ’'l‘̂ PLv)v^k''e‘̂ , (3.2)

where û  and v are the neutrino spinors. The kinematic dependence of the associated 

form factor is also quite restricted. Including the photon polarization, there are n =  5 

external four-vectors available to form scalar products. A priori, this would lead to 

n(n  — 3)/2 — 1 =  4 independent kinematic invariants. Inspection shows, however, that 

the C P  conservation requirement for invariance under qi <-> % eflfectively reduces this 

number down to two. A plausible set might be and g-e, where g =  gi + g 2- In practice 

a  polarization dependence is unlikely. In  the models considered in this dissertation, the 

kinematic dependence tha t appears is a t most a function of g^.

3.1 The long-distance contribution K l  ^  P  j i ' î '

As mentioned a t the beginning of the chapter, two types of long-distance contributions 

to Al£, 71/i/ were considered. This section deals with the first type. The relevant 

diagram is shown in Figure 3.1. The decay path  consists of a weak transition of the 

kaon into a  neutral pseudoscalar meson, followed by the decay of the virtual pseudoscalar 

into a photon and a  neutrino pair. The corresponding total decay amplitude M. will 

be written as a  sum of three contributing amplitudes M .p, one for each pseudoscalar 

P  6  {7T°,g,g'}. Assuming C P  conservation, formally

=  (3.3,
— mTp
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V

Figure 3.1: The long-distance contribution K i-i^  P  -¥ 71/1/.

where the generic symbol % denotes the appropriate standard-model effective inter

action. In the analysis that follows, the pseudoscalar amplitudes {'yi/D\'H\P) will be 

treated first. Then the weak transition elements (P|"H|iiC°) will be introduced, and  the 

amplitudes M. p  determined.

The off-shell pseudoscalar decays P  —¥ yi/ü  will be modelled using constituent quark, 

triangle diagrams. As is well-known, this triangle graph approach works extremely well 

for 7T° -¥ 7 7 , and thus it seems reasonable to apply this approach here as well. Moreover, 

the on-shell pion case, —)• 71/i/, has already been treated in this manner, in 1982, by 

Amellos, Marciano and Parsa [41,42]. The relevant diagrams are shown in Figure 3.2. 

For each pseudoscalar, and for each neutrino family, there are 2 x 3 x 3  =  18 contributions. 

Specifically, there are two different diagrams. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), for each colour 

and flavour of constituent quark q 6  {u, d, s}. Standard-model Feynman rules are used 

for all lines and vertices, except of course for the meson-quark vertex. This vertex is 

modelled by an effective pseudoscalar interaction parameterized as gpqqjs. The coupling 

coefi^cients will be discussed in more detail later.^

The evaluation of the triangle diagrams requires, of course, an integration over the 

triangle loop momentum. These integrals are finite, and can be evaluated analytically. 

For the case of on-shell pion decay, an approximation is usually made that takes advan-

Ît is easy to show that the form of the meson-quark interaction can only be pseudoscalar. Since the 
underlying interaction is the strong force, parity and charge conjugation must be separately conserved. 
A. general form analysis quickly shows that the bilinear form can then only be pseudoscalar or axial- 
vector. The fermion loop, however, generates a trace over Dirac space. Given the known photon, and Z 
couplings, further inspection shows that only the pseudoscalar form can give a non-zero contribution.
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p p

Figure 3.2: Constituent quark, triangle diagrams for the decays P  -*■ 71/P.

tags of the smeill pion mass relative to the constituent quark mass scale. This approxi

mation, however, is not valid for the off-shell pseudoscalars needed for our kaon decay. 

As a result, the Amellos analysis can not be used directly, and must be generalized.

To begin, consider the amplitude corresponding to  diagram 3.2(a). For a single quark 

flavour q, and neutrino flavour i/i, the amplitude takes the form

{ m P e \n ‘ \P) = 4 9 — m (3.4)

where represents the triangle loop integral. For reference, Qz =  2e/sin20vv is the 

neutral weak coupling constant, ric =  3 is the colour factor, and Qq is the quark charge 

in units of the positron charge e. The loop integral that appears, is sensitive to 

both the vector and axial-vector standard-model Z-boson couplings- Specifically,

ra/x
^9 - I (27t)4 Tr -'T^icvq -  Caq'Ts)- ■75 (3.5)

The amplitude corresponding to the second diagram 3.2(b) is similar, and differs only in 

the order of the factors in the Dirac space trace. Using a  generalized Furry’s theorem, it 

is simple to show tha t the net effect of the second diagram is to double the vector con

tribution Cyg, and cancel the axiad-vector dependence c^q. Furry’s theorem is discussed 

further in Appendix D.

The trace appearing in is easily evaluated using standard theorems. As usual, 

the Dirac space elements are first moved to the numerator. Keeping just those terms 

that are proportional to Cyq then yields the simple result —AimqCvq€^^‘''^ppkuea- The
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remaining scalar integral involving the denominator, which we denote by is well- 

known, for it also appears in the triangle diagram calculation for 7t° —f 7 7 . Defining the 

squared mass ratio it can be shown that [43],

’ J  (27t)< |(p -  ?)* -  -  ’n |][(p  +  4)2 -  m |) V 2  /  ’

provided th a t 0 <  ^, <  4. Combining this expression for Iq with the trace given above 

gives the weak vector component of Iq^. Doubling this component and inserting it into 

Equation (3.4) gives the net amplitude, per quark, for both  diagrams. Summing over 

quark flavours, the resulting am plitude is

i'rutue\n\P) =  ^ ^ ^ ^ Ip e > ^ ^ ‘'‘̂ {üa^PLVt)Ppk,ea, (3.6)

where G f  is Fermi’s constant, and where

f  » / \
(3.7)

For later convenience, all the  pseudoscalar and constituent quark dependencies have been 

collected into the coeflBcients Ip . We have also made the very reasonable approximation 

that m ^.

In order to evaluate the coefficients /p , the efiective meson-quark couplings gpq^ need 

to be estimated. This will be done below, but notice first that the coefficients Ip  are 

independent of the final sta te  phase space. Thus the decay rates Fpi for P  —̂ 7 i//i/< can 

now be computed; a desirable step, since these rates also determine the kinematics for 

the corresponding long-distance kaon decay. The required phase space integrations are 

performed in Appendix C.5.1. Referring forward to Equation (C.59), the net result is

Tpi =
y/2eGp

Ip
2 ^ P  ^  aG%\Ip\^m7p 

30(87t)3 30(27t)6 ’ ^

where a  is the fine structure constant.

The couplings gpq^ were introduced in order to model the efiective meson to con

stituent quark transitions th a t appear in the triangle diagrams. For this purpose, the 

pseudoscalar meson states |P ) will be assumed to follow SU(3) valence quark, flavour
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Table 3.2; Efiective meson-quark couplings.

p 9pdd/^d 9pss/ ^ 3
7T° 0

m (2/3)i/V g"' (2 /3 )V 2 /-i -(8 /3)^/2 /g-i
VQ 2(3)-'/V o" ' 2(3)-i/Vo” ^ 2(3)-i/Vo"^

symmetry. An im portant consideration is the level of symmetry breaking to include.

In processes involving t7*s, the largest source of SU(3) breaking is the well-known 17-17'

mixing. We will use the mixing convention

' t/ I  [008 0,  - s i n 0 j  [t78] .
y j  [s in 0,  cos0  ̂ J [770J

where 17g and tjq denote the usual SU(3) octet and singlet states. As pointed out by

Donoghue [25], however, it is inconsistent to include 77-17'  mixing w ithout also including

first order breaking effects in the 77 and 77' transition amplitudes. Moreover, such effects 

can be very im portant in processes of the type considered here because the individual 

amplitudes M .pt can destructively interfere. Therefore, these additional SU(3) breaking 

effects will also be included in our analysis.

The usual quark-antiquark SU(3) composite bound states will be denoted by |(qq)). 

The relevant pseudoscalar octet and singlet state expansions are then

|7r°> =  l (n û ) - (d d ) ) /v /2 ,

1%) =  |(w«) +  idd) -  2(5s)>/V6, (3.10)

|77o) =  l(tiû) -I- (dd) -I- (ss)) /V s .

In  contrast, the unbound constituent quark states will be denoted by \qq)- In accordance 

w ith fiavour symmetry, the effective transition elements (99 |'K|(q'V)) vanish unless q =  

(f. As a result, the pseudoscalar transitions {qq\H\P), where here P  6  {7r° ,77g,i7o}, can 

be expressed in terms of just three effective quark level interactions {qq[H\{qq)) •

From triangle diagram studies of ir° -¥ 7 7 , it is known that the effective transitions 

(nü|'H |(uü)) and (dd|'H|(dd)) satisfy a  phenomenological rule called the Goldhaber-
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Tteimaim relation. In terms of coupling coefScients^, this relation states that for pion 

decay =  2m u/U  and g^dS)dd =  where =  0.132 GeV is the usual pion

decay constant. For our pseudoscalar decays, it will be assumed that all three quark 

couplings behave accordingly, th a t is,

3 (q q )q q = -^ -  (3-11)

The use here of fp  rather than  is in accordance with the desire stated above to 

allow for SU(3) symmetry breaking in the rj and rf transition amplitudes. Using the 

SU(3) decompositions given in Equation (3.10), one then obtains the  set of pseudoscalar 

couplings shown in Table 3.2. For reference, the SU(3) breaking parameters, when fit 

to measured 7 7  decay rates, are found to satisfy 9jj =  —2 0 °, /g =  1.25/,r and

/o =  1.04/n^, respectively [25].

With the couplings Çpqq now determined, the only remaining unknowns in the coeffi

cients Ip  are the constituent quark masses rriq. Depending on the particular model used, 

fitted values for the constituent quark masses can vary by ±30% [44]. In this disserta

tion, we will use the representative central values rritt =  =  0.31 GeV and rus =  0.46

GeV. It is worth noting that if the pseudoscalar mass m p is small relative to the con

stituent quark mass scale, i.e., if 1, then the factor [arcsin( \/^ /2 )]^ /^ g  -*■ 1/4. 

As a result, the triangle loop amplitudes become independent of the  constituent masses 

rriq. This limit is the approximation previously mentioned that is usually made for on- 

shell pion decays. For our kaon decay, however, this approximation is not valid and the 

constituent mass question can not be avoided. Setting mp to the  neutral kaon mass, 

gives I„o =  0.126, =  0.256, and 7% =  2.86, in units of GeV“ ^

The determination of the coefficients Ip  completes the evaluation of the off-shell de

cay amplitudes {yvD\H\P). O ur next task is the evaluation of the weak non-leptonic ma

trix elements {P\H\K^). For illustration, a pair of example short-distance contributions 

have been drawn in Figure 3.3. Studies of low-energy QCD suggest that the penguin 

contributions tend to dominate, and thus are responsible for the observed A I  =  1/2

^Recall that the effective interaction must be pseudoscalar. Hence we write (gg|%|(gg)) =
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1 u.c.t
I I

d  > :

Figure 3.3: Example short-distance diagrams lov K l P  transitions. Shown are 
examples of (a) H^-exchange and (b) gluonic penguin type diagrams.

isospin rule [45]. Nevertheless, as mentioned in Chapter 2, non-leptonic matrix elements 

are notoriously difficult to  compute from first principles. Fortunately, the particular 

transitions of interest here have already been treated in detail by other authors [26]. 

Using the methods of current algebra, the single pion transition {tẑ \H\K^) can be 

related to the experimentally known two pion decay K s  —>• [26]. One obtains

(7r° \%\K^) ~  1 X Standard SU(3) fiavour symmetry can then be used to

predict the relative size of the corresponding rj and rf matrix elements, provided one 

assumes the dominance of A I  = 1 / 2  transitions. The resulting predicted ratios are

-  a s » • «

where, again for consistency, additional parameters have been introduced to account for 

any SU(3) synunetry breaking in the amplitudes. Chiral perturbation theory calcula

tions to one loop predict hs — 0.17 [26]. The singlet parameter ho, however, must be 

fit to experiment. The value Hq =  0.83 is consistent with our chosen mixing angle of 

Or, =  - 2 0 °  [15].

Recall tha t the total am plitude M. for our long distance kaon decay is the sum of the 

three amplitudes M p .  After inserting the rj-rj' mixing, and collecting common factors,
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this sum  takes the form

M = ^ / 2  (3.13)
m 2. - m 2

^ s i n e ,  +  ^ c o s 9 , )  s in» , -  y | f t o  cos9 , ) ], 2^  -  
* 27711,- "‘rj'

The first line is ju s t the intermediate pion amplitude Thus the quantity in square

brackets represents the enhancement due to the rj and rj' diagrams. Inserting numerical 

values for the various parameters, this factor is 4.71. As mentioned earlier, the phase 

space for the kaon decay K[, —¥ P  -i- 'yuü is completely determined by the secondary 

pseudoscalar decays P  —>• 71/i/. Thus the kaon decay rates are proportional to the 

off-shell partial rates Fpg determined earlier. Clearly,

n  =  (3.14)

where Equation (3.8) determines F,rO/- For three neutrino families, one finds a  total rate 

of 9 .8  X 10“^  GeV, yielding a final branching ratio of 0.8 x 10“ ^̂ .

3.2 The long-distance contribution K l  ji/i?

In  th is section, we consider a second class of long-distance contributions to K l —> 71/i/. 

The appropriate diagram is shown in Fig. 3.4. The decay path consists of a  radiative 

transition  of the kaon into an intermediate K*^, followed by the weak decay of the vector 

meson into a neutrino pair. As usual, we will presume Kg, to be a  C P  eigenstate. The 

corresponding am plitude M  then takes the form

^ ------------------------

where the indicates the appropriate tensor contraction. In what follows, the radiative 

transition  element (K * \\H \K ^ )  is analyzed first. Then the weak decays K*° —> uü are 

treated , and then A4 and its corresponding decay rate  are determined.
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Figure 3.4: The long-distance contribution Kc -*■ 'yK'° jvv .

The radiative transition Ül® -4 - ÜT*®7 is a  good candidate for the application of 

vector meson dominance. The rate for the related on-shell decay ÜT*® —> Ül®7 has been 

determined experimentally, and can be used to determine directly the magnitude of the 

appropriate VMD coupling constant. This VMD fitting procedure was described earlier 

in Section 2.4. Referring back to Equation (2.19) and Table 2.2, we therefore take

=  eg^.0^0^ (3.16)

where e denotes the photon polarization, and \gK-°K°'i\ — 13 GeV“ .̂ The firee Lorentz 

index u accounts for the polarization of the virtual üf *® meson.

The ÜT*®, Æ'® -¥ vv  transitions are neutral, flavour-changing leptonic processes, and 

are ideally suited to short-distance methods. In  the standard model, the relevant quark- 

level interactions, ds —> i/p, proceed a t the one-loop level. For illustration, and for later 

use in this chapter, the set of contributing electroweak diagrams is shown in Figure 3.5. 

Both box type and efiective daZ vertex type diagrams contribute. In addition to these 

core electroweak diagrams, of course, there are a large number of related QCD correction 

diagrams. The form of the efiective short-distance Hamiltonian for ds v v  has been

known for some time, first computed for a sufficiently heavy top mass in 1981 by Inami

and Lim [8]. For a  given neutrino family I  G {e, ^ ,r } ,  the efiective interaction is

V.I =  2\/2Gf(^Df S7^f[,d V f^^P ivi +  h.c., (3.17)

where C =  oi/{Atzs\i ? 9 w )- The paurameter £>i lies a t the heart of the calculation, and 

represents the net low-energy result of the various loop integrations and renormaliza-
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(b) (c)

----

Figure 3.5: Short-distance diagrams for ds -> vv. There are four types of effective 
dsZ  vertex diagrams, and one bcnc diagram. The four dsZ  type diagrams can be 
further classified as either one-particle irreducible (a,b) or one-quark reducible (d.e).

tions. At the electroweak level, it is a  function of the appropriate lepton mass, the set of 

up-type quark masses, and several elements of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. Various 

corrections for QCD effects have also been computed. We will return to the evaluation 

of D / a  b it later in this section.

As usual, inserting the effective Hamiltonian between the initial and final states gives 

the transition amphtude. The neutrino current factors from the four-fermion operator, 

leaving the vacuum transition element (0 |s7 ^Pi,d|ÜL *°). Following common practice, this 

hadronic matrix element will be treated phenomenologically by introducing a vector 

meson decay constant ffc-o. Specifically, we let where £

denotes the K*^ polarization. Our weak transition amplitude then becomes

(3.18)

where again the free Lorentz index v  eiccounts for the K*^ polarization. Following 

Donoghue, Golowich and Holstein [44], we will assume =  0.2 m^.

Equations (3.16) and (3.18) determine the three m atrix elements appearing in our 

initial long-distance amplitude (3.15). Combining these results, the net amplitude M i
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Table 3.3: The Inami-Lim functions Dt. QCD corrections are included.

I  ReDf TmPf
1 X 10-^ 3.0îf!i X 10-'*i-O-0.3 ^ - 1-3
n  - 1 .8 tg i  X 10-3 3 .0 IM  X 10-“»

j r  -1 .6 lg ; | X 10-3___________________ S.Oti'a x 10-^

per neutrino family is

M l  =  {uavPLVt)Piikp€a. (3.19)
9

The corresponding phase space integrations are quite similar to those performed for the 

pseudoscalar decays P  -¥ 71/i/. The only kinematic difference is the  extra dependence 

due to the K*° propagator. The necessary changes are discussed fully in Appendix C.5.2. 

Referring forward to Equation (C.61) shows th a t our partial decay rates are

r, = (3.20)

where « =  The kinematic function F{ k) results &om the final phase space

integration over and appears in Equation (C.62).

It remains to evaluate the effective Ham iltonian parameters D i. As mentioned ear

lier, the D l depend upon several elements of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, some of 

which are poorly known. Appendix B discusses the KM m atrix in detail. In this dis

sertation, the Wolfenstein convention [46] is used for the KM m atrix  parameterization. 

The four Wolfenstein parameters are A, A, g and g. Determinations for their numerical 

values are described fully in Appendix B. Referencing equations (B.7) and (B.8), reveals 

A =  0.221 ±  .002 and A = 0.82 ±  0.01. The remaining two Wolfenstein parameters are 

not independently known, but are constrained to lie within a  particular region of the 

(g, g) plane. This constrained region is shown in Figure B.5.

Using the Wolfenstein convention for the elements of the KM m atrix the effective 

parameters D i, by definition, expand as follows:

L>i = Y ^  LJqD(Xq, Xi)VqdV*qa =  -\u}cD(Xc, Xi) -  A3w(A^(l - Q -  ir))D{Xt, %/). (3.21)
q=c,t
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In  this expansion, the parameters uiq allow for possible QCD corrections to  the otherwise 

purely electroweak result. Following Buchalla [47], we will take =  0.7 and w; =  1 . 

The arguments to the electroweak function Ï)  are the squared mass ratios, Xj =

The function D  itself is.

For the three standard-model lepton masses, 1. Moreover, since the charm and 

top quarks are relatively heavy, in most cases x, x ,; the only exception is when z =  r , 

and 9  =  0. It is significant th a t under these two limits, the lepton mass dependence 

disappears, and D  reduces to

D{x,y)  =  I X -f- 2 3x — 6 ,
+  7 - r ? ln x (3.22)

X — 1 (x — 1)2

The net effect is that Di is relatively insensitive to I. Using the Wolfenstein param

eter values referenced above, a  Monte Carlo simulation generates the values shown in 

Table 3.3. The listed values are the modes and the uncertainties enclose 68.3% of the 

distributions. The quark mass values used in the simulation were rric =  1.5 ±  0.1 GeV 

and rat =  174 ±  16 GeV.

W ith aU the required parameters now determined, the partial decay rates predicted 

by Elquation (3.20) can now be calculated. Using the center values listed in Table 3.3, 

and summing over the three neutrino families, gives a total width of 8.5 x 10“ °̂ GeV. 

The corresponding branching ratio is 0.7 x 10“ ^̂ .

3.3 Short-distance contributions

For Ki, —>• 'yvü, the relevant short-distance interaction is of course ds —> 'yuv. At lowest 

order in the standard model, inspection shows that there are twenty-seven electroweak 

diagrams contributing to this interaction. A straight-forward way to generate these 

diagrams is to begin with the lowest order electroweak diagrams for the  related non- 

radiative process ds —)• vû. These diagrams were encountered in the previous section, 

and were shown in Figure 3.5. Attaching an external photon line to one of the charged
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(a) j .  . V (b)X d

s

(C) r. (d)

Figure 3.6: Example diagrams for ds 'yuü. There are twenty-seven electroweak 
diagrams. Four examples are shown: (a) an irreducible box diagram, (b) a reducible 
box diagram, (c) a one-quark irreducible effective dsZ diagram, and (d) a one-queirk 
reducible effective dsZ  diagram.

lines in these non-radiative diagrams then creates a graph for ds 71/i/. In this way, 

twenty-six of the twenty-seven contributions are generated. Figure 3.6 shows four exam

ples. The one remaining contribution contains the standard-model W W Z'y  vertex, and 

is quite similar to the example graph displayed in Figure 3.6(c). Notice that the various 

contributions naturally split into either box type or effective d sZ  type diagrams, and 

that each type further divides into either one-particle irreducible or one-quark reducible 

processes.

W ith twenty-seven contributing diagrams, the complete one-loop calculation would 

be quite involved. It is clearly worthwhile to search for possible approximations. To 

begin, consider the effective dsZ  vertex type diagrams. There are twenty-one in all. 

Notice that if the Z  v v  branches are replaced with photons, then these diagrams 

describe instead the two-photon interaction ds —̂ 7 7 . This two-photon interaction has 

been studied previously, as early as 1974, by Gaillard and Lee [7]. These studies found 

that the dominant contributions to the two-photon process arise from the particular one- 

particle irreducible diagrams which contain a  single W  boson. These are the diagrams
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similar to Figure 3.6(c), but where bo th  neutral boson lines are attached to the internal 

quark line. In  addition, the studies found tha t the lightest loop quark gave the largest 

contribution.

The line of argument used to deduce the behavior of the two-photon diagrams also 

applies to our Z  decay. It is thus reasonable to assume th a t the same class of irreducible 

diagrams also dominates the set of effective dsZ  contributions to ds —>• 71/i/. Indeed, 

this was the line of reasoning used in 1978 by Ma and Okada [14]. Using just the two 

quark families known a t the time, they estimated the following short-distance amplitude 

for K l  71/i/;

M  =  (3.23)

Consistent with the two-photon behaviour, their calculation was also dominated by the 

graphs containing the lightest loop quark. The analysis, however, did not consider the 

possibility of a  quark mass larger than  the W  mass. It is thus reasonable to wonder 

if the light quark loop dominance persists given the now known large mass of the top 

quark. This extension to heavy quarks, however, has also been performed [48]. One 

finds tha t the additional contribution ffom the pair of top quark graphs is similar in 

form to the Ma and Okada amplitude (3.23), but is modified by the factor

p-fe VtdVt, r 2_______ 21ng t________ 1
[(xt  -  1)2 ( x t - l ) 3  x t ( x t - l )

(3.24)

Here, as in the previous section, Xç denotes the squared mass ratio rn^/m \^. Setting 

m-t ~  174 GeV, this heavy quark modification results in a  decay ra te  th a t is smaller 

than  the Ma and Okada rate by several orders of magnitude. Thus the assumption tha t 

the dominant effective dsZ  diagrams are in turn dominated by the lightest loop quark 

is still valid. Using Elquation (3.23), Ma and Okada predicted tha t the short-distance 

branching ratio fox K l 71/1/ would be roughly 10“ ®̂. In  their analysis, however, Ma 

and Okada did not consider the box diagram contributions to ds 71/i/. As we will see, 

the box diagram contributions actually exceed the effective dsZ  contribution by several 

orders of magnitude.
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d

S V

Figure 3.7: One-quark reducible short-distance processes.

In contrast to the behavior just observed for the effective d sZ  diagrams, general ar

guments suggest tha t the one-quark reducible box diagrams, rather than the irreducible 

diagrams, should give the dominant box type contribution. In order to later treat non

standard model effects, we will approach the calculation of the one-quark reducible box 

diagrams in a  relatively general manner. As indicated in Figure 3.7, we will consider all 

one-quark reducible processes th a t can be viewed as a  photon attached to some type of 

local ds —> Ujük interaction. The form assumed for the local Hamiltonian is

n  =  pjk s DjH^Uk +  h.c., (3.25)

where =  'y^(vg — acyg) and =  7 ^(v^ — 3 /^7 5 ). This form allows for arbitrary 

mixtures of vector and axial-vector currents. The coefficients ^jk  will also be determined 

by the particular model and allow for possible mixing between neutrino families. It 

follows tha t the quark-level amplitude for the diagrams shown in Figure 3.7 is then

M  = UdUj^ftVk, (3.26)
P d - k  p s - k

where rrid and m 3 are quark current masses. It remains to extract the corresponding 

K l  -> 7 */!/ decay amplitude. The traditional short-distance approach would be to 

translate the invariant am plitude (3.26) into an effective Hamiltonian for ds 71/z/. 

However, it is then not clear how to treat the hadronic m atrix element tha t appears. 

To side-step this difficulty, we will instead extend a  modelling approach tha t was used 

in 1977 by Goldmann and Wilson [49] to treat radiative pion decay.
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Table 3.4: Projected fermion currents for various Dirac matrices. Here Pa,Pb and 
ma,nii denote quark 4-momentum and mass, and p is the weighted sum m^pa + 
rriaPb- In the static quark model (SQM), p reduces to 2mambp/mp, where p and 
mp  are the meson 4-momentum and mass, and nia and m» are now the SQM values.

F
Z) «075^6 ÛôPUa

In general In SQM
1 0 0

75 -^{Pa-Pb +  ruamb) —Smamb
7/x 0 0

7^75 4pf 4p^
0

- 2p^ - 2pP
-2[paP6 — (Pa-Pft +  m am b)g^ AmambgP"

-  +  * £°^^PaaPb0]
Y Y Y P l - 2 \gf̂ f>p‘' +  -  gf^pP - 2 \gPP^ + gP''p>̂  -  gP^pP

+ iePP‘'<̂Pa] -\-iePP''^Pa\

Consider the decay of a  pseudoscalar meson P , with valence quark content ab, to 

some arbitrary final state. Goldmann and Wilson proposed tha t for a  quark scattering 

amplitude of the form vaPua th a t the corresponding meson decay am plitude could be 

estimated using the projection

M  = C ^ 2  “ o75Ua VbTua, (3.27)

where the summation is over the  quark spins. The coefficient C is a  normalization con

stant, and will be discussed below. After the quark-level amplitude has been projected, 

one is still left w ith the issue of the quark dynamics. The simplest approach, and the 

one taken by Goldmann and Wilson, is to adopt the static constituent quark model, i.e., 

the constituent quarks are taken to have zero internal momentum w ith respect to the 

meson. If p  and m p  denote the meson momentum and mass, then pa =  (ma/m p)p  and 

Pb = {mb/mp)p. In  addition, the  quark masses are now the constituent model values. 

Table 3.4 summarizes the complete approach. Listed are the projected amplitudes for 

the standard bilinear covariants F  as well as for several more elaborate Dirac forms. 

Aided by these general expressions, it is relatively straight-forward to compute the pro-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Diagrams for K'^ -+ (a) Effective model that defines the pseu
doscalar decay constant, (b) Short-distance quark model.

jected amplitude for our one-quark reducible amplitude (3.26). In the Lorentz gauge, 

and in  the limit of massless neutrinos, the result is

M = L  (  _  k " )
3p-fc L \  J

rriK
(3.28)

This is the projection for The expression is identical except that

0kj appears. O f the three terms that appear, only the one proportional to V£> is C P  

conserving. Thus the terms proportional to a/j will be neglected.

The normalization constant C can be determined by applying the projection method 

to a  decay that is both short-distance dominated and well characterized by a  pseu

doscalar decay constant. For this purpose, we considered —)■ Figure 3.8 shows

the relevant diagrams for (a) the effective decay and (b) the dominant standard-model 

short-distance contribution. The traditional amplitude for the effective model is

A i (a) =  y/2GpfK üvi^PLVt (3.29)

whereas the projected short-distance amplitude that results is

Ai(M =  -C y /ÏG p  ûui^PLVt. (3.30)mic

Simple comparison then determines the normalization constant C. For later reference, 

note th a t the pseudoscalar constant fic  =  0.160 GeV, and we will assume that m« =  m^.

W ith the normalization now determined, it remains to combine the and am

plitudes and then integrate over phase space. The combined normalized decay amplitude
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can be written as

^  (3.31)

where the dimensionless parameter m =  (m ,/m j) — (m j/m ,)  has been introduced to 

consolidate the constituent quark mass dependence. The parameter A =  Vu, arises from 

the Wolfenstein convention for the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. The necessary phase 

space calculations are presented as usual in Appendix C, specifically Appendix C.5.3. 

The resulting K i  71/i/ decay ra te  is then

r  =  | ^ ^ ( * + v = „ ) v $ , ' I t [ ( P + f l V l .  (3.32)

Recall th a t this expression is the estim ated decay rate for the pair of one-quark reducible 

diagrams shown in Figure 3.7, assuming the effective four-fermion Hamiltonian form 

given in Equation (3.25).

In  the case of the standard-model, the detailed form of the effective four-fermion 

Hamiltonian is well-known. It was discussed in the previous section, and appears in 

Equation (3.17). The fermion currents are both left-handed, lepton number conservation 

requires =  0, and the diagonal elements are 0jj =  2y/2GpC^j- Inserting these 

values into the general formula (3.32) will give us our estimate for the box diagram 

contributions to K c  'yuv. The result is

r = (3.33)

As a  point of interest, recall that the standard-model four-fermion Hamiltonian accounts 

for bo th  dsZ  type and box type diagrams. Thus by using the standard-model values for 

/3, strictly  speaking our estimate for the one-quark reducible box graphs also includes 

contributions from several dsZ  type graphs. The analysis at the beginning of this section, 

however, showed that these dsZ  contributions must be less than C?(10“ ^®). As we will 

soon see, they thus play a  negligible role.

O ur numerical evaluations of the  Inami and Lim functions D i  were shown earlier 

in Table 3.3. Estimates for the values of the constituent quark model masses vary
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substantially [44]. We will take m =  0.8 ±  0.2 to account for this uncertainty. The 

remaining parameters are all well-known. The resulting branching ratio is O.Ttg]  ̂x 10“  ̂  ̂ , 

clearly demonstrating th a t K l 71/i/ is short-distance dominated.

3.4 Neutral horizontal gauge bosons

As the previous sections have shown, the decay K c  -¥ 71/i/ is highly suppressed in 

the standard model. It is therefore of interest to consider possible contributions from 

proposed extensions to the standard  model. Since K i  71/i/ is a neutral flavour- 

changing decay, it is of particular interest to consider contributions from extensions 

th a t contain tree-level, neutral flavour-changing currents. Such tree-level currents, if 

they arise, are usually due to  the presence of additional gauge bosons that can couple 

to  fermions from different generations. These generation-changing particles, regardless 

of the original model, are commonly referred to as horizontal gauge bosons.

In this section, we will consider the possible contributions of neutral horizontal gauge 

bosons to K l —>• 7 ^^. T he idea is straight-forward. The horizontal gauge bosons 

create s-channel type diagrams for the four-fermion interactions ds -)• VjOk. A ttaching 

photons to the charged legs in these four-fermion diagrams then creates the diagrams 

for the corresponding radiative process ds -> 71/jt/fc. Since the horizontal gauge bosons 

are neutral, the only charged lines are the two quark legs. Thus the complete set of 

lowest-order, horizontal gauge boson diagrams for ÜT̂ , 71/i/ are just the single pair of 

one-particle reducible diagrams tha t appeared in Figure 3.7. Furthermore, since a t the 

kaon mass scale the horizontal boson interaction is essentially point-like, the effective 

four-fermion vertex should be well-described by the general Hamiltonian form assumed 

in  Equation (3.25). As a  result, the general short-distance analysis developed in the 

previous section applies here as well. Thus the main task of this section will be to 

determine the coefficients Pjk for the horizontal boson effective Hamiltonian.

In order to  keep the discussion reasonably model-independent, but still specific 

enough to be useful, a  rough theoretical framework is required th a t introduces a  sim-
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pie non-Abelian horizontal gauge group but does not dwell on its possible origin. A 

good example of such a  scheme is the formalism due to Cahn and Harari [50]. In this 

scheme, the general effective group structure is taken to be G x H, where G acts within 

a generation and H  is the horizontal gauge group containing the generation-changing 

bosons. Here effective refers to some appropriate mass scale that lies comfortably below 

any sort of grand-uniffcation energy. In particular, the group G is assumed to contain 

the standard  electroweak algebra SU(2)w^ x U (l). The group H  is arbitrarily taken to 

be SU (2)g. In their work, Ceihn and Harari treated ju s t the two lowest mass particle 

generations. In  our analysis, we will keep the same basic framework, but extend the 

formalism to three generations.

In order to simplify the discussion, it will be convenient at the beginning to tem

porarily ignore any possible effects due to chirality. In other words, if  a fermion state 

is assumed to be an eigenstate under some symmetry, then both of its chiral com

ponents are assumed to belong to the same multiplet. The basis of particle states 

is then constructed as follows. The primitive electron, muon, and tau  states will be 

denoted by L® and L°, respectively. Similarly, the primitive neutrino states, up- 

type quark states, and down-type quark states will be denoted by the triplets N f,  

Uf and At this stage, primitive simply means not necessarily the mass eigen

states. The full set of primitive states will be represented by the column vector = 

, iVj, fi®,. . .  , The set of mass eigenstates F  is then assumed

to be related to the primitive states F® by a  unitary transformation.

F  =

'ivr *iV®'
L L®
U G®
D D®

= UF°, (3.34)

where the submatrix acts only within the 3 x 3  neutrino subspace, and so on.

Since the groups SU(2)iv and SU(2 )g  commute, the various primitive states can be 

chosen so th a t they have simple transformation properties under both groups. The states 

within a  given triplet, for example L®, L®, and L®, are therefore chosen to be eigenstates 

of w ith respective eigenvalues —1, 0, and 1. Simultaneously, the states within a
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given generation, for example D \,  and iVf, are chosen to be eigenstates of

with respective eigenvalues — 5 , —5 , and 5 . In the primitive basis, the generators 

of the weak currents then have the simple representation =  I 2 ® t  ® I 3, where 

In  denotes the n-dimensional unit matrix and r  =  <r/ 2  denotes the generators for the 

2-dimensional representation of SU(2). For example, the generator of the positively 

charged weak current is

=  I 2  ®  ®  I 3  =

'0 1 3 0 o'
0 0 0 0
0 0 13 0
0 0 0 0

(3.35)

The representation of the generators for the horizontal currents is even simpler; =  

I4 ® T, where r denotes the generators for the 3-dimensional representation of SU(2).

W ithin the efiEective G x  H  energy scale, the horizontal gauge bosons are assumed 

to be massive. For our purposes, the particular mechanism responsible for the mass 

generation -  presumably some form of spontaneous or dynamic symmetry breaking -  is 

not important. We will simply assume that the masses are large relative to the kaon 

mass, and also for simplicity tha t the masses are degenerate. It follows that the effective 

low-energy four-fermion Hamiltonian for the horizontal boson interaction can be written 

quite generally as
2

n  =  (3.36)
2m ^

Here gn  is the effective horizontal gauge coupling constant, m n  is the degenerate hori

zontal boson mass, and the Lorentz structure of the fermion currents, whatever it may 

be, has been suppressed to simplify the notation.®

For the decay K l —> the relevant interaction terms in H  are those that connect

together the triplets that contain the neutrinos and the down-type quarks, i.e., those

’The degeneracy assumption must be kept in mind when searching for experimental limits. In the 
general framework of Cahn and Harari, the interaction ds —» ujuk is called non-diagonal because fermions 
from different triplets are involved. In contrast, the lepton number violating decay /x — 3e is a diagonal 
process. It is easy to show that if the boson masses are degenerate, then diagonal processes do not 
receive horizontal boson contributions. Thus non-detection limits for diagonal processes are not relevant 
if mass degeneracy has been assumed.
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terms tha t contain both N  and D. Extracting just these terms from Equation (3.36), 

and making the transformation t  , gives

H d n  =  (3.37)
T r i g

The individual terms tha t connect the d and s  quarks together are now easy to recognize; 

they are clearly associated w ith the raising and lowering operators t ± .  Thus by using 

the relations r±  =  (ri ±  tT2 ) / 2 , it is straight-forward to expand H n d  and extract the 

desired quark-level terms. T he resulting effective Hamiltonian is

n d 3 =  s D^d i / j +  h.c.. (3.38)
y / ^ T T l g

Note that and N̂ i have been inserted in order to begin accounting for the Lorentz 

structure of the currents. As in the previous section, the definitions =  'yniso — ̂ Dlo) 

and =  "Ŷ (vyv —a/vyg) allow for arbitrary mixtures of vector and axial-vector currents.

Comparison of the Hamiltonian in Equation (3.38) with the general Hamiltonian 

form given in Equation (3.25) determines the coefficients 0jk- Equation (3.32) then 

directly gives the corresponding short-distance decay rate for iiff, —»• 'yvD. Interestingly, 

the unitary mixing matrices and do not contribute to the final result.

The horizontal gauge boson parameters gg  and ttih can be constrained to some extent 

by considering the experimental non-detection limits for other rare kaon decays. In 

particular, the SU(2) degenerate mass model that we have been considering also con

tributes to the lepton-number violating processes K i  —► en and -¥ ir’̂ eg.. Both of 

these decays have extremely low non-detection limits. The process K i  -)• e/i, however, 

is only sensitive to the axial-vector component ag of the quark current. Thus the semi- 

leptonic decay —)■ Tr'^e/i, which is sensitive to the vector component, is more useful 

as a comparison process.

Given horizontal bosons, the relevant quark-level process for iC"*" 7r'*'e“ /i‘*‘ is

ds e“ /i"*‘. Thus for this decay the relevant terms in the effective Hamiltonian (3.36)
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are those containing L  and D,  rather than N  and D. In analogy to Equation (3.37),

■HzJi =  ^ D t D -LV t V^L, (3.40)
m g

where V — The individual terms tha t connect the d  and s  quarks eure again

associated with the operators r±. Collecting these terms and retaining only the ones 

that also contain the electron-muon current gives the interaction
2

+  VeeV;^)sD^d ëL /̂X, (3.41)
m g

where =  yftivi — a£,7 5 ) accounts for the Lorentz structure of the leptons. As usual, 

inserting the effective Hamiltonian between the initial and final states determines the 

corresponding invariant amplitude. The resulting expression contains the hadronic ma

trix element (7r‘*‘|sD^d|üT‘'‘). Since the strong force conserves parity, the axial-vector 

component of the qucurk current can not contribute to this m atrix element. A reason

able parameterization is therefore where /

is some effective decay constant, is the pion momentum, and quark SU(2) isospin 

symmetry has been assumed. The invariant amplitude for —>■ is then
2

M  =  +  VeeV;^) üe^^(vL ~  (3.42)
m g

The sum  over the lepton spins is straight-forward. The resulting expression is

W  =  +  VeeV*j2
m g

X [(v i 4- ai)(2g,r-g^g,r-9e -  q^-Qeql) +  m e m ^ { \/l  -  a^)g^], (3.43)

where the  g,- denote the various particle momenta. Instead of immediately continuing 

on to the  phase space integrations, it is more advantageous a t this point to consider the 

am plitude for the closely related weak decay ->

The rate for has been measured and thus this standard-model decay

can be used to help normalize the rate for ÜT'*" The relevant standard-

model amplitude is simply M. = GpIyitaUui-^PLVni where /  is the effective kaon decay 

constant mentioned above. Note that the amplitudes for both decays have the same
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kinematic structure. Furthermore, in the reasonable limit me 0, both  decays have 

exactly the same phase space. Thus in this lim it, one expects the ratio,

^  ai)|Ve^V;^ +  VeeV;^|2. (3.44)

The present experimental detection limit for is a  branching ratio of

2.1 X 10“ °̂ [30]. This translates into an upper limit for r  of 6 .6  x 10"®.

The K[, —> yi/û rate appearing in Equation (3.39) can now be written in terms of r , 

thus eliminating the direct dependence on the horizontal gauge parameters g g  and m g .  

This alternate expression is

r  .  ' I  ;  : | i v „ v ^ + v „ v ; . | - V .  (3 .4 5 )

I t seems reasonable to assume tha t the horizontal interaction would treat the neutral and 

charged leptons similarly. In this case, one would expect the factor containing the chiral 

couplings to be close to unity. It also seems reasonable to expect the factor involving 

the mixing matrix V to be close to unity because of the particular way it depends upon 

both diagonal and off-diagonal elements. Under these two assumptions, inserting the 

limit  for r  then gives a horizontal boson branching ratio limit of <  2 x 10"^^.
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Chapter 4 

The decay 77 —> ire'^e

It has been known for many years that in the limit of charge conjugation invariance the 

decays 77 —»• cannot occur through a one-photon intermediate state [51]. It has

also been known for many years that the competing two-photon intermediate state  can 

occur in this limit [52]. Thus to the extent tha t the two-photon contributions are sup

pressed, the decays rj are a sensitive probe for the existence of electromagnetic

C  violation [53]. The relevant diagrams are shown in Figure 4.1.

The present experimental upper limits for the branching ratios are 4 x 10"® for 

r] -¥ 7r°e"*‘e " , and 5 x 10"® for rj [30]. W ith the new 77 facilities, it is

expected th a t these lim its will be lowered by several orders of magnitude [54]. On the 

theoretical side, there have been surprisingly few calculations. The result usually quoted 

in the literature is the original VMD analysis of 77 - t  7r®e'*'e" by Cheng [53] in 1967. 

Cheng’s predicted branching ratio was 1.1 x 10"®, which is compatible a t least with 

recent estimates of the unitarity limits; greater than 2 x 10"® for the electron mode, 

and greater than  3 x 10"® for the muon mode [55].

In this chapter, we present an updated VMD calculation for 77 —> 7r®e'^e". To 

this end, we first digress slightly to study in detail the two-photon decay 77 7r®7 7 .

The study of this decay serves as a valuable preliminary for 77 7r®e"'"e", as well as

for the two-pion decay 77 7r®7r®77 discussed in Chapter 5. Section 4.2 then returns

to 77 7r°e'‘'e " , presenting the general amplitude form analysis for 77 —> and
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(b)

n

Figure 4.1: One photon and two photon paths for rj ->

the decay kinematics. The VM D analysis begins in Section 4.3. The last section 4.4  

deals specifically w ith the electron mode, and details the numerical integrations and the 

resulting diSerential decay spectra.

4.1 The two photon decay rj ->•

Over the years, the decay t] has been analyzed using a  wide variety of models

with varying degrees of success. The various models used include standard  VMD [56-58], 

extensions to VMD that treat scalar or axial-vector contributions [58, 59], standard 

chiral perturbation theory [60], various extended chiral theories [61-64], and constituent 

quark box diagrams [55]. Interestingly, all of these eSbrts noticeably underestimate the 

experimental w idth 0.84 eV. In  this regard, the various chiral theories have the most 

diflSculty. At lowest order, 0{p*), the standard theory prediction is too small by two 

orders of magnitude. However, a t next to leading order, 0(p®), the various chiral theory 

estimates are much larger. Depending on the extension, the predictions range from 20% 

to 80% of the measured width. The caveat is tha t these higher-order chiral predictions 

must include vector meson effects in order to obtain reasonable values for the 

coupling coefficients. For comparison, and as we will see, the standard VMD prediction 

on its own is roughly 40% of the experimental width.

This overall modelling uncertainty for rj —> lies behind our choice to use VMD

to estimate the two photon contribution to rj —¥ ir^e^e~. It should be kept in mind, of 

course, that the VMD 40% result for rj —> 7T° 7 7  suggests a similar level of uncertainty
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Table 4.1: General amplitude forms for rj -> Example interactions C are
given for the two possible C  and P  invariant amplitude forms M .  The momentum 
and field assignments are T/(p) t], x°(g) -> ir, and 7 (fci,2) -*■

£ M
rrrrF i^ F ^

(a^a^77)77F'i^ri?" €^€^{p-kip-k2gfiu +  ki-k-iPfjPv —p-k \k2fiPu - P ' k 2Pfikiu)

for 7/ 7r°e‘*"e“ . In this section we perform a full VMD calculation of tj —>• 7t°7 7 . The

main aim is to verify and update the previous VMD analyses. Our VMD calculation of 

77 -> 7T° 7 7  also serves, however, as a  useful preliminary for our treatment in the next 

chapter of the two pion mode rj —> 7r°7r°7 7 . In  what follows, we review the amplitude 

forms for 77 —)• 77̂ 7 7 , set up the kinematics, determine the VMD amplitude, and present 

the corresponding differential decay spectrum and branching ratio.

The form of the invariant amplitude for 77 77^77 is tightly constrained by kine

matics and the  expected symmetries. In addition to electromagnetic gauge invariance 

and boson exchange symmetry, both  parity and charge-conjugation conservation are as

sumed. For building effective interactions, it is common practice to use the conservation 

of four-momentum constraint to neglect derivatives of the pion field, and to consider up 

to two derivatives of the 77 and photon fields. There are then, as is well-known, only two 

possible am plitude forms. They are shown in Table 4.1.

In Table 4.1, the photons in the first form listed are in a J  =  0 state; in the second 

form listed, they are in a J  =  2 state. It follows that contributions of the first type 

to T] 7r°e‘*'e“  are helicity suppressed, while those of the second type are not. As 

we will see, the VMD amplitudes for 77 —>• 77^77 are naturally expressed in terms of 

contractions of two e^po- pseudotensors. Comparison of these Eunplitudes w ith the two 

forms listed in Table 4.1 shows tha t the VMD amplitudes contain both J  = 0 and 

J  =  2 components [56]. The presence of the J  =  2 component is significant. It is a 

promising indication that the VMD two photon graphs will lead to sizable contributions 

for 77 77°e"'‘e“ .
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P-* V

Figure 4.2: The VMD diagram for r/ -i- 7T°7 7 .

Table 4.2: Kinematics invariants for t] The intermediate momenta are
k = k i+  tg, and k = k\ — tg. See text for further details.

q-k
q-k

(m^ -  m l ) / 2  
A^/^(Tn^, k^, rril) cos By/ 2

ki-k2 kV 2
p-q q-k + m l
q-ki (ç-A: +  g-fc)/2
q -h { q - k - q - k )  J2
p-ki {q-k + q-k + f̂ ) / 2
p-k2 {q-k — q-k  +  Â ) /2

The vector meson dominance diagram for r/ —> 7t®77 is shown in Figure 4.2. The 

symbol V denotes one of the three neutral vector mesons w, or <f>. Using the W 'y  

interactions presented in Section 2.4, the corresponding am plitude is

M  = + ( t | II e f )  '

The sum produces three different products of ÇvP'r couplings. Table 2.2 quickly shows, 

however, tha t the product involving the <l> particle is negligible in comparison to the other 

two. We therefore discard the 0  graph, fix m v  =  rrip, and define the effective coupling 

g =  gpirtQins-t + 9unri9urK~i- Using the numerical values in Table 2.2 gives |^| =  3.2 GeV"^.

Neglecting spin, there are in general two independent kinematic variables for a 1 3

particle decay. For g —> 7t°7 7 , choices that have appeared in the literature include 

p-ki  and p-kz [55,58], or more commonly and one other variable such as a  photon 

energy [54,62,64]. Here we will use and By, the polar angle in  the photon rest frame. 

This choice allows for easy comparison with the kinematics used in Section 5.1 for the
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two pion mode tj —)• 7r°7r®7 7 . The appropriate binary cascade, phase space formula is 

d®r =  [<S/2(27r)®m,j] <pR{p^,q^, Af) l*^P- Expressing the differentials

d %  in solid angle form, performing the three trivial angular integrations, and writing 

the result in terms of triangle functions gives

where fi =  m ^/m ^  and z  = k^/rri^. We have also set here kf = =  0. The appropriate

integration ranges are 0 <  z < (1 — and 0 < 9-, < 7̂ . The spin summations for our 

VMD amplitude (Equation (4.1)) are described in Appendix C.4. The full result is

o \” M c f ” M + c f ” H c f ' ’L9 *1. .9 *2. [g ^2j  L<■ - ,  19 fei
[(9  +  -  f»p][(9 +  *2)^ -  mj]

(4.3)
pnvv • "z/ •••pi

The various Gram determinants depend upon, of course, the six scalar products listed 

in Table 4.2. This table also details the dependence of these products upon k^ éind 6>y.

The integrations over and 6y were done numerically. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting 

differential decay spectrum with respect to z. Recall tha t z is the photon pair normalized 

invariant mass. The corresponding total width and branching ratio  are F =  0.35 eV 

and 2.9 x 10"^, respectively. This total width agrees well w ith other recent VMD 

computations. For comparison, Ng and Peters [58] find F =  0.30iQ ]f eV, while Picciotto 

[62] finds F =  0.38 eV.

4.2 General analysis and kinematics for 77

In order to accommodate the two leptons, the invariant amplitude for rj —> 7t°£"*■£" must 

have the general form M  =  where a  priori Tj  6  { 1 ,7 s , 7 ^ ,7 *̂7 5 , Not

all of the bilinear covariants, however, can contribute to the sum. For example, in order 

to conserve parity the pseudotensor Sppvtr must also appear in the  pseudoscalar and
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Figure 4.3: VMD decay spectrum for rj n̂ 'y'y. The parameter z  =  k^/rn^, where 
is the photon pair invariant mass.

axial-vector terms. Since there are only three independent 4rmomenta with which to 

contract, a  spin independent pseudoscalar term cannot be constructed.

In the end, a  general form analysis for t/ —> shows that there are only three

independent parity-conserving forms. These are listed in Table 4.3. For building the 

effective interactions, the conservation of four-momentum constraint was used to neglect 

derivatives of the pion field, and as usual up to two derivatives of the remaining fields 

were considered. We also explicitly assumed that the leptons were on-shell. The Dirac 

equation then requires üff±v  =  f m/üu, which explains why üffv is the only vector 

interaction th a t appears. Similarly, it follows tha t =  i{miûfh} ± p -p ± û v)

and p + p ü ü a ^ u  =  i(m | -|-p+ -p-)üu . In other words, all of the possible tensor terms 

reduce to a  sum of scalar and ûjifi; type interactions.

Based on the parity conserving forms listed in Table 4.3, the general effective ampli

tude for 77 —> can be w ritten as

M  =  m iF su v  4- F v û jh  +  ^ e ^ p w P ''P + P -« 7 ‘̂ 75W- (4.4)

The factor of in the axial vector term is introduced for convenience so th a t Fa
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Table 4.3: General amplitude forms for rj -+ Example interactions C are
given for the three parity invariant forms M .  The momentum and field assignments 
are r](p) ->• rj, ir°(g) ir, l~(p-) -*■ and l+(p+) ->• ip. The last column denotes 
charge-conjugation.

c M C
Tjnipip ÜV even

(â 77)7r07#*t/» ûfh) odd
(5yT7)7T(ô^^)7^75a^V’ £npuaP^P^+P-Ü'f'y5V odd

has the same dimension as the other two form factors. The factor of m ; in the scalar 

term , however, arises from considerations of chiral symmetry as follows. The standard 

model is invariant under the combined operations ip —> j^ip and m i  —»■ —m i.  The 

vector and axial-vector covariants are even under ip —)• 75V’» but the scalar covariant is 

odd. The factor of m i  thus insures th a t all three form factors are even functions of the 

lepton mass -  to the extent that the above symmetry is a valid symmetry of nature. It 

also follows, of course, tha t the scalar contributions to 77 -)■ are expected to be

helicity suppressed.

Neglecting spin, the kinematics for the decay 77 are very similar to those

for 77 —)• 7T°7 7 . The main difference is tha t the leptons have mass. For the 77 —> 7t° 7 7  

decay, our kinematic approach was to pair the two photons. For 77 -> we pair

the two leptons. The appropriate phase space formula is then

d^R(p^, (4.5)

where p = p+ + p - .  A priori, a reasonable choice for the two independent phase space 

variables is and 9i, where 61 is the polar angle in the lepton rest frame. In this case, 

w riting the differentials d%  in solid angle form gives three trivial angular integrations.

After converting to triangle functions. Equation (4.5) then becomes

^  =  ^ ^ 3  A ^/2(l,p ,s) A^/2(s,j/,i/)dcos0< |M |2, (4.6)

where s =  v — m ^fm ^,  and as usual p  =  m^Jm^. The corresponding integration

limits  are 4i/ <  s <  (1 — ^/p)^ and 0 < 6 i  <ir.
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One drawback of using 9  ̂ for one of the independent variables is that 9t does not 

transform simply under charge conjugation. In this regard, a  better choice is cosOe 

which is C  odd. An even better choice is the invariant w =  2q-{p+ — p_)/m ^, since 

w  =  p, f/, (/) cos ̂ (/s. In this case, the difierentiaJ decay rate is simply

Of course, the triangle functions now appear in the integration limits- The new range 

is |tt;| <  A ^/^(l,/i,s)A ^/^(s,i/,i/)/s. Notice that under charge-conjugation, the vector 

and axicil-vector terms in Equation (4.4) are odd while the scalar term is even. Thus 

for models that conserve C, the w  dependence of the form factors must be even for Fs  

and odd for Fv  and Fa- It is also worth noting th a t the invariants s and w are closely 

related to the sum and difference of the positron and electron energies. In the rj rest 

frame, s = 2{E+ -t- E-)/mr, + ji — 1 and w = 2{E^. — E - ) lm ^ .  Thus these kinematic 

variables are well-suited for studying possible charge conjugation asymmetries [65]. For 

reference, the relationships between s and w  and the six scalar products involving p, p±, 

and q, are shown in Table 4.4.

The final kinematic topic to address is the sum over the lepton spins. The squared 

magnitude of Equation (4.4) contains essentially six different products of bilinear covari

ants. These six products are shown in Table 4.5 along with their spin summations. Using 

these expressions, which follow from the standard trace theorems, the full spin-summed 

amplitude is

4 =  2u(s -  41/) |Fs|2 -h i  [A(l, p, s) -  u;2] \Fv\'^ 4- 4uw Re(FgF'[>)
TTlrt Z

+  1  [(5 _  4i/)A(1,p,s) -  su;2] [2(s -  4u) \Fa \  ̂-F 8 Im (FvF^)j. (4.8)

In the limit of small lepton masses, z/ -> 0, this frill expression simplifies considerably. 

Provided that Fs, Fy  and Fa are roughly of the same order, the result is

^  i  [A(l, p , 3) -  w^] [\Fv\^ +  s  ImiFvFX) + j s ^  \Fa \̂ ] - (4.9)
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Table 4.4: Kinematics invariants for r) -¥ Three sets of invariants are
listed: the six scalar products of external momenta, several products involving 
p  =  p+ + P - ,  and several products involving the four-vectors b± = p z  + p y  + p±x  
which are relevant for the VMD amplitude discussed later in Section 4.3.

P'P± (1 — p  +  s ± w )  m ^/4
p-q (1 + P - s ) m l / 2

P+-P- (s -  2v) m \ / 2
q-p± (1 — p  — s ±w )m % lA
P P
q-p (1 -  p -  s) m l/2

P-P± s m p 2 _____________________________________________
^  [2z^ -h (1  — p  +  s)(x +  2y)z ±  w xz + 2{x -f- y)sy  -I- 2ux^]rn^j2

p-b± [Az + { 1 —p + s ) \x - \ -2 y )± w x ] m y A
p-b± [(1 -  /f 4- s)z  -H (x +  2y)s]m^/2

6+ -p+ [(1 — /X 4- s -i- w)z 4- 2ys 4- 4x/x]m^/4
b - - p -____ [(1 — ^  4- 3 — w)z 4- 2ys 4- 4t/x]m*/4_______________________

Table 4.5: Spin sums f o r  tj - +  .

Object Spin sum
2y/ûwrn^

\[üM\^ [A (l,p ,s) -u;2]Tn^/2
I M P 2(s — 4i/)m^

[üTo-75«][«7t75u]* 4PaPr +  4 p jp ^  -  2gar(s -  4v)m^
[fî7o-75t;]M* 0

[«7<r75v][ü|fo]* -4te;xpt/<TP^P+P l̂

Notice th a t the scalar contributions are eliminated, reflecting the expected helicity sup

pression of these terms. Since the maximum value for s is roughly 0.5, it is not a priori 

certain th a t the axial-vector terms can be neglected relative to the vector terms. If Fa 

and F v  have the same phase, however, the vector contributions will tend to dominate.

4.3 The VMD amplitude for r} —>•

According to vector meson dominance, the  decays tj —> proceed via the two

diagrams shown in Figure 4.4. We will use the VMD conventions developed in Section
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I

Figure 4.4: VMD diagrams for t] -¥ .

2.4 for the meson vertices, and standard QED for the lepton interactions. In principle, 

each of the two diagrams gives three contributions, one for each of the three neutral 

vector mesons p, w, and <f>. The VMD couplings that arise, however, are exactly those 

that govern the two photon decay 77 — 7t°7 7 . Thus, as in the two photon decay, the 

contribution of the 0  particle is negligible. The effective VMD coupling is therefore 

again g =  +  9unn9<^i where |g| =  3.2 GeV“ ^, and it is again reasonable to set

m v  — mp. The invariant amplitude is then

M
- I (27t)4 ge (A: -  p)2[(p -  fc)2 -  mj]k^

X u
1

-7  +  T .0 u, (4.10)
fi -  j f+ - m e  j f - ~  f i - m g

where k  is the internal loop momentum as indicated in Figure 4.4. Note th a t the presence 

of the antisymmetric pseudotensors ensures that at most two powers of k  can contribute 

to the terms in the numerator. Thus the  VMD amplitude, despite first appearances, is 

ultraviolet convergent.

For loop integrations, the standard approach is to first introduce Feynman param

eters. There are several variations of the Feynman parameter formula in common use. 

We will use the form

1 f i - z  i^i-z-y S ld x d y d z

01020304 = i : n [oi -I- (02 — oi)z  4- (03 — oi)y  -t- (04 — oi)x]‘* ’
(4.11)
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Table 4.6: Numerator terms. Before the integration over the loop momentum k, 
the zimplitude for tj -*■ contains the two tensors  ̂ each composed
of nine terms. After integration, the amplitude contains the two tensors

n j^(i6Xfu/
^ '±n

jOtPàXfUf

I A;=p'Ar'p (̂7^A(7'") p V (7 ^ 7 r 7 '')S ^ ’'
2 -p ° ‘p^k^p‘'i y ^ f6 Y ) -P “p V ( 7 ^ 7 t7'‘)B4^
3 p“p"(7^7r7'‘) B f "
4 -A:VAr'p‘'(7^7^±7'‘) - pV p ±(7^7t7'*)
5 P°P^k^P^{y^P±'r^) P“pV p±  (7^7r7'*).S±
6 -p ^ k ^ k ^ p ^ i 'Y ^ p ^ 'rn -P = P ^ P Ï(7 ^ 7 ry )B ^
7 ± m i k°‘p^k^p‘'  (7 ^7 *̂) ±m/p'^p‘'(7^7'*)
8 T m i  p“p ‘̂ Ar̂ p" (7 ^7 '') p“p'^p^(7^7'‘)
9 ± m ip ° ‘k^k^p^  (7 ^7 ^) ±m«p°p"(7^7/‘) B f

and assign the four parameters as follows: oi =  03 =  (A: — p)^ — m^, 03 =  ( t  — pŸ ,

and 04 =  (A; — p ± Ÿ  ~  W ith  this substitution, the VMD amplitude becomes

y  ^  (27t)4 [(fc2 -  26+.A: 4- a)4 (&2 -  2b- k  +  o ) \
(4.12)

where we have defined for convenience three new quantities. In the denominators, the 

quadratic structure in A: is emphasized by defining the vectors b± = p z + p y  + p ± x ,  and 

the scalar a = (m^ — +  p^y. In the numerators, the k  dependence is contained

within the tensors =  {k — p)“ (p — k)^k^p‘'[j^{f( — p ^ ±  771̂ )7 ^]. M ultiplying

out the factors in leads to nine non-zero terms for A4. As shown in Table 4.6,

the nine numerators contain from one to three powers of the loop momentum k. Thus 

each of the nine terms can be integrated over d^k analytically using the formula [66],

/ ^ ^ { k ^ - 2 b - k  + a + ie)* 6 (c 4 -t£ )2 ^ ^  ’

where c =  a — &2, and the  three tensors are =  6^, =  6^ 6" -I- cp^"/2, and

Qtwp _  y i y y  +  c{gf“'bP 4- 4- p"^6^)/2. To this end, we define the integrals
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Table 4.7: Pseudotensor contractions for Xo reduce the size of the en
tries, the subscripts on b+ and c+ have been suppressed. In addition, any terms 
proportional to a single factor of p  have been dropped because ü fh  =  0 .

n __________________________ SA/u/g-^+n ___________________________________
^2(p 6)^ — (5c +  2tr)p^  -I- 2j(cp-b 

^ p - h  -  p-pp'b] 4- 6 p 6 -  p-p(2c -I- 6^)] -  ixp-be^putr'ï'^lfsP'^P^P- 
^^•p{5c 4- 26^) -  2p-bp-b] -  flcp 6 4- tx(3c 4- li^)eppva'flbP^vf‘+P- 

2fi\p+ bp^ -p-bp-p+] + 2 ^ (c  4- b^)p-p+ -p-bp+-b]  4- jf+p^c 
Mp PP P+ -P ^ P + P ] +  Mp+-pp-6 4 -p -p p + -6 - 2p-6p-p+]

+ i\p-b - p - p y -  p^z]e;,pi/ff7 ^75P^P+PÎl 
Mp-6p+-p4-p-&p-p+ - 2p-pp+-6] -f- ji[p-6 p+-6 -  (c4-6^)p+-p] -  fl+cp-p 

+ i\p-by + p-bz  -  c -  6 )̂]e^pt,o-7 ‘̂ 75p^p+ pl 
m([(3c 4- 26^)p2 — 2(p-6)^]

‘<^l\p^¥f — P'bff^ — p-p¥ff +  4p 6 p p — 3p^p 6]
_______mi[{c + — p-b]i¥—P'b¥¥ + ^P’bp‘b — p-p(4c 4- 36^)]_______

jaffdAfU/

1
2
3
4
5

7
8 
9

=  /A4 =  I  d xd yd z (4.15)

and list the results in Thble 4.6. Using these integrals, our VMD amplitude becomes

,2 r jaffSXfiu jafiôX0u ■

16^2 “ [(cT  +  ie)" ■ ( ^ T + ï i j^ J " '

This expression is deceptively simple. Recall that we expect to find scalar, vector, and 

axial vector lepton currents. In order to determine the corresponding form factors Fs, 

Fv, and the integrals /±  must be contracted into the antisymmetric pseudotensors. 

Thus although the integrations over the Feynman parameters will be treated numerically, 

a  large amount of algebra remains.

There are eighteen difiTerent contraction terms to consider, nine terms for 1+ and 

nine for For example, the contraction of the seventh term for 1+ proceeds as follows:

<7 j-affSXftu _
SaPS ^Xfiva- -̂^7 —

=  m(

9aX 9an 9au
90X 9ffti 90U
9SX 9S/M 9Su

6+ 7^(4- 6+ P
6+g 4 p0

m<pV(7^7'*)(^>+6+ +

6+ P P^

4 7 ^7 ^ p^
90X 4 PP
Px P^

(4.16)

=  m([(3c+. 4- 26^)p^ -  2 (p-6+)^].

The other seventeen terms are handled in a  sim ila r  m a n n er. In each case, the pair of
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Table 4.8: Feynman slash relations.

X ü X v
If± ^ m tû v
¥± züjfv^^mixûv

—2zmiüj!v+[2zp-p-  +  (y -1- x)p^]üv
H¥- 2zmiüjh+[2zp-p+  +  (y -1- x)p^]üv
¥ - f —2zmiüihj+[2zp-p- -t-yp^]ûu

2zmiûf!v+[2z p-p+ -t- yp^jüu
¥+ii mi{2y + x)üjSv+[zp^ -1- 2(y -t- x)p-p+]ûî;
¥ ¥ - —mi{2y  +  x)«jfe+[zp^ -f- 2 (y +  x)p-p-]üv
¥ - f f mi{2y +  x)ûjfü-|-[zp^ +  2yp-p+]üv
m —mi{2y + x)ü]^+ [zjP  + 2yp-p_]üu

—2miûjfv +2p-p-üv
2miûffv +2p-p+üv

pseudotensors is written as a determinant of metric tensors. The various elements in 

I±  are then contracted into the determinants, and the determinants are expanded and 

simplified. To this end, the identity 4- +  t£*'̂ *"̂ 7 <r75 is

particularly useful. The complete set of nine pseudotensor contractions for 1+ is shown 

in Table 4.7. The corresponding expressions for Eaps" a r e  similar, and can 

be obtained from Thble 4.7 using the following substitutions: p+ •H’ p_ , 6+ 6_,

c+ —> c_, m i -¥ —m i,  and 75 —7 5 . In addition, in any product of Feynman slashes

the order must be reversed. This requirement, along with the substitution 75 -> —7 5 , 

arises from the reversed order of the Lorentz indices p  and P in the /_  contractions.

In Table 4.7, the individual axial-vector contributions to the contractions are already 

clearly visible. The scalar and vector contributions, however, are still hidden within 

the various Feynman slash terms. This last step is resolved using the Dirac space 

expansions shown in Table 4.8. The net result of combining these expansions with the 

contractions in Table 4.7 is given in Table 4.9, which lists the individual scalar, vector, 

and axial-vector contributions for The corresponding expressions

for are of course similar, and are obtained using the substitutions

p+ p_, 6+ -»• 6- ,  c+ —>• c_, and 75 ->■ —7 5 . In addition, the overall sign for the
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Table 4.9: Scalar, vector and axial-vector components for /+. For clarity, the factors 
meüv, üjSv, and e^puaP^T^P^^'y^lsv/m^ have been removed from the respective 
entries S, V, and A. In addition, the subscripts on b+. and c+ have been suppressed.

n
1 S 5xp^c + 2x[bl^p^ — (p 6)̂ ]

V (2p*5 — 5zp^)c -h 2z[{p-bŸ — 6^p^]
2 S x{p-pp-b — pi^p-b)

V —2p-pc -I- z{p^p-b — p-pp-b) +p-bp-b - p - p b ^
A —xp 'hm ^

3 S —bxp'pc  +  2x{p-bp'b — p-pbi^)
V (5zp p  — p-b)c +  2z(p-p b  ̂— p-bp-b)
A Zxm^c +

4 S —p^c -f- 2x(p-6 p-p+ — b-p+p^)
V 2p-p+c 4- 2[z(5-p+p2 -  p-bp-p+) +  b^p-p+ — p-6 6 *p+]

5 S z(p^p-p+ -  P-PP-P+)
V z{p-pp-p+ — p^p-p+) + p-p+p'b + p-pb-p+ — 2p-bp-p+
A {p-b -  yp-p -  zp^)ml

6 S p-pc +  x{2p-pb-p+ — p  6 p p+ -p-bp-p+)
V —p ‘p+c + z\p-bp-p^  -f-p*6p-p+ — 2p-pb-p+] +p-bb-p+  — t^p-p+
A —m^c  -h {yp'b + zp-b — b^)m^

7 S 3p^c -f- 2 [6^p^ -  [p-b)' ]̂
8 S [2zp-p_ -f- (z +  y)p^]p^ -  2p-bp p -

-[zp^ +  2 (z  -f y)p-p+]p-p +  Ap-bp-p — Zp-bp^
V [2p -6 — 2zp^ — p-p{2y 4- z)]

9 S 2(p-p_ — 2p-p)c 4- 2p-p_6^ — (zp^ 4- 2yp p_ )p  6
—[2zp p_  4- (z 4- y)p^]p-fi 4- Ap-bp-b — Zp-p 6^

V —2m jc  4- m^[2zp-6 — 26^ 4- p-b{2y +  z)]

scalar entries must be reversed. As a final note, recall from Equation (4.15) th a t the 

form factors Fs, F y ,  and Fa  are obtained from the contractions for I±  by including the 

factors ige^/(167r^c^) and integrating appropriately over the Feynman parameters.

4.4 The electron m ode rj

In  the electron case, the VMD amplitude for t] —*■ simplifies considerably. As

previously mentioned, the scalar contributions to the amplitude are helicity suppressed. 

They therefore vanish in the lim it of small lepton masses. Similarly, inspection of Table
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4.9 shows th a t the vector contributions from I±s and I ±9  are proportional to m f,  and 

therefore they also vanish in this limit. An additional approximation can be made. As 

first observed by Cheng [53], the largest VMD contributions to t] -y  ir^e^e~ should 

occur for small values of p^. At the same time, however, for small lepton masses 

p+-p- =  P'P± =  ^ / 2 .  Thus a  reasonable assumption for p -> 7r°e'*‘e~ is to further 

neglect all numerator terms in the VMD amplitude which are second order in p ± . This 

approximation is very useful because it removes all terms from I±s and I±s, and also 

removes all of the remaining axial-vector contributions. Thus in the end the only terms 

in Table 4.9 which contribute significantly to  17 —)• 7r°e'^e“ are the vector contributions 

Vi_4. The net result is

«  2c+p-[zp+ - p -  + {y + 2z)p  -  l.hzp] ü jh .  (4.17)

The corresponding contraction for /_  is given as usual by the substitutions p+ p_

and -¥ c Inserting these expressions for I±  into the VMD amplitude in Equation

(4.15) yields the corresponding form factor

=  +  } . ,4.18)

It is noteworthy that this expression is similar to but not the same as Cheng’s result, 

which is m issin g  the term 2zp-p  in the numerator.

The decomposition of the above form factor Fy  into its real and imaginary parts is 

determined by the zeros, if any, of the denominators c± 4- is. Expanding c± in terms of 

the kinematic variables s and w  gives

c± =  {(1 — x  — y)sy  — i/x^ — [(1 — fi + s){y +  ^x) + p — l ±  ^w x]z  — z^}m^, (4.19)

revealing th a t the c± are quadratic functions of the Feynman param eter z. We therefore 

write c± =  —(z — r±){z — f± )m ^ , assigning the roots so th a t r± > f± .  Numerical 

analysis shows that the roots f±  are always negative, and thus do not complicate the 

z  integration. The other roots r±, however, lie predominantly within the z  integration 

limits and must be treated appropriately. To this end, note th a t — (z — r)(z  — f) +  is  =
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[z — (r +  tV)][z — (f — iV)], where >  0 provided r  >  f . Thus the poles associated w ith 

r±  are displaced just above the real axis. The appropriate contour integral formula is

L
dz . . .

n  z - { r  + te)
=  t7T/(r) + dz

</riri z — r
(4.20)

provided r i  <  r  <  rg. Using Equation (4.20), it is straightforward to determine the 

real and imaginary components. For later convenience, we highlight the z dependence 

of the integrand by writing p-[xp^ - p -  + {y + 2z)p — l.Szp] =  —(ni +  n2z)m^, and 

writing c+ =  (d% — dgz — as implied previously by Equation (4.19). For reference, 

the numerator expressions are n i =  [(1 — /i +  s ) ( l  —x — 2y) — tü(l +  r)]/4 , and ng =  

[6 — 4(1 — /i +  s)]/4. The individual form factor components are then

R eFv =  j d x d y \  -  (u; - w )

and

Im F v =  J d x d y  d z ^

r + - r +

Til +  n2Z — {w —> —w)

(4.21)

(4.22)
[z^ +  d2Z — d\

It should be emphasized that the contributions to  the real component only occur when 

0 <  r±  <  Zm, where Zm = \  — x  — y. Notice th a t the contribution of the second VMD 

graph is obtained in the end by the simple substitution w -> —w.

The integrations over the Feynman parameters x  and y, and the phase space inte

grations over the kinematic variables s and w, are done numerically. The principal value 

integral for z, however, can be done analytically. The result is

Im F v = s / «dxdy ri2 hi di — daZni — z;
di

2ni — Tigdg
r+  - f +

In di -t- r+Zm
d i  -I- f + Z m

— (u; -> —w)

The numerical results are presented in Figure 4.5. Shown are the  diflferentiaJ decay rates 

d r /d s  for the separate components ReFv and Im F v . The associated decay rates are

2.7 X 10“ '̂ ® MeV and 5.9 x 10“ ®̂ MeV, respectively. The corresponding total w idth 

and branching ratio are 8 .6  x 10“ ®̂ MeV amd 7.2 x 10~^. For comparison, the spectra 

originally obtained by Cheng [53] are also shown in Figure 4.5. These spectra lead to the 

significantly smaller total branching ratio of 1.1 x  10"®. Most of the difference between 

our final results and those obtained by Cheng can be attributed to a large difference in
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dT/ds (MeV)
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Figure 4.5: VMD decay spectra for 77 7r°e+e". The solid line corresponds to
the real part of the amplitude; the dotted line corresponds to the imaginary part. 
Also shown are the spectra obtained by Cheng [53]; dashed line for real, dot-dashed 
line for imaginary. The parameter s =  where ^  is the electron-positron
invariant mass.

coupling values. Our value for the effective VMD coupling g is roughly five times that 

used by Cheng. Even with the same couplings, however, the spectra still differ; our total 

ra te  still exceeding Cheng’s by roughly a  factor of three. The algebraic differences in 

our amplitudes, such as the missing numerator term mentioned earlier, only account for 

changes of a few percent. Thus we suspect some discrepancy in the numerical methods.
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C hapter 5

T he decay ri 7r*̂7r*̂ 77

In the previous chapter, the decay rj —> 7r°e"*‘e“  was investigated as a possible test 

for electromagnetic C-invariance. It is natural to contemplate the higher pion modes 

rj -¥■ (n7r°)e'^e” , where n  =  2,3,4, for the same purpose. The expected branching ratios 

will of course drop dramatically as n  increases. Thus a t present only the two-pion mode 

is of any practical interest.

It is note-worthy tha t the dynamics of the appropriate C-conserving two-photon con

tribution, T] —> 7r®7r°7 7 , are quite different from its one-pion counterpart. To begin, the 

two-pion mode is intrinsic parity odd, and thus probes the opposite sector in chiral theo

ries. In addition, the two-pion mode is dominated by a  large long-distance “backgroimd” 

tha t arises from rj —> Sir*̂  decays. In this background process, the photons arise &om 

7T° —> 7 7  decay. It follows th a t the t] 3ir° background contributions tor] 7r°7r°e'*‘e~ 

are helicity suppressed. The non-dominant contributions to rj -¥ are therefore

potentially im portant even if their widths are quite small. The decay r] —> 7r°7r° 7 7  is 

thus interesting on its own, and it is the topic of this chapter.

For our analysis of rj -i- 7r°7r°7 7 , we will again use the methods of vector meson 

dominance. As discussed in Section 4.1, it is well-known that vector meson effects are 

im portant for the  single pion mode rj —¥ [58,61,62]. It is therefore reasonable to

expect tha t the  same will be true here. It should be mentioned tha t some standard 

chiral perturbation theory analyses for rj -¥ 7r°7r° 7 7  have already been performed. At
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lowest order, which is tree-level a t C?(p‘‘), the non-dominant chiral contributions yield 

a  branching ratio  of «  10“ °̂ [67]. The one-loop contributions a t C?(p®), which have 

only recently been computed, are much larger with a  branching ratio closer to 10“® [68]. 

This larger value, however, is still small compared to the rj -> Stt® background. Later 

in this chapter we estimate the branching ratio for the r] Stt® background, and find

2.7 X 1Q-®.

The outline of this chapter is the following. The first section deals with the decay 

kinematics, and includes a general form analysis. The r} -> Stt® background is studied 

in Section 5.2. The third and last section contains the VMD analysis.

5.1 Kinematics

It was shown in the previous chapter that the invariant amplitude for the single pion 

decay t/ 7t® 77 is tightly constrained by kinematics. There were only two possible C  

and P  invariant forms. The kinematic constraints on the two pion mode rj 7r®7r®77 

are much weaker.

For building possible interactions, we begin by using conservation of four-momentum 

to neglect derivatives of the decaying rj field. Separate C  and P  conservation is assumed, 

as well as electromagnetic gauge invariance, and boson exchange symmetry. We consider 

up to two derivatives of the pion fields, but for the moment allow for only single deriva

tives of the electromagnetic field. Nevertheless, there are still five possible amplitude 

forms. These are shown in Table 5.1. The first form listed is the one that appears for 

the Tj —¥ Zic background contribution. If second derivatives of the electromagnetic field 

are considered, then the number of possible forms is much larger. It happens, however, 

tha t the VMD based amplitudes for t] -> 7r°7r° 7 7  are naturally expressed in terms of 

contractions of three ê pi/o- pseudotensors. Thus direct comparison of this sort is not 

particularly useful.

For the integrations over phase space, the natural kinematic structure for r/ —> 

7r®7T° 7 7  is a  binary cascade into a  pair of pions and a  pair of photons. This is also
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Table 5.1: General amplitude forms for 17 -*■ ;r°7r°7 7 . Example interactions are 
given for several candidate forms. The momentum and field assignments are 77 (p) -*■ 
Tj, 7ri,2, and 7 (61,3) F ^ .  To reduce the size of the entries, the comma
notation for partial derivatives is u s^ , the symbol o  is shorthand for 1 ^ 2 , and 
common factors are suppressed by writing C cc and M  oc M ‘̂ '“'''eppu<r-

£tipv<r

( ir i,T <  +  +  « )  (9ir9^ +  «)[(fcr^  -  H
(TTf̂ TTz +  (girçj* +  H

K t^2^  +  +  - )  iqirq^q2x4 +  +  -1
+  » ) jqirq^q^xq^ +  -  f^e l)jk^e^  -  k ^ 4 )  +

the kinematic structure generally foimd in the literature. It is therefore used in this 

chapter for the majority of the analyses, and is detailed below. We will see, however, 

tha t the dynamics of the VMD amplitudes do not follow this kinematic structure. Thus 

for convenience, we will also occasionally use alternative phase space schemes tha t better 

suit the particular VMD amplitudes.

Our momentum and poleirization assignments will be r][p) 7r°(gi)7r°(g2)7 (^it€i)

7 (6 2 , 62). Using the phase space methods described in Appendix C, the cascade structure 

just described quickly leads to the differential decay formula,

=  (2^  ^ l )  0,0) (5.1)

where g =  gi + 9 2  and k  =  6 1 + 62- The final state symmetry factor S  =  1/4. Neglecting 

spin, there eire in general five independent kinematic variables for a 1 —)■ 4 particle decay. 

For 77 —> 7r°7r°7 7 , the usual choices are the invariants 6  ̂ and g^, the azimuthal angle 4> in 

the g rest frame, amd the polar angles in the pion pair and photon pair rest frames [67]. 

As usual it is convenient to use normalized variables. We therefore define y  =  g^/m^, 

z  =  6 ^/m ^, and fi =  The decay differential is then

d ^ r 2m l
~  7T-& A ^^^(l,y ,z) (1 -4 /i/y )^ /2  dcasO^ dcosO^ \M \^. (5.2)

a ya z  (ovrj"

The corresponding integration ranges are 0 <  z <  { l—2y/JÏ)‘̂ , 4^ <  y <  (1 — and of 

course 0 <dy,6 ,r  < tt and 0 <  0  <  27t for the spherical angles. Regardless of the physical
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Table 5.2: Kinematics invariants for rf -> The intermediate momenta are
q = Qi + 02, q = qi — 02, k = ki + k2 , and k = k i — tg. See text for further details.

(m j - k ^ -  q^)/2 
q-k A ^^^{rn ^ ,f^ ,^ )co s6 y /2  
q-k 1^, m l,  m l)  cos 0, / ( 2g^)
q-k h}!'^{q^,ml,ml){q-kcosd~,cc^dTt — singly sin g,r cos <^)/(2g^)

91-92 ( r  --
ki-k2 k^/2
qi-ki {q-k 4- q-k 4- q-k 4- q -k )/4
92- ti {q-k — q-k 4* q-k —q -k )/4
91-^2 {q-k 4* q-k — q-k —q -k )/4
92-^2 {q-k — q-k — q-k 4- q -k )/4
P-91 {q-k 4- q-k + ^ ) / 2
P-92 {q-k - q - k  + c[^)/2
P'ki {q-k + q-k + k^)/2
P -&2 {q k — q-k 4- Ar^)/2

model, expressions for the spin-summed squared amplitude can only depend upon the 

ten scalar products tha t can be formed from p, gi.gg, k\ and hi. The dependence of these 

ten invariants upon our five kinematic variables is shown in Table 5.2. The geometric 

identities (C.3)-(C.7) are helpful for deriving these relations. W ith the aid of Table 5.2, 

Equation (5.2) is used for the m ajority of the phase space integrations in this chapter.

5.2 The 77 — 3 7 t° background

The dominant background contribution to r\ 7r°7r° 7 7  arises from the decay q 37t°. 

In this section, we first determine amplitudes for the individual on-shell transitions 

q —)• 37T® and tt® —̂ 7 7 . These two amplitudes are then combined in a simple pole model 

to estimate the corresponding q —*■ 7r®7r° 7 7  background.

The q ->■ 3?r° decay, in that it  violates isospin, is quite interesting on its own. Com

parison with experiment has long shown tha t this decay is well described by assuming 

a constant amplitude M  =  gipnnr- Let qi,q2 ,qs denote the pion momenta. To perform 

the phase space integrations, we arbitrarily group the first two pions into a  pair and
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Figure 5.1: Decay spectrum for the t) background. Note z = where
is the photon pair invariant mass.

thus define q = qi + The cascade phase space methods of Appendix C then quickly 

lead to the difierential decay rate

|2.
(5.3)

where as in the previous section y  =  and fi = bu t now S  = 1/6 and the

integration range is 4/x <  y <  (1 — ,/jî)^. The last integration is then done numerically. 

Fitting to the experimental branching ratio yields |y,pnnr| =  0.68. Interestingly, standard 

chiral perturbation theory has diflBculty reproducing this value. The 0(p'^) tree-level 

calculation [67] gives =  B{md — m ^)/{y/3F^). In chiral theory, the product

B {m d—mu) is typically fit to  the kaon QCD squared mass difierence, which is estim ated 

to lie in the range (5.3 —7.0) x 10“® GeV® [6]. This leads to predictions for [giprirTrl which 

are roughly (35 — 50)% too low.

For the textbook decay tt® —>■ 7 7 , which is intrinsic parity odd, a general form analysis 

reveals the unique amplitude form M  = For reference, the corre

sponding decay rate T =  |y„.y.ypm®/(647r). Many models successfully predict the ex

perimental value for the on-shell coupling constant ly^Trl ~  0.0253 GeV“ ^ Particularly
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elegant, however, is the lowest order chiral prediction \g^rrr I ~  a/(tt-FV) =  0.0251 GeV“ ̂ .

As mentioned earlier, our background amplitude for rj —> ir°7r° 7 7  is constructed as a 

simple pole model. Using the chiral theory expression for the pion decay coupling gives

^  _  ^ 2  +  , (5-4)

where F,r denotes the tt - f  7 7  decay width. We will take the experimental value grfKitTr =  

0.68 for the rj 3%° coupling. The corresponding spin-summed squared am plitude is 

|A4p =  (I/2)(a|^,pnrir|z/7rF,r)^k— Inserting this result into the general 

phase space differential given in Equation (5.2) generates the differential decay spectrum 

shown in Figure 5.1. The pion pole is clearly evident. The associated branching ratio is

2.7 X 10-®.

5.3 The VMD contributions

According to vector meson dominance, there are two different processes tha t contribute 

tor) ir°ir®7 7 . The relevant diagrams are shown in Figure 5.2. As we will see, the two 

processes give surprisingly similar contributions. We begin with Figure 5.2(a). Using 

the VMD conventions developed in Section 2.4, the corresponding amplitude is

Ada — ^   ̂6 ^w'5w'»7^Vir75v'ir7 ^upar
vy<

- H i», - ’ 1 ♦ f t  :  1 ■ «
where the sums are over the three neutral vector mesons p, w and <f>. The sums produce 

six different products of VMD couplings, but four of these can be neglected as follows. 

Consider the gw'Tj couplings. Conservation of isospin implies that =  0,

which eliminates two products. It is also reasonable to assume that g ^ ^  is negligible. 

This follows from SU(3) symmetry, and the nearly ideal value of the u)-<j> mixing angle. 

Finally, the small value of g ^ ^  relative to the other two gvTt~f couplings (see Table 2.2) 

is sufficient to discard the product containing g ,f^ . The net effect is that the dominant 

contributions to M-a arise from the two transitions rj —>• and t] -¥ ww.
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(a)

n

(b)

Figure 5.2: VMD diagrams for 17 -*■ 7 7

The am plitude for the second VMD diagram is quite similar. Figure 5.2(b) yields

•M.b —  ^   ̂ 6  QrjV'yQvv'irQv’ir-y ~vpar
v y

(5.6)

This time the sums produce nine different products of VMD couplings, but again all 

but two are negligible. Consider the Qvv'-k couplings. Conservation of isospin implies 

Q(t>̂  =  =  SwortT =  Qppk — 0, which immediately eliminates five products. Two

more are discarded by noting tha t is negligible, for the same reasons tha t was 

neglected above. The net effect is that the dominant contributions to arise firom the 

transitions where V  = p ,V ' = oj and visa versa.

Since the <t> particle does not contribute significantly to either M a  or M b, it is quite 

reasonable to  approximate m y  =  m y  =  rrip. Our net VMD amplitude is therefore

where ga =  9ppn^(„n 9b =  9pLJif{9(»tn9<jTt'i+9ujrn9pK'f)- Using the coupling

values determined in Section 2.4 gives |̂ @| =  60 GeV“  ̂ and =  56 GeV~^, provided 

tha t the couplings are all in phase.
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Figure 5.3: VMD decay spectrum for rj 7r°7r®7 7 . Again z =  where is
the photon pair invariant mass. The dotted line shows the rj background.

It remains to integrate Equation (5.7) over kinematic phase space -  a  daunting task. 

The main approach taken was to perform the spin-summations analytically and then to 

integrate numerically using the differential decay expression given earlier in Equation 

(5.2). In order to check the numerical analysis, however, two of the terms were also 

integrated more analytically: one permutation for M a ,  and one permutation for M b -  

These more analytic computations are detailed in Appendix C.3. It is worth noting tha t 

the kinematic structures used in these analytic checks differed from th a t used in our main 

numerical approach, thereby improving our confidence in the numerical procedures. The 

full numerically generated spectrum is shown in Figure 5.3. The corresponding branching 

ratio is 2 .2  x 10~®.
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Chapter 6

T he decays 77 - f  7r“*'7r~£‘*‘ '̂

The various radiative rj decays considered in the previous two chapters were treated 

using the well-worn methods of vector meson dominance. This chapter will also treat 

radiative 77 decays, but the modelling approach used will be quite different. As discussed 

in Chapter 2, the standard chiral perturbation theory of pseudoscalar mesons can be 

extended to include vector mesons. In  this chapter, we will review the predictions 

of these extended chiral models for the decay rj -> 7r'^7r“ 7  [15]. These chiral theory 

calculations for 77 —> 7r‘̂ 7r~ 7  will then be used to make predictions for the corresponding 

conversion processes 77 7r‘''7r“ e"''e" and 77 —»• fi~  [69].

6.1 General form analysis

As usual, it is instructive to perform a  general form analysis for the invariant ampli

tudes before considering a particular model. We begin with 77 ->• 7r'*‘7r“ 7 .  The fields 

and momenta are assigned as follows: 77(p) -i- ÿ, ir^{q±) —*■ (j>̂  and 7 (6 , e) —)■ F^‘', with 

e denoting the photon polarization. The field is assumed to be self-conjugate. The 

<j)̂  fields are assumed to form a  conjugate pair. As in the previous chapters, the con

servation of momentum constraint is used to neglect derivatives of the decaying meson 

field 0 , and derivatives of up to  second order are considered for the remaining fields. 

For an  electromagnetic decay, C  and P  should be separately conserved. Under a  parity 

transformation, the 77 and the pion fields simply change sign, whereas the photon field
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Table 6.1: General amplitude forms for t] -*■ Example interactions
are given for the twelve lowest order, C  and P  conserving forms. The momentum 
and field assignments are respectively r/(p) -+ -+ tji, and
t^{k+) ij). Also q = q++q- and fc =  fc+ + 1_. See text for further details.

C M
Û75Î;

üjfjsv
{ d P < f > ) p ^ q ^ q -  

[(9̂ )̂7̂ (9*'V»)]£MP*'<r Û'yf̂ VEppuaP̂ k̂ kZ.
<f>{d>̂ (f>+)id̂ <i>-)[{d̂ rP){d̂ rf’)]eppua üvepp^^qj^qî.k^ .̂kl

(5^0){Ô'"0+)(Ô^0“ )[(a l̂ )̂7r(Ô^^)]eA.pi/cr qf (̂f-k%kZ.
(!>{&'<!>̂ ){d̂ <tr)[̂ a>̂ frl)]£pp̂ a ua>̂ Pv e p̂û  g+gl

p-'q^
4><f>'̂ <f>~[{d̂ ip)(T>̂ {̂d̂ il>)]epp̂ a e^putr k‘̂ kZ.

{d>’<p)dr[{d̂ ((>'̂ )id̂ <l>~)][ipcrf̂ '̂ ‘̂ ]£fipu(r üa^ '̂^v Çr e^pua P^q+q~
{ d ^ < ( > ) d T [ id ^ i f ) ( T ^ ‘̂ { d ^ i l f ) ] £ fx p u tT  qr S p p u a  p̂ k' k̂Z.

4>{d̂ >̂ <l>+){â P((>-)[id̂ rP)(TMd̂ i>)]eupî a üa^rv q lq l ê pua q^q^k^kZ.

transforms as Ffu,. Thus in order to conserve parity, the effective Lagrangian

for T] —> 7r"*'7r“ 7  must include the antisymmetric pseudotensor Spputr- Several suitable 

Lagrangians can be constructed, bu t all lead to the same form for the amplitude,

M  oc eppu<rqHqtk‘'e‘' .  (6 .1 )

The simplest effective Lagrangian form corresponding to this amplitude form is £  oc 

(f)ef̂ P‘'<^dp(f)'^dp(f)~Ft,tT. Note that under charge conjugation, F '" ' changes sign, is in

variant, and <pî  are interchanged. Thus this interaction, as desired, is also C  invariant.

The general form analysis for q —*■ is a little more involved. For our field

and momentum assignments, we again use q{p) -> and 7r^(ç±) and then take

t~ {k -)  —)■ ^  and t^{k+) -> ^  for the lepton pair. We also define q = q+ + q -  and 

k = k+ + k - .  The three mesons are aU parity odd. Thus in order for the interaction 

to conserve parity, the effective lepton current iprip must either be parity odd, or it 

must be parity even and the antisymmetric pseudotensor e^pua included. Considering 

both these possibilities, and under the  same assumptions regarding derivatives that were 

made above for q ^  roughly twenty or so parity conserving amplitudes can be
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derived. FVom these parity invariant forms, however, only twelve linear combinations 

can be constructed which are also C  invariant. For reference, these C  and P  conserving 

combinations are listed in Table 6.1. Note tha t although the contents of Table 6.1 were 

indeed derived by neglecting derivatives of the rj field, in a  number of cases the forms 

were re-expressed, for esthetic reasons, in terms of the 77 momentum p.

6.2 C hiral m odel analysis for 77 — 7r'̂ 7r“7

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, our analysis of the semi-leptonic 

decays 77 —»• is based upon the predictions of some extended chiral models for

77 —> 7r"*"7r“ 7 , extended in that these chiral models include vector mesons. This section 

reviews these chiral model predictions.

A brief discussion of chiral perturbation theory was presented in Chapter 2. In 

particular, the extensions that incorporate vector mesons were reviewed in Section 2.5. 

Recall tha t two fundamental approaches to vector meson extensions are known, one 

based upon “massive gauge bosons” , and the other based upon “hidden symmetries” . 

In their final forms, however, the resulting models are largely equivalent, and thus from a 

phenomenological perspective there is little reason to favour one approach over the other. 

We are left w ith  a  subjective decision. To our mind, the hidden symmetry approach has 

greater esthetic appeal. Its incorporation of the electromagnetic interaction seems more 

natural. Thus we chose to follow the hidden symmetry approach, and, in particular, the 

model due to  Fujiwara et al. [31].

The structure of the Fujiwara model was outlined in Section 2.5. Recall th a t to 

“lowest” order, the Fujiwara action A  has the general form

A  =  J  d ^x{C -  +  ayC+  +  Cgauge +  A t) -4(1/, I, r) +  Cj j  Ci, (6 -2 )

where the intrinsic parity even interactions are contained in the Lagrangian densities 

£ _ , £+, Cgauge and £^ , and the intrinsic parity odd interactions are contained in the 

anomalous term s A{U, I, r) and in the six 4-forms Ci. In its full generality, the Fujiwara
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(a) (b) ^  (c)

V ,
Jt n

(d) (e )

Figure 6.1: The tree-level diagrams for 77 -+ Tr'̂ 'Tr 7  in the Fujiwara model.

model allows for a  pair of external matrix fields, and r^. For rj 7r+7r " 7 , however, the 

only external field of interest is the electromagnetic interaction. Thus in the standard 

manner we set where is the ordinary electromagnetic 4-potential,

and Q  is the chiral theory, quark charge matrix. In  this case, as outlined in Section 2.5, 

the various terms in the Fujiwara action simplify. In particular, the intrinsic parity odd 

part of the action reduces to

A. =  y  (20(7 — Cl -l- C2 -l- eg) C-ytpiptp +  (ci — C2+ C4)

-H (C4 — Cg) C.V'Ixfi — C4 ^VVlfi +  (15(7 +  Cg) dyyy, (6.3)

where C  =  —i / ( 8 Ü7r^), and where the various interaction 4-forms, such as are

defined in Equation (2.27). Note that we have assumed C  invariance and have therefore 

set C3 =  Cg =  0. Inspection of the various terms in Equation 6.3 shows that for our 

decay there are a  priori five relevant interactions: (a) 'ytptptp, (b) Viptptp, (c) (d)

VV(p, and (e) ^777 . As shown in Figure 6.1, each of these five anomalous interactions 

leads to a tree-level diagram for 77 -¥  7r+7r~7 . The additional interactions V7  and V(pip 

th a t appear in these diagrams are determined by the non-anomalous part of the action.
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It is interesting to note th a t of the five diagrams, only the graph in Figure 6 .1 (d) would 

follow from a traditional VMD analysis.

At lowest order in perturbation theory, the Fujiwara model contains nine low energy 

constants. They are the pseudoscalar nonet normalization the vector nonet nor

malization ay, the vector field gauge coupling g, and the six anomalous parameters c,. 

As discussed in Section 2.5, the three non-anomalous parameters are well-constrained 

by experiment. Reasonable values are =  93 MeV, ay =  2, and g =  m v/{\/2F „ ), 

with m v  set to the physical p mass 770 MeV. The anomalous parameters c,, however, 

are not as easily constrained. They do not contribute in the low-energy limit, and di

rect experimental data is limited. Given this uncertainty, and the known significance of 

vector meson dominance, a  plausible approach would be to simply assume th a t Cyy^p 

dominates the anomalous action. This strict “VMD” hypothesis, however, leads to a 

rate prediction for w 3ir tha t is 30% low. Fujiwara et al. achieved a much bette r fit for 

this decay (4-2%), and also a  good fit for w —)• 7T° 7  (-2%), by constraining cx — C2 =  15C 

and setting c* =  cg =  —15(7. The anomalous action then reduces to

^  = J  l5C C yy^ -  lO C C y ^ .  (6.4)

Notice that for rj -4 7r‘*"7r“ 7 , three of our five contributions are now absent. Remaining 

are the contact diagram in Figure 6.1(a), and the VMD diagram in Figure 6.1(d).

The contact diagram will be treated first. The relevant interaction 4-form is =

{Ae/F^)A'Ti[Q{dtpŸ\. Recall tha t here A  =  A^dx^^, where A ^  is the electromagnetic 

field, and cUp = dfiipdx^, where ip is the pseudoscalar nonet. It is straight-forward to 

expand the trace, and then collect the terms relevant for t/ —> Tt'*’Tr~y. The basis 4- 

forms that appear are easily converted to pseudotensor notation by using the identity 

dx** A dx^ A dx" A dx*̂  =  £^^‘'®’d^x. The result is

=  - ^ ^ A f t d p i m  + V2rio){dyir'^){dyTr ) d^x 4- • - • . (6.5)e
v' -̂  ̂IT

The corresponding octet and singlet invariant amplitudes, including the factors of —IOC
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sab (9tu/ P ftP u f'l^v)
(a)  w 2 _  „ 2

(b)  v /v w  — 2 V 2  e TnvFfl-€*‘Tr[T“Q]

(0 -------- <  2 \ / 2 ^ ( k -  g)'*'R(T“[T*, T ^ )

Figure 6.2: Feynman rules in the Fujiwara model for (a) a vector propagator, (b) 
a vector-photon vertex, eind (c) a vector-pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar vertex.

from the anomalous action, are

■^8 — Sv/Stt̂ F^ (6.6)

for the octet component, and M q = y/2M.% for the singlet component.

The vector meson dominant diagram in Figure 6.1(d) is a little more involved. The 

two non-anomalous interactions, V7  and V w , were reviewed in Section 2.5. The rel

evant Feynman rules are given above in Figure 6.2. Notice that for the vertex, 

the individual couplings are determined by the SU(3) factor Tr(T“[T*,T‘̂ ]). It follows 

that for our V  —> Tr'̂ Tr" transition, the only vector meson V  that gives a  non-zero con

tribution is the p°. Now consider the anomalous VVip  vertex. The relevant interaction 

4-form is Lw tp  =  (—2ig^/ F^)Tr[(y d V  + dyV)d(p], Recall that here V  = V^dx^, where 

Vfji denotes the full nonet of vector mesons. As with the contact interaction, we expaud 

the trace and then collect the relevant terms. We are interested in 77 couplings to  a t 

least one The result is

£ .-v„  =  +  V210) « f n -  •• • • (6.7)

Notice th a t in accordance with the conservation of isospin, both of the  vector mesons 

must be p°’s. The corresponding octet and singlet decay amplitudes, including the
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factors of 15C firom the action, are

• ^ 8  ~  3 2 ^ 7 1 -2 1 ?^  ^ /ip i/tre ig i€ 2 9 2 >  (6 -8 )

and M o  =  y/2M.8- Here the e,- and % refer to the spins and momenta of the pair. 

It is now straight-forward to combine these amplitudes for rj —)• p°p° with the Feynman 

rules in Figure 6.2 and thus determine the am plitude for the “VMD” contribution to 

77 —)■ 7r'^7r“ 7 . For the octet component, the result is

and for the singlet component, of course, the result is just M o  =  \/2 M s.

The physical t/ is of course a  mixture of the two SU(3) components. As in the 

previous chapters of this dissertation, we will follow the mixing convention advocated 

by Donoghue, Holstein, and Lin [26],

W = [ :
cosOj, —siadr, 'm

.VO.
(6.10)[sïd.9,, cosdj,

with a  mixing angle of 6jj =  —2 0 .6°. It is im portant to  remember tha t this value for 6ĵ  

was determined by fitting the decays tf, r/ —> 7 7  to a  chiral model th a t includes the SU(3) 

breaking parameters F% =  1.25F^ and Fo =  1.04f^. Thus for consistency, these breaking 

parameters will also be incorporated into the present calculation. At this point, one 

should also ask to what extent should additional SU(3) breaking effects be considered, 

other than, of course, the usual pseudoscalar masses. One possibility could be w and <f> 

contributions to  the “VMD” type diagrzims. The decay rates for 7r‘*‘7r“ , however,

are sufficiently small that these contributions would be negligible.

Using the Donoghue mixing convention, our contact and “VMD” amplitudes combine 

to give

This is the Fujiwara model prediction for 17 TT'*'T~y. As shown by Picciotto [15], it

gives an excellent match to the experimental data, fitting both the total rate and the 

photon spectrum.
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n

It

n-
- X T '

Figure 6.3: The tree-level diagrams for tj -»• in the Fujiwara model.

6 .3  The conversion decays r/

The previous section reviewed the predictions of the Fujiwara chiral model for the radia

tive meson decay rj -¥ 7r'*'7r” 7 . These predictions are in excellent agreement with exper

iment. In  this section, we consider the semi-leptonic conversion decays rj —> 7r"*"7r"e"'"e" 

and TJ -¥ T T ' ^ T T ~ . Since the photon is now off-shell, these decays present a  more 

stringent test of the model.

Not surprisingly, the analysis for tj —> proceeds in much the same manner

as tha t for t j  —> 7r+7r“ 7 . The only “external” gauge field is again the electromagnetic 

field, and we will again adopt the constraints ci — C2 =  ISC', 03 =  05 =  0, and C4 =  

ce =  —ISC, for the six anomalous parameters. Recall tha t under these constraints, 

the Fujiwara model predicts just two tree-level diagrams for rj —)• a  contact

diagram  and a  “VMD” diagram. In order to extend the model to t j  7r"‘"7r~£'*"f~, we 

will assume tha t the leptons follow the usual QED interaction and thus couple only to 

photons. O n this basis, one arrives at the two conversion d ia g ram s shown in Figure 6.3. 

The corresponding amplitude then follows directly from the various Feynman rules and 

anomalous interactions discussed earlier, in particular, from Equations (6 .6 ) and (6 .8 ) 

and from Figure 6.2. The result is

As in the general form analysis, we have used k± to denote the positron and electron
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Figure 6.4: Difierential spectra for tj -¥ e'^e . The pion and electron pair 
normalized masses are defined by x =  ^ /rn ^  and y =

momenta, and have defined k = k+ + k  The Donoghue convention was again used for

the 77-77' mixing. Notice that a  second p propagator appears in the amplitude. Both of 

the vector mesons in diagram 6.3(b), which must be neutral p’s, are now off-shell.

For the phase space integrations, it is convenient to normalize the various particle 

masses to the rj mass. We thus define the dimensionless quantities p =  rn^/rn^, p  =  

771̂ / 771̂ , and V =  m \/rn^. We also define x  =  q^/m ^  and y  =  k'^/m^ for the squared 

invariant masses of the pion and lepton pairs. The details of the phase space integrations 

and lepton spin summations appear in Appendix C.2. As shown there, the differential 

decay spectrum d^T/dxdy  can be obtained analytically, and without approximation.
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Figure 6.5: Difierential spectra for tj ir'*'7r . The pion and muon pair
normalized masses are defined by z = /m ^  and y =

Referring forward to Equation (C.27), the complete expression is

dx dy 18(47r)^f^
o?m l cosO,) v ^ s in ô ,,]^  

.•v/SFs \/3Fo
1 -

{ p - x ) { p - y )
.. z,p) /r,/r) r/, i/) , 2 i/\
X ; v  V + v J '

where A denotes the triangle function. The remaining phase space is the region defined 

by X >  4/i, y  > 4i/, and y/x + y/ÿ < 1. The neutral kaon decay ->• 7r‘*‘7r“ e‘‘'e~  serves 

as a useful comparison: it has the same phase space structure, it contains amplitude 

components with the same general form, and it has been treated previously in the 

literature. Interestingly, in the treatments by M ajumdar and Smith [70] and Sehgal and 

Wanninger [71] the term 2u /y  that appears in the last factor has been dropped. This
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apparent "small i/” approximation, however, is not justified. For example, dropping this 

term for rj —*■ ir^ir~e^e~  leads to a  30% error in the total rate.

The difierential decay spectra, specifically d T /dy /x  and dT fdy/ÿ, are obtained from 

Elquation (6.13) by numerical integration. The resulting distributions are plotted in 

Figure 6.4 for the electron mode, and in Figure 6.5 for the muon mode. The respective 

total decay widths are 0.41 eV for 77 7r"̂ 7r” e''‘e“ , corresponding to a branching ratio

of 0.34 X 10“ ^, and 11 /ieV for 77 -¥  corresponding to a  branching ratio of

0.90 X 10~®.
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Chapter 7

Sum m ary

In this dissertation, three types of radiative meson decays were studied. The results are 

summarized below.

The first decay studied was Ki, -¥ 71/P. W ithin the standard model, this kaon decay 

is indeed very rare, bu t not nearly to the extent predicted by earlier calculations. These 

earlier calculations predicted a  branching ratio of ~  10“ ®̂ [14]. In contrast, our analysis 

found long-distance contributions of 7 x and found short-distance contributions

of O.T1 o!4 X 10“ ^̂ . It is note-worthy tha t the expected branching ratio for the direct C P  

violating decay —)• 7t®i/P is also ~  10” ^̂ . Thus our results for —> 7 f/P will be of 

interest to  researchers examining the background contributions to K l — n^uü. In our 

study oi K l -¥  71/P, we also considered possible contributions to 'fuv  that could

arise firom neutral horizontal gauge bosons. The present experimental limits for lepton 

number violation suggest tha t the upper limit for these horizontal boson contributions 

is 2 X 1 0 -^ \

The second type of decays studied were electromagnetic t? decays with neutral pions 

in the final state, specifically tj t t ° 7 7 , t j  —> 7r°e"'’e~, and tj —t  7r®Tr°7 7 . In each case, 

vector meson dominance was used as the main modelling tool. Our results for tj  —t  7 t ° 7 7  

are in good agreement w ith existing calculations. Our results for 17 —»• however,

are significantly larger. In  particular, our estimated branching ratio  for tj —>• ir^e'*'e~ 

is 7 X 10~^, whereas the  previous estimate due to Cheng [53] is 1 x 10“ ®. The current
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experimental upper limit for rj —>■ n°e^e~  is 4 x  10“ ®. In  the next few years, however, new 

experimental facilities for 77 decays are expected to reach branching ratios of ~  10“ ® [6 ]. 

Thus the prospects for the detection of rj 7r®e'*'e“  are quite promising. Lastly, our 

predicted branching ratio for rj - f  7r°7r®77 is 2 x 10“ ®. This value lies midway between 

the lowest-order chiral perturbation theory prediction of ~  10“ ®̂ [67], and the next to 

leading order chiral estimates which are closer to 10“ * [68]. It will be interesting to see 

what experiment reveals.

The third type of meson decays studied were radiative 7  decays with a charged 

pion pair in the final state, specifically 7  7r''‘7r“ e''‘e“ and 7  —>■ The

main aim was to investigate extended chiral theories tha t contain vector mesons, in 

particular, the hidden symmetry model of Fujiwara et al. [31]. Our predicted branching 

ratios are 0.3 x 10“ * for 7  —> 7r+7r“ e"'"e“ , and 0.9 x 10“® for t] — 7r‘*"7r“ /i‘*‘/i“ . A 

single event for 77 7r+7r“ e+e“ has already been observed, suggesting a  branching ratio

of 1.31̂ o!8 ^ 10"^ [30]. Sufficient experimental data to give reliable rates and spectra 

would thus be very useful in checking the Fujiwara model predictions, and thus our 

understanding of low energy QCD.
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A ppendix A

N otation

The study of particle physics theory encompasses a  wide range of mathematical and 

physical models. This in itself is a  challenge. Unfortunately, particle physics theory is 

also burdened by a bewildering sea of conflicting definitions, conventions, and notation. 

Ideally a  standard set of recommended notation would exist, maintained by an organi

zation such as the Particle D ata Group. ̂  Authors could then simply note any special 

deviations from the published standard. Sadly, this is not the case. As a result, the 

comparison of results from paper to paper, even from textbook to textbook, is typically 

tedious, frustrating and prone to error. Simply determining which conventions are in 

use can be a  struggle.

W ith this concern in mind, this appendix addresses a  number of the notation conven

tions that arise in this dissertation, in particular, electromagnetic units, Dirac space ele

ments, and Feynman rules. In  addition, conventions regarding the Kobayashi-Maskawa 

matrix are discussed fully in Appendix B. It must be conceded tha t these few topics 

represent only the tip of the iceberg. Nevertheless, the discussion should prove useful. 

For quick reference, three tables are included. The first, Table A .l, summarizes the 

conventions chosen for use in this dissertation. For comparison, it also lists the corre

sponding definitions used by a  number of major textbooks in the field. As is evident 

from this table, a  middle ground was sought for our conventions, but some choices were

^The set of reviews and notes in the current Review of Particle Properties [30] serve as a promising 
example. Hopefully this effort will continue.
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Table A.l: Summary of notation conventions. Entries under the c and h columns 
indicate “usually”, unless boldface which indicates “almost always”. Electromag
netic units are specified by cq, the permittivity of free space. In the rationalized 
Heaviside-Lorentz system (H), eu =  1; in the Gaussian system (G), eo =  l/(4w). 
The letter under 7 *̂ indicates the realization relevant to the remaining columns: D 
is standard Dirac, C is a chiral form [21]. The signs under 7  ̂and 75 are with respect 
to Eq. (A.2), and the signs under Pi indicate (1 ± 7 ®)/2 . The bispinor space bases 
are Tg =  {1, 7®, 7**, 7 '*7® .0’'**'}. Tg = {1, 7®, 7 " ,  7 * 7 '* .'^ '“ '} .  = {1, :7 s ,  7 " ,
7 ^ 7 5 r «  =  {1,75,7 '*. 7^75, -2i<r'“'}. and Tw = {1,75,7'*. 757'*,-< '̂**'/2}. 
The last column is bispinor normalization. Entries marked with a are unknown 
or not applicable.

Reference 300 c h eo g0123 7^ 75 Pl r uu
Bjorken [72] + c h f f — D 4- 4- — B 1
Collins [73] + 1 1 H 4- D 4- 4- — B 2m
Donoghue [44] + 1 1 H 4- D — — 4- B 2m
Gasiorwicz [74] + 1 1 H — D 4- 4- • • 1
Georgi [75] + 1 1 H • D — — 4- • -
Griffiths [76] 4- c  n G — D 4- 4- — B 2mc
Hatfield [77] + 1 1 H 4- D 4- 4- — H 1
Kaku [78] + 1 1 H 4- D 4- 4- — H 1
Lawrie [79] + 1 1 H 4- D 4- 4- — B 2m
Nachtmann [80] + 1 1 H — D 4- 4- — N 2m
Pokorski [66] 4- 1 1 H — D 4- 4- — ■ 1
Ryder [81] 4- 1 1 H 4- D 4- 4- — R 1
Weinberg [21] — 1 1 H 4- C — — • W 1
Richardson 4- 1 1 H — D 4- 4- — B 2m

necessarily arbitrary. The other two tables are alphabetical lists of the symbols used in 

this dissertation. Table A.2 lists the various particle names and fields. Table A.3 lists 

all remaining quantities.

In  particle physics, the predominant sign convention for the Lorentz metric is 

for a  positive value goo = 1 for the time component.^ As indicated, greek indices 

indicate spacetime and run over 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 . Latin indices will indicate spatial components 

and run over 1 ,2 ,3 . Also predominant is the use of natural units for spacetime and 

action, c =  =  1, and the use of rationalized Heaviside-Lorentz (HL) units for the

^A few authors unfortunately still cling to 1 4  — ict to account for the non-Euchdean structure of 
spacetime. A nine page ‘justification" and a description of how to convert results can be found in 
Veltman [82]. Enough said.
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electromagnetic field. With these conventions, which are adopted and endorsed here, 

the fine structure constant a  =  e^/47r, where e >  0 is the unit electric charge.

Conventions for the bispinor space, however, vary more widely. For example, while 

most modem texts agree regarding the various realizations o f the gamma matrices 7  ̂ =  

(7 °, 7 ), they firequently differ in the definition of “7®”. For reference, in the standard 

Dirac realization

-, and 7  = 0 <T 
—a  0 (A-1)

where cr denotes the Pauli spin matrices. Most texts also use the “covariant” definitions 

7  ̂=  (7°, —7 ), and the Feynman slash notation, ^ =  P;,7  ̂ =  p^7^. The most common 

definition for the fifth gamma matrix is

7 ® =  +t7°7^7^7^ = 0 1 
1 0

(A.2)

although occasionally the sign is reversed. Additional confusion can arise from the 

significance, if any, assigned to the the index position of the five. In one convention, 

the position is irrelevant, and one writes 75 = 7®. However, it is not uncommon to find 

a “covariant/contravariéint” significance assigned to the index position. For example, 

if the positive sign is taken in Eq. (A.2), then in this second convention one defines 

75 =  *70717273> in which case 75 =  —7®. In this dissertation, the position irrelevant 

convention is followed, favouring the subscript position just for esthetics. The definition 

of the remaining Dirac space basis elements also varies. This dissertation uses the set 

r  =  {1, 75, 7'', 7^75, Here cr'"' =  *[7'', 7"]/2, where the square brackets denote

commutation. Another issue that depends on the definition of 75 is chiral projection. 

The signs consistent with our convention are P l =  (1 — 7 s ) / 2 ,  and P^ =  (1 + 7 s ) / 2 ,  for 

the left and right-handed operators, respectively.

At several points in this dissertation, lengthly algebradc manipulations of products 

of gamma matrices were required. One identity was particularly useful. It depends 

on both the convention for 7 ® and the sign convention for the totally antisymmetric
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pseudotensor In this dissertation, we use 60123 =  1- The identity then reads

y y y = (a .3)

Note tha t given our above conventions, it also follows that 75 =  iS p p v a Y Y Y Y  1^-

The issue of Feynman rules is particularly Grustrating. In the particle theory litera

ture, the phase “The Feynman rules are” is very rarely followed by the phrase “following 

the convention of” . Similarly, the phrase “The invariant amplitude is” is very rarely fol

lowed by the phrase “using the Feynman rules of”. These om iss io n s  make it very difficult 

to compare results firom dififerent publications. At a  calculational level, there are two 

m ajor consequences. First, for processes with more than one contributing graph, great 

care must be taken to ensure that the relative phases of the component amplitudes are 

correct. Second, even if relative phases agree, there still may be ambiguity in the overall 

amplitude phase or normalization. In this dissertation, the approach taken to deal with 

these difficulties is a  practical one, but not a proud one. In short, the amplitude phases 

are determined only to the accuracy required for the particular calculation.

The last topic we wish to mention regards meson decay constants. For the case of the 

pion, an “appropriate definition” will lead to the experimen’̂ al value ~  130 MeV. The 

dilemma is the choice of symbol. Within the current literature, one finds a great variety 

of definitions, leading to the varied representations >/2 /ir, /%, >/2 F,r, or F ^ / \ /2 , all

for this same numerical value. In this dissertation, we have chosen to use /,r — 130 MeV, 

in accordance with the current Review of Particle Properties, bu t we have also tziken 

Fn- =  /ir/V 2 =  93 MeV, in accordance with many chiral theory papers, in particular, 

Fujiwara [31].
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Table A.2: Alphabetical list of particles and fields, 
external axial-vector m atrix field (chiral models) 

b bottom  quark
c charm quark
d  down quark
e~, e"*" electron, positron
h  hadron
I external “left” matrix field 1-form (chiral models)
I ft external “left” matrix field (chiral models)

charged leptons, i  6 {e, /x, r } 
q quark, q €  {«, d, s, c, 6, t}
p  external self-adjoint pseudoscalar matrix field (chiral models)
r  external “right” m atrix field 1-form (chiral models)
Tft external “right” m atrix field (chiral models)
s  strange quark
t  top quark
u  up quark
Vft________ external vector gauge m atrix field (chired models)_____________
A  electromagnetic field 4-potential 1-form
Aft electromagnetic field 4-potential
B  shorthand for a Bq meson or its antiparticle
Bq {bq) pseudoscalar meson
Di  down-type quark triplets (horizontal boson model)
F  full set of 12 fermions (horizontal boson model)
Fftu field tensors for gauge fields

kaons
ÜT®, neutral kaon strong eigenstates
ÜT*®, K*^ neutral strange vector mesons
L  “left” nonlinear pseudoscalar 1-form (chiral models), or

charged lepton triplets (horizontal boson model)
N  neutrino triplets (horizontal boson model)
P  neutral non-strange pseudoscalar mesons, P  6  {tt®, 77, 77'}
V  pseudoscalar mesons
R  “right” nonlinear pseudoscalar I-form (chiral models)
S  external self-adjoint scalar matrix field (chiral models)
U  nonlinear pseudoscalar nonet or octet (chiral models)
Ui up-type quark triplets (horizontal boson model)
V  nonlinear vector meson nonet 1-form (chiral models)
Vft nonlinear vector meson nonet (chiral models)
 V________ vector mesons_____________________________________________

(continued on next page)
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Table A.2: Alphabetical list of particles and fields (continued).
charged electroweak gauge bosons 

Z  neutral electroweak gauge bosons
7  photons
T), rf the neutral non-strange pseudoscalar mesons 7/(547) and t/'(958)
t/8, 7/0 SU(3) neutral pseudoscalar meson eigenstates
p *  muons
I// neutrinos of lepton family i
^L, Çr  hidden symmetry variables (chiral models)
7T°, 7T̂  pions

the neutral non-strange vector mesons p(770)
r *  tan leptons
tp the pseudoscalar nonet (chiral models)
(f) various self-adjoint scalar or pseudoscalar fields, but

also the neutral non-strange vector meson 0(1020)
0^  various charged scalar or pseudoscalar fields
X external scalar and pseudoscalar fields (chiral models)
0  various fermion fields
(jj the neutral non-strange vector meson w(782)
$  the pseudoscalar octet (chiral models)

Table A.3: Alphabetical list of parameters and symbols. 
a v  vector nonet normalization (chiral models)
00 amplitude for (7r7r)/=o neglecting strong phases

3£,, 3iv coeflBcients for axial-vector currents (horizontal boson model) 
b various Lorentz vector and pseudovector variables
Cj Fujiwara chiral model anomalous parameters (ci, C2, . . .  .eg), or

shorthand for cosdj (KM m atrix parameters)
Cij shorthand for cos 6{j (KM m atrix parameters)
Cyq standard model coefficients for Z-quark vector currents
Cjnq standard model coefficients for Z-quark axial-vector currents
d differential, or exterior derivative
e positron charge
/  meson decay constants, in particular, /■„ ~  130 MeV
g coupling coefficients {gpqij, gvp-r, • • • ), or elements of a group

Minkowski space metric in Cartesian basis 
hg, ho SU(3) breaking parameters in neutral kaon decays
1
k, k  four-momenta, spatial three-momenta
m _________ rest masses (tw„, m w , ... )_______________________________________

(continued on next page)
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Table A.3: Alphabetical list of parameters and symbols (continued).
m constituent quark mass parameter
n  various positive integer variables
ric number of colors in QCD
p,p four-momenta, spatial three-momenta
q, q  four-momenta, spatial three-momenta
r  various real variables, usually ratios
Si shorthand for sin 6* (KM m atrix parameters)
Sij shorthand for siaOij (KM m atrix parameters)
u  Dirac momentum-space outgoing particle spinor
V Dirac momentum-space outgoing anti-particle spinor
vdi v l, vn  coefiScients for vector currents (horizontal boson model)
X various real variables
y various real variables
z  various real variables
A  Wolfenstein parameter for Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
B  mass normalization (chiral theory)
A  antisymmetric matrix
A  action
B k i B b  hadronic factors in neutral meson m iving
C  charge conjugation (field operator, Dirac m atrix and eigenvalues),

but also the W itten normalization C  =  —1/(80%^)
C Goldmann and Wilson normalization constant
Dfi covariant derivative
D i Tna.mi-r.im  efiective interaction parameter
D  Inami-Lim efiective interaction parameter
D^ Dirac space element for mixed V  ±  A  down-type quark currents
E  energy, as in the time-component of a momentum 4-vector
É  a function in the Inami-Lim efiective interaction
£  polarization four vector for spin 1 particles
F  form factors for invariant amplitudes
Fic pion pseudoscalar decay constant ~  93 MeV
G  general Gram determinant, or general mathematical group
Op Fermi constant
H  horizontal gauge boson group
H  Hermitian matrix
"H Hamiltonian density
I  various sub-expressions involving integrations, or isospin
J  phase independent measure of standard model C P  violation
Lp Dirac space element for mixed V  dz A  lepton currents
M _________diagonal mass matrix (chiral theory)____________________________

(continued on next page)
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 Table A.3: Alphabetical list of parameters and symbols (continued).______
M  matrix component of K ^-K ^  effective Hamiltonian
C Lagrangian density, or Lagrangian 4-form
M. invariant amplitude
|A4p spin summed, squared magnitude, invariant amplitude

Dirac space element for mixed V  ±  A  neutrino currents 
O order
P  parity (operator and eigenvalues)
Pli Pr Dirac space chiral projection operators
Q chiral theory quark charge operator
Qq charge of quark q in units of e
Q neutral meson mi-ring param eter
R  fundamental phase space integral for 1 2 decays
5  Snal state symmetry factor
T® Lie group generator
T  full set of Lie group generators
U fermion m iring matrices (horizontal boson model)
V  Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
V fermion m iring matrices (horizontal boson model)
a  fine-structure constant
ak coefficients th a t appear in the generalized Furry’s theorem
Pjk coefficients for effective ds -> VjPk interaction
^  the 3 x 3  m atrix of elements Pjk
7 ^ ,7 5  Dirac gamma matrices
6 Dirac delta functions, or a  phase as in
Sij KM matrix phase parameter

partial derivative with respect to spacetime 
€ polarization four vector for spin 1 particles
Co permittivity of free space
€[c neutral kaon C P  violation parameter
d  neutral kaon C P  violation parameter
ê neutral kaon C P  violation parameter
£ small positive real constant.
E/ipi/ff antisymmetric pseudotensor
(  Inami-Lim effective interaction parameter
1] Wolfenstein parameter for Kobayashi-Maskawa m atrix
T/+_, 700 neutral kaon C P  violation measures
dq quark field phases
Oij azimuthal angles in 3D spherical coordinates
6c Cabbibo mixing angle.
6^_______ u}-<f> mixing angle._____________________________________________

(continued on next page)
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 Table A.3: Alphabetical list o f parameters and symbols (continued).______
Ow weak mixing angle.
Ofi Tf-rf mixing angle.
K squared normalized K^* vector meson mass
A Wolfenstein parameter for Kobayashi-Maskawa m atrix
A“ Gell-Mann “SU(3)” matrices
fi squared normalized muon mass
{/ squared normalized lepton mass
^ phase invariant measure of kaon C P  violation

inverse squared normalized constituent quark mass 
IT 3.14159...
p  squared normalized p  meson mass
Q Wolfenstein parameter for Kobayashi-Maskawa m atrix
fffiu Dirac space basis element
(T the set of Pauli spin matrices
T the set of generators for SU(2)
r  particle lifetimes
(f>q phases for quark field q
<j)i polar angles in 3D spherical coordinates
u) QCD correction coefScients in electroweak amplitudes
r  decay rates
r,- any element of the Dirac space algebra
r  the Dirac space basis ( I 4, 7**, 7^75, . . .  ), or

the absorptive component of the K ^-K ^  effective Hamiltonian 
A symmetric Gram determinant, e.g. A[p,g] =  (p-q)^ —
Am  mass differences in neutral meson m ixing systems
A /  change in isospin, as in  the A /  =  1/2 rule
AF decay rate differences in neutral meson m ixing systems
A triangle function, A(x, y, z) = 3̂  + — 2xy  — 2yz — 2zx
ÇI solid angles ____ _____
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A ppendix B

The Kobayashi-M askawa m atrix

In the standard model, any process involving a  change in quark flavour is dependent 

upon the structure of the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix. The neutral current decay 

K l -> is no exception. As discussed in Chapter 3, this decay is particularly sensitive 

to the KM elements involving the higher mass quark fields. Moreover, this dependence 

involves a  coherent sum of amplitudes, and thus is sensitive to both the phase and 

magnitude of these elements. At the present time, however, the KM matrix has not 

been fully characterized by experiment. While the magnitudes of those elements mixing 

just the light quark fields have been measured to  quite high accuracy, those magnitudes 

involving the higher mass fields are still relatively unknown. In either case direct phase 

information is quite limited. As a  result, indirect methods are presently necessary to 

help constrain the KM matrix, and thus to help constrain the predictions for decays 

such as K l 71/P.

This Appendix describes, in some detail, the particular KM matrix constraints and 

values used for this dissertation. The first section reviews some general features of the 

KM matrix; in particular, its physical degrees of freedom, and its common parameter- 

izations. Section B.2 then describes the chosen parameterization, the expansion due 

to Wolfenstein [46]. This includes a  presentation of the Wolfenstein series up to fifth 

order, which as far as is known has not previously appeared in the literature. The re

maining sections then continue on to detail the various values and constraints used for
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the individual Wolfenstein parameters. In general, the approach taken is in the spirit 

of earlier work by others [83,84], but has been significantly updated and extended to 

current standards.

Note that two of the parameter constraints arise &om the phenomenon of neutral 

state m ixing. "Dree-level t  quark decays can not as yet be measured reliably. Thus in 

order to test the bottom  row of the KM matrix, one must consider loop-level processes. 

At present, the two strongest such constraints arise from the and

m ixing systems. The kaon system is discussed first, in Section B.5. The Bd system 

is then discussed in section B.6. The general phenomenological analysis, however, is 

common to both systems, and thus much of the kaon discussion is relevant to the Bd 

meson system as well.

B .l  Review

An arbitrary n  x n  unitary matrix has degrees of freedom.^ The KM matrix, however,

is not completely arbitrary. The standard model is invariant under a  redefinition of the 

quark field phases. This requirement reduces the actual number of physical degrees of 

freedom in the m atrix by 2n — 1, leaving (n — 1)^ real parameters.^ In comparison, 

a  general orthogonal m atrix has only n(n  — l)/2  degrees of freedom.^ The difference, 

(n — l) (n  — 2)/2, gives the minimum number of KM matrix parameters which must 

contribute as a  phase. Thus in the n  =  3 standard model, the KM m atrix contains four 

real degrees of freedom, and is necessarily complex.

Over the years, a  frustratingly large number of conventions have been proposed and 

used for the KM m atrix, both in the choice of quark field phases, and in the choice of

^Write V  =  e '^ , where H  is Hermitian.
'Let q =  u,c, t , . . .  and ç' =  d,s,b,...  denote the n up-type and n down-type quarks. If the quark 

field phases are modified by <f>q and 6q>, respectively, then the matrix element phases arg V,,' are modified 
by —<i>q +  9q>. As a result, the quark field phases can be adjusted to cancel the phases, for example, 
in the elements of any one row and one column. Since the common element is counted twice, in total 
2n — 1 phases can be removed.

'Write the orthogonal matrix as e'^, where A  is antisymmetric.
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parameterization. The original 1973 scheme of Kobayashl and Maskawa [85] was

'Vud Vus Vub' '  6x -3x63 -3x33
v  = Val Vcs Vcb — 3x62 616263 -  32336^ 616233 -t- 3263e"* (B.l)

Vtd Vts Vt6. 3X32 6x3263 -t- 62336"̂ 613233 — 6263 e"*

where c,- =  cos^i and s, =  sin^j. Unfortunately, two other conventions are also referred 

to as “the” KM parameterization. The first is the 1982 Particle Data Group proposed 

standard [8 6 ], which is essentially identical, but changed s i —> —si and 5 S + ir. The 

second is a mixed convention, adopted by many authors, which makes the first change, 

but not the second.

The current Particle D ata Group suggested standard [30] is quite difierent. The 

original “KM” schemes do not manifestly display the experimental knowledge that the 

KM matrix is strongly diagonal, and that the C P  violating contribution is small relative 

to the CP  conserving one. They are also not easily generalized to an arbitrary number 

of fermion generations. From this perspective, improved parameterizations have been 

proposed. Most are constructed by judiciously composing the KM matrix fi-om a set 

of complex “rotation” matrices that mix ju st two generations a t a  time [87-89]. For 

example, the current standard is formed from a  product of three such rotations,

tfi3‘

V  =
1 0  0 
0  C23 323
0 —323 C23

C12C13 
—312C23 — Cl2'S23Sl3e‘ 
&12̂ 23 — Cl2C235l3e

Cl3
0

L_5j3e«i3

0 3136
1 0
0  C l3

if 13
S12C13 

C12C23 — •3x23233136 
-612323 — 312C233136

C12 3x2 0
—3X2 6x2 0

0 0 1
—:fi3

if 13

(B.2)

3X36 
3236X3 
6236x3

where Cij = cos 9ij and sy  =  sinôÿ. The diagonality and C P  suppression is more 

manifest, provided one recognizes that 3x3 and 323 are small. Note that in this param

eterization only four elements are purely real: the remaining phase freedom has been 

used to make V  unimodular.'*

The above conventions, along with the Wolfenstein scheme described in the next 

section, are the KM m atrix peirameterizations in most common use. This discussion.

^The Review of Particle Properties [30] incorrectly attributes this phase convention to Wolfenstein.
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however, must be kept in perspective. The final physics must be invariant to any partic

ular choice of parameterization. W hat is physically relevant are those properties of the 

KM matrix th a t are phase convention invariant, such as the individual element mag

nitudes. It can be shown th a t for n  =  3 there is effectively only one additional quark 

phase invariant quantity [90,91],

J  = 'ixa{V^iVcs^r^VU). (B.3)

Note that by using unitarity relations, J  can be rewritten in terms of other elements. 

There are nine such equivalent expressions. It is significant that J  is the only invariant 

sensitive to KM m atrix phase information. It is thus an ideal, direct measure of the C P  

violating content of the standard model.

B.2 The W olfenstein representation

The KM m atrix parameterizations described above are still quite awkward in an intuitive 

sense. The strong diagonality of the matrix, and the relative strengths of its elements, 

are still not clearly visible. For this reason, yet another parameterization scheme, one 

due to Wolfenstein [46], is quite popular among phenomenologists. In this scheme, the 

KM matrix is treated as a power series expansion about the unit matrix. The chosen 

expansion param eter is A =  |V ^ |,  which is the largest of the off-diagonal magnitudes 

and yet is small compared to unity. It is interesting to see how this expansion proceeds.

There are only a few assumptions: the chosen phase convention sets the elements 

Vud,Vtts,Vcd,Vt3 and Vo, to be real, phenomenology suggests tha t \Vcb\ ~  O(A^) and 

[Vuftl ~  O(A^), and the invariant J  is required to be consistent among its nine ex

pressions. The power series in  A then follows from the unit matrix by simply ensuring 

unitarity of the expansion to the  same order. To first order.

V  =
1 A O' 

-A  1 0 
0 0 1

(B.4)
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At second order, a  second parameter A  must be introduced,

1 -  A2/2 a 0 ■
-A  1 -  A2/2 
0 -Æ \2  1

(B.5)

At third order, the remaining two degrees of freedom are required,

1 -  A2/2 A AX^ig -  irj)
-A  1 -  A2/2 AA2

AA^(1 — Q — Î7/) —AX^ 1
(B.6)

It is important to realize that the parameter A  was redefined in going from the second 

to the third order expansion. However, the form of the transformation, A —>A + C?(A), 

is consistent to  within the quoted order. In going to even higher orders, this rescaling 

step is required for all three of the parameters A, rj and g.

The third order matrix (B.6) is sufficient for most calculations, unless C P  violation 

is involved. One must go to fourth order before the leading contribution to J , which 

is TjA^X^, consistently appears in all nine expressions. Skipping ahead, the Wolfenstein 

parameterization to fifth order is

A{g -  ir])X^ + —{I -  g + i-q)X^

- X  + A ? {- — g)>^ 1 — -— (g +  —  4- %Â T;)Â  A>? + A { - — g irji)X^

AA^(1 — g — irf) —AX^ I — —Â

which is more than  adequate for all current work. Curiously enough, to the best of my 

knowledge, the real part of this m atrix beyond third order has not previously appeared 

in the literature.

B .3 D eterm in ing A and A

In  the Wolfenstein scheme, the expansion parameter A is defined to be jVuaj. The 

current Particle D ata Group estimates for the measured KM m atrix  element magnitudes 

are listed in Table B .l. On this basis, one would take A =  0.2205 ±  0.0018. Note, 

however, tha t once A is specified, the fifth order matrix gives a  definite prediction for
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Table B.l: KM matrix magnitudes from the Review of Particle Properties.

1994 1996
Vud 0.9744 ±  0.0010 0.9736 ±  0.0010
Vus 0.2205 ±0.0018
Vcd 0.204 ±  0.017 0.224 ±  0.016
Vc6 0.040 ±  0.005 0.041 ±  0.003

the mîignitude of to an expected accuracy of 0(A®) =  .0001. Assuming Gaussian 

errors, this prediction is \Vud\ =  0.9754 ±  0.0004, which while consistent w ith the 1994 

estimate, differs by one sigma &om the latest 1996 value.^ I t will be interesting to see 

if this discrepancy remains or disappears in future experiments.

An alternative approach is to apply the th ird  order m atrix to the upper left elements 

Kirf. Vus and Vcd- A weighted average of the (1994) predictions then gives A =  0.2212 ±  

0.0017, but keep in m i n d  th a t O(A^) =  0.002. Given the above ambiguity, a  slightly 

larger uncertainty for A seems reasonable. The value

A =  0.221 ±  .002 (B.7)

was adopted for the purposes of this dissertation.

W ith A determined, the element magnitude |%*| then gives the best estim ate for 

the parameter A. The present measurement uncertainty is still larger than  the 0(A'^) 

contributions but it may not be long before this is no longer true. For this work, the 

third order fit using the 1994 data,

A  =  0.82 ±  0.01, (B.8)

was considered sufficient.

B.4 The |Vub| constraint

Estimates for the ratio r  =  |Vu6|/lVc6| have been derived from measurements of semi- 

leptonic B  decays. The present RPF value is r  =  0.08 ±  0.02. Using the th ird  order

Unless mentioned otherwise, Gaussian errors are assumed throughout this Appendix.
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Wolfenstein parameterization, this ratio describes a  circular band in the g ,  77 plane,

+  f  =  (r/A)2 =  (0.36 ±  0.09)2. (B.9)

If  the  fourth order terms are included, the constraint is still circular, but the radii and 

origin are altered slightly. Keeping just the leading corrections, the constraint equation 

becomes {g+r^)^ +r]^ =  [(r/A)(H-A2/2)]^. Given the current uncertainties, these shifts 

are negligible.

B .5 The kaon mixing constraint

As mentioned in the introduction, the general neutral state mixing analysis is common 

to  both  the kaon and Bd meson systems [92-95]. Thus what follows is also relevant to 

the  Bd miving constraint discussed in the next section.

In the kaon system rest frame, let |Ül®) and |Â°) denote a pair of orthonormal 

eigenstates with respect to both the strong and the electromagnetic interactions. A 

general initial neutral kaon state \(f>) can then be written as a linear combination of 

these eigenstates, and in the presence of weak transitions, this decomposition will evolve 

in time, |0(t)) =  +0® (t)|Â’®). The proper time evolution is assumed to follow

a  Schrodinger-like equation with an  effective weak Hamiltonian, idt\<p) =  To

allow for particle decay, % is perm itted to contain both Hermitian and anti-Hermitian 

components. Thus one writes, in m atrix form.

A f i i —zTii/2  A4”12—tT12/2 
M \2  — 1T Î 2 /2  A f 22 — ÎT22/2

(B.IO)

where the matrices M  and F  are both  Hermitian. Note th a t in models th a t conserve 

C P T , such as the standard model, one will have M 22 =  A f n  and F22 =  F n .

In  general, mixing constraints for the KM matrix arise in the following manner. 

Measurements of mixing and decay properties determine possible values for the elements 

M ij  and F*j of the effective Hamiltonian. These measured Hamiltonian values are 

then  compared w ith the corresponding theoretical predictions, and these comparisons 

constrain those particular KM m atrix values tha t contribute to the predictions.
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The phenomenology will be described first. The eigenvectors of the matrix Hamil

tonian determine the physical states, which we label |iC±)- The eigenvalues give the 

physical sta te  masses m ±, and the decay widths F±. Hindsight will show th a t the 

positive sign corresponds to ÜTi,. It is conventional to parameterize the eigenvectors as

and it follows th a t the relation

determines i  in  terms of the Hamiltonian. This parameterization is appealing in tha t as 

ê —> 0, the physical states become C P  eigenstates. It is important to realize, however, 

that the value of ë depends upon the phase convention chosen for the basis eigenstates, 

and thus on its own is not a  physical quantity.^ As a  result, many authors have suggested 

that the phase invariant ratio  ^ =  |(1 — ë )/(l +  ë)| would be a  more useful measure of 

mixing behaviour. The deviation &om Ç =  1 would then indicate the amount of C P  

violation in the system. Nevertheless, the use of ë still dominates the literature.

In the neutral kaon system, it is known firom experiment th a t the amount o i C P  

violation is small. Using the invariant condition ^ =  1, it follows th a t the phases of A f 12 

and rx 2 must be almost the same. As a result, the  basis state phase fireedom could be 

used to rotate in tandem M 12 and F 12 close to the real axis. In th is case, the imaginary 

parts of bo th  M \2  and F 12 would be small relative to their real parts. It so happens 

that this type of phase convention is the one relevant to the standard model. In this 

situation, the  relation (B.12) between ë and the effective Hamiltonian simplifies to

y /2 A m

where Am  =  m + — m_ is the  difference in physical masses. The next step will be to 

extract firom experimental measurements a value for ë in an appropriate basis phase

În particular, ë is not the frequently quoted CP violating parameter ck, which is defined in terms 
of a particular ratio of weak amplitudes for the two pion decays of K l. Confusion arises because in 
the phase convention usually chosen for the basis eigenstates, it so happens that numerically i  ~  ck- 
Fundamentally, however, the two quantities are clearly quite different.
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convention. As is well-known, C P  violation has been detected in two types of neutral 

kaon decays: Ki, —»• tttt and K c —*■ irii/. Since measurements from the two types axe 

consistent, just the non-leptonic decays will be discussed here.

In general, the analysis of decays to multiple hadrons must account for possible 

strong force, final state  interactions. In the two pion decays, the quantities measured 

are the two amplitude ratios

These two ratios are sensitive to differing amounts of the isospin /  =  0 and 7 =  2 final 

states. This helps to isolate the effects of any strong interaction phases, but a priori 

does not eliminate them  entirely. For the kaon system, however, the observed A7 =  1/2 

isospin rule, along with a  fortuitous cancellation of values,^ effectively eliminates this 

dependence, and an accurate value for ë can be determined. If one defines aoe“  ̂ =  

((7r7r)/=o|7f|ÜL®), where S represents any strong phases, then it can be shown that

This relation is clearly simplified if the phase fireedom in the basis eigenstates is used to 

set Imao to zero.^ One must ensure, however, that this phase choice is also compatible 

with the convention chosen for the effective Hamiltonian.

In the standard model, all phase information is determined by the convention chosen 

for the KM matrix. At tree level, neutral kaon decays only involve the elements V^d and 

V ^ . In the Wolfenstein parameterization, and in adl the  parameterizations presented in 

Section B .l, these elements are both real. Thus at tree level, the choice Imao =  0 is not 

only compatible, but exact. At the one-loop level, however, imaginary contributions will 

appear firom penguin diagrams. Nevertheless, these contributions are generally consid

ered to be small, and thus the approximation Imao 0 is still considered reasonable. 

Moreover, the same reasoning shows, for the same set of KM parameterizations, that

l̂a other words, the small value of the direct CP violation measure e'. 
^Sometimes called the Yu-Wang convention [95].
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Figure B .l: Box diagrams for K ° —K^ mixing.

ImTia Re Fig, and Im  Afig ReAfig. Thus the approximation (B.13) is also valid. 

Similarly, Im Fig ï m M i 2 - Thus combining relations (B.13) and (B.15), one finally 

obtains the standard model result

~  ^y/2A m t ~  3 " " "
Current measurements yield the value |ê| =  (2.26 ±0.02) x 10” ^. It remains to determine

the standard model prediction for the transition matrix element AFig.

In the standard model, the dominant mechanism for neutral kaon m ixing is expected

to be short-distance box diagrams. See Figure B .l. The calculation of the corresponding

effective Ham iltonian is involved, but is well established. Interestingly, each graph on

its own is ultraviolet divergent. The unitarity of the KM matrix, however, conspires to

make the sum finite. The final result is [94] 
q 2 _

W = - ^  d'yuPLSd'ff^PlS 52 <̂qq'‘̂ W^iXq^^q')VqdV^aVg>dy^a^
q=c,t (B.17)
^=c,t

where Xg =  the coefficients Ljggt represent any QCD corrections, and [8]

^  h i y + - ----------------  +  ( x o y ) | .  (B.18)
. ( y - i ) ^ ( ® - y )  2 ( x - i ) ( y - i )

Note that although the summation appearing in "H is only over the c and t  quarks, the 

u  quark graph contributions are still present. I t ’s just tha t they have been rewritten 

using unitarity relations.

The resulting standard model prediction for Afig contains the non-perturbative 

hadronic m atrix element (üf°|(d7 ^Pi,s)^|K’°). The element value one estimates using
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Table B.2: Selected products of KM matrix elements, in the Wolfenstein parame
terization. The products containing s quark elements appear in kaon mixing; those 
containing b quark elements appear in mixing.

9 9 '
c c 2A‘-̂ A'‘t7 + 0(A») A^X^ 4- O(A^)
c t - A ^ X S  + 0(A®) -A2A®(1 - q -  i t / )  +  0(A®)
t t -2A'*A^®77(1 - g ) 4 -  0 (A " ) A2a®(1 -  g -  177)2 4 -C?(A9)

the vacuum insertion approximation is TUK/^/3, where Jk  =  160 MeV is the kaon 

pseudoscalar decay constant. By convention, the true value is parameterized relative to 

the vacuum insertion estimate by introducing an additional hadronic factor B k - The 

theoretical computation of B k  is a still a  subject of current research, and predictions 

vary by 50% or more. In  this dissertation, the value B k  =  0.7 ±  0.2 was used [84].

As mentioned earlier, the mixing constraint equation arises by inserting the standard 

model expression for A f 12 into relation (B.16). Using the hadronic parameters just 

described, the result is

in  ^  ^  A m f I E
q = c , t  (B.19)
/=c,(

The factors outside the sum, other than  B k ,  are all relatively well-known [30]. The 

final step is to introduce the Wolfenstein parameters for the various elements. These are 

shown in Thble B.2. At first glance, it may appear th a t the q = qf = t contribution to 

the sum is negligible. The large mass of the top quark, however, means th a t xt »  Xc- 

The corresponding enhancement in E (x t, xt) is sufficient to compensate for the smaller 

element values, and all three terms contribute. If the mixing constraint is viewed as an 

equation for 17 as a  function of q , then one obtains the  hyperbola

(7.3 ±  2.1) X 10-4
A^\u}ccÊ{xc) -  u3ctE{Xc, Xt) -  -  g)w«E(xf)| '

This is, a t long last, the second constraint on the ( g ,  7 7 )  region. Note that the uncertainty 

in the  numerator is due primarily to the uncertainty in B k -  For the calculations, the 

charm and top masses were taiken to be me =  1.5 ±  0.1 GeV and m t =  174 ±  16 GeV,
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respectively. The values taken for the perturbative QCD corrections were Wcc =  0.76, 

Uct — 0.36, and wtf =  0.61 [84].

B.6 The Sj m ixing constraint

As mentioned earlier, the  general formalism for the neutral B  meson systems is the 

same as th a t for the kaon system. The proper time evolution of the basis states is again 

modelled with an effective Hamiltoniem H, and the standard model prediction for H 

is again derived from short-distance box diagrams. W hat is different is the pattern  of 

particle lifetimes. This changes the time scale of the miying behaviour, and this changes 

the accessible set of experimental observables.

As with the kaon system, the phenomenology will be described first. Most of 

Section B.5 carries over by simply replacing the “üC” s by “B ” ’s. For example in

stead of the physical states will be labelled |B±). Consider a  general state

\4>{t)) =  -I- that is initially a  that is, 10(0)) =  |B°). A straight

forward calculation gives the  coefficients <fP{t) and 0°(t) in term s of the physical state 

masses m ± and decay w idths F±. One finds [94]

(fP{t) =  I ^   ̂ (B 21)

and

0 ° ( t )  =  I  |'g-i(m+-tTH./2)t _  g - i(m -- iT _ /2 ) tJ  (B .22)

These two coefficients are the respective probability amplitudes for the initial 5 °  state 

to be found unchanged or conjugated. Thus a  reasonable indicator of state mixing in 

this situation is the squared magnitude ratio |0°|^/|0°|^, which has the added feature of 

being basis state, phase invarizmt. In practice, for B  mesons, the  corresponding ratio of 

time integrated probabilities has proven more useful. By convention,

, _  J T  l^° W P <* (A m /D ^ +  (A r /2 r )^
'  2 +  (A m /r )2 - ( A T / 2r ) 2 ’  ̂ ' '
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d
W

u.c.t

W
b

Figure B.2: Box diagrams for B ^—B° mixing.

where F =  (F+ +  F_) /2 and  A F =  F+ — F  The relative contribution of the various

terms is determined, of course, by the matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian. If

one defines for convenience the quantity Q = y / iM i2 — tTi2/2)(M *2 — %T'2/2), then 

it follows tha t Am =  2 Re Q and AF =  —4 Im Q. Note that for B  mesons, which have 

a very large decay phase space, a  good assumption is F+ =  F_. Thus it is reasonable 

to set F =  1 / t b , where t b  is the B  lifetime. Finally, as in the kaon system, Ç — 1. 

Consequently, in present experimental measurements of r , any C P  violation effects are 

negligible.

The standard model prediction for Ad* 12, as in the kaon system, is generated by 

short-distance box diagrams. These are shown in Figure B.2. If the kaon results are 

naively taken over directly, one would obtain

M n  =  B a m e f l  E  (B.24)
q = c , t
qf=c,t

The three products of KM m atrix elements tha t appear in this sum are listed back in 

Table B.2. Since they are all of the same order, the relative size of the corresponding 

terms would be determined by the Inami-Lim function È{xq,Xq>). Then since x t »  Xc, 

only the q — = t  term would actually contribute. This is quite fortunate, because an

assumption for Ê{xq,Xqi) is tha t the external meson masses are small in comparison to 

the quark masses appearing in the sum. W ithout this approximation, however, the top 

quark term  should still dominate. Thus the naive result, with ju st the top quark term, 

is actually correct.
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(a) (c)

d --------------> d d-
iiw

V \
(b) (d)

d — -----   <---------------d d *— r

- c

Figure B.3; Ebc^ple diagrams for Fig. Shown are spectator type graphs (a) and 
(b) for say B°,B °  -+ and ïV-exchange type graphs for say B °,B °  ->

The standard model prediction for P i2 is a  priori more involved. A large number 

of possible non-leptonic decay channels could contribute. Two examples are shown in 

Figure B.3. Rather than  analyze each mode separately, however, the standard approach 

[96] is to  calculate the “absorptive” part of the box diagrams. This approach elegantly 

accounts for both the spectator emd W-exchange modes.® To leading order.

G l
r i2  =  B B m B fW b iV td n ,) \  (B.25)

Thus to  leading order in the standard model, F 12 and M 12 have the same KM matrix 

dependence, and thus must have almost the same phase. This is consistent with the 

earlier statement th a t the C P  violation measure ^ ~  1. The phase agreement implies 

tha t Q =  |lWi2 | — *iri2i/2, which in turn  implies Am  =  2|Af 12I and AF 2|F 12I. 

The other important characteristic of F i2 that is evident in Equation (B.25) is the 

proportionality to x^. For comparison, first note th a t
Iri/ir.

(B.26)

2

°By “absorptive” is meant the residue contribution to the effective Hamiltonian generated by the ie 
terms in the field propagators. The KM matrix elements still give phases to the result.
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Therefore to leading order, È {x t,x t)  cx xt, and hence to leading order A fi2 oc Xj. 

This difference in quark mass dependence is sufficient to conclude th a t in the standard 

model | r i 2l <  IM 12I, and thus in expression (B.23) the AT terms can be neglected. In 

summary,

r = 2 Am/V)2 ^  -  -^^fBBBniBTB\Ë{xuXt)\u}tt\VtdVtb\^.

The present experimental value derived &om measurements of r  is A m /F  =  0.71 ±  0.06.

As in the kaon mi-ying system, the final step is to introduce the Wolfenstein param

eters for the KM m atrix elements. When the numerical values for the better known 

quantities are substituted. Equation (B.27) then describes a pair of constraint circles in 

the {Qi T}) plane. Specifically,

( l - p ) 2  +  r/2 =  (1.19 ±0.29)2. (B.27)

For reference, the parameter values used here were / g  =  0.140 ±  0.025 GeV and S g  =

0.85 ±  0.10 [97] for the hadronic factors, 174 ±  16 GeV for the top mass, and uitt =

0.85 ±  0.05 [97] for the perturbative QCD correction.

B .7  The region

The three constraints described in the preceding sections can be combined to determine 

a  confidence region for g and 77. We s tart by assuming Gaussian statistics for the various 

uncertainties. The three constraint equations, (B.9), (B.20), and (B.27), then determine 

three distributions in the (g, rj) plane. The one-sigma contours for these distributions 

are plotted in Figure B.4. An appropriately weighted product o f these distributions 

then determines a  confidence region for g and 17. Ascribing equal weights produces the 

90% and one-sigma contours shown in Figure B.5. This final distribution, which is used 

to  evaluate the Inami-Lim functions in Chapter 3, compares very favourably with more 

recent independent analyses [98].
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1.0

0.0 OJ-1.0 0.0 1.0

Figure B.4: One-sigma constraint curves for g  and t) . The dashed and dotted lines 
respectively are the VubfVcb and B  mixing circles. The solid lines are generated 
&om the K  mixing hyperbola by a Monte Carlo treatment of the uncertainties.

1.0

0.0-1.0 0.0 1.0

Figure B.5: Expected (g, 77) region. Dashed contour encloses 68.3% of the distribu
tion; solid contour encloses 90%.
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Appendix C

Phzise Space

In particle physics, integrations over final state momenta are called phase space inte

grations. If there are n  final state particles, then there are 3n degrees of fireedom in 

the space of unconstrained spatial momentum vectors. Conservation of 4-momentum, 

however, restricts the momenta to a  3n — 4 dimensional subspace, and this subspace is 

called the phase space.

As long as the number of final state particles is only two or three, and the invariant 

amplitude is not too complicated, phase space integrations are relatively straightforward 

to evaluate. For four or more particles, however, or for more complex amplitudes, the 

integrations become increasingly tedious. Often numerical methods must be used; if not 

for all the integrations, then a t least for a  final few.

As an aid to readability, many of the phase space integrations required for this 

dissertation have been separated from the main text and collected in this appendix. 

The various sections that follow, except for the first, each treat one particular decay 

type. These treatments include amy required summations over particle spins. T he first 

section, however, is more pedagogic. It presents in some detail the properties o f Gram 

determinants. The Gram determinant method for phase space integrations is not widely 

known, and thus an introduction should prove useful.
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C .l Gram Determinants

A significant amount of research has been invested into general methods for dealing 

with phase space integrations. The various methods vary in their choice and order of 

integration variables. Regardless of the method, however, a  typical calculation will use 

several difierent Lorentz fiâmes. Thus the conversion of physical quantities fiom one 

Lorentz fiame to another is an im portant consideration. Kinematic invariants are helpful 

in this regard. It is often easier to first express a quantity in terms of invariants and 

then make the conversion, than it is to make the conversion directly.

The reader is probably familiar w ith the advantages of using the Mandelstam invari

ants for two-body scattering problems. For more complex problems, a  careful analysis of 

kinematic invariants leads to the idea of Gram determinants. Just as with Mandelstam 

variables, the use of Gram determinants can greatly simplify phase space calculations; 

both algebraically and conceptually. I t is surprising tha t they are not better known. 

Gram determinants are used extensively for the phase space integrations in this disser

tation. The rest of this section introduces Gram determinants and reviews some of their 

properties. For additional background, please refer to the book Particle Kinematics by 

Byckling and Kajantie [99].

To begin the discussion, consider a  set of 4-vectors, p \ . -  -Pn- The various Lorentz 

scalars tha t can be formed, such as (pi all reduce to sums of products of the basic

scalars pi-pj. For proper Lorentz transformations, however, contractions constructed 

with the anti-symmetric pseudotensor Eftpvo also behave as Lorentz scalars. As we wiU 

see, it is the consideration of these pseudoscalar invariants th a t leads to the usefulness 

of Gram determinants in phase space integrations.

In general, the G ram  determinant G of a  set of 2n vectors, p i-.-P n , 9i • • • 9th is 

defined as the determ inant of the n  x  n  matrix of scalar products Pi-qj. Specifically,

P ,  Pi 9i Pi 92 ••• P i ‘9n
G P i ’ ’ “  =

l 91t • • • » 9nJ
(C .l)

P n-q i P n ‘92 ••• Pn-Qn

If in a  particular case, the vectors % =  pt, for * =  1 . . .  n , then the Gram determinant
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X

Figure C .l: Coordinate axes for the rest frame of pi- Only two of the three polar 
angles 9ij, and one of the three azimuthal angles are shown.

is called symmetric, and the special notation A (p i,... ,pn] is used. Not surprisingly, 

a  number o f useful identities for Gram determinants follow immediately from the well- 

known properties of matrix determinants. For example,

A[pi,p2 , . . . ]  =  A[p2 , P i , . . . ]  =  A[pi-i-xp2 ,P2 , -- . ] =  A[xpi,p2 , . . . ] /x^, (C.2)

where x  is a  scalar. Similar relations are easily obtained. Note that for the case of 

4-vectors. G ram  determinants are by definition sums of products of Lorentz scalars, and 

thus are also Lorentz scalars.

For phase space purposes, the key feature of Gram determ inants is their ability 

to represent the various geometric quantities present among a set of 4-vectors in a 

particular Lorentz frame. To be specific, let p i .. .p4 denote four independent momenta, 

and further assume that p i is timelike. ̂  The rest frame of p i then serves to define a 

particular Lorentz frame, and we consider the  spatial geometry of the remaining three- 

momenta P 2  • - • P4  For visualization, it is helpful to introduce a set of spatial coordinate 

axes. If P 2 is taken to define the z-axis, and is taken to define the xz-plane, then the

^The treatment appropriate for pi spacelike appears in Byckling and Kajantie [99], but is not required 
for the calculations in this dissertation.
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arrangement shown in Figure (C .l) is obtained. Remarkably, all the angles and lengths 

tha t appear can be written solely in terms of Gram determinants. The expressions are 

derived using standard vector calculus identities. Quoting just the results, one finds

I"'!'= 4 ^ -

cos Oij =  - G (A bi,P t]A [pi,P j])“ ^/^, (C.4)

cos^  =  g [^^’^ ’^^ (A[pi,P2,P3]A[pi,P2,P4])"^/^, (C.6)
LPliP2>P4

and

s in 'ÿ , =  (C.7)
A(pi,P2,P3jA[pi,P2,P4]

where cyclic permutation of (2,3,4) gives the respective expressions for <f>3 and (p̂ .

Notice that the various expressions involve only the 4-vectors that define the geometric

quantity of interest. For example, the angle @23, which lies between p 2 and p s  in the 

rest frame o fp i, is determined by Gram determinants involving just pi,P2 and pz- 

To perform a  phase space integration using Gram determinants, one must write both 

the squared process amplitude and the integration volume elements in terms of Gram 

determinants. For intrinsic parity odd decays, the following additional identities are 

particularly useful for rewriting the squared amplitudes:

= -6A [pi], (0.8)

= -2A [pi,P2], (C.9)

(e,u/p<rPiP2P3)^ =  -A[pi,P2,P3], (C.IO)

and

(e/u/p<rPiP2P^4)^ =  -A[P1,P2,P3,P4]- (C .ll)

The close relation between Gram determinants and the antisymmetric pseudotensor is 

clearly evident in these expressions. For the volume elements, the geometric relations
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Table C.l; Integrals of Gram determinants.

X H x d s iT
A(p i ,P4] 47rA[pi,p4]
A[p i ,P2,P4] Stt Ab>i,P4]A[pi,p2]/(3pf )
A[p i ,P2,P3,P4] 47T A[pi, P4] A[pi, P2 , P3]/(3p?)
A[P2,P4] 47r{3piA[pi,p4] +3p^A(pi,p2] -4A[pi,p4]A[pi,p2]/p?}/(3pf)

(C.3)-(C.7) are sufficient to  derive the individual expressions. In practice, however, 

these are rarely used. More fundsunental is the double differential dpR that arises in 

two-body decays. If the momenta are labelled p  —)■ pi + P 2> then by definition

d^R {p \p \,p l) = J  J‘*(p -  Pi -  P2), (C.I2)

where the integration is over four dimensions, and Ei = + P i • Typically the differ

ential d%  is expressed in term s of the solid angle differential of p i ,  or pg, in the 

rest firame of p. One can show

< eR (p W u A )  =  — (C. 13)

where p = pi + P2 - It is im portant to note that the factor A [pi,p2], despite outward 

appearances, does not depend here on the solid angle of Pj. This invariance is due to 

the momentum constraint p  =  Pi + P 2 > and can be most easily seen by writing A [pi,p2] 

in terms of the triangle function A(%, y, z) =  +  2  ̂ — 2xy — 2yz — 2zx. Quite

generally, A((pi + P 2)^,pf.P2) =  —4A(pi,p2]. Thus the functional dependence claimed 

above for d%  is immediately apparent. This invariance property is worth remembering, 

as it appears frequently in typical phase space calculations.

Since integrations over elements such as are indeed quite common, it is very 

useful to create a small integral table for the simplest Gram determinants. This is shown 

in Thble C .l. These results are again straightforward to derive using the geometry of 

Figure C .l, along with the relations (C.3)-(C.7).

The remaining sections in this Appendix give ample demonstration of the use of 

Cram  determinants in practical phase space integrations. As a  final comment, note
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tha t phase space results in the literature are typically written in terms of the triangle 

function. Since the simple identity given above allows for easy conversion, we will also 

follow this convention, and give our final results in terms of triangle functions.

C.2 K inem atics for rj 7r'^7r~i'^i~

In Chapter 6 , an amplitude for the decay rj —»■ 7r‘*"7r“ e"''e“ was determined using a  model 

based upon chiral perturbation theory. In this section, th a t amplitude is integrated 

over phase space. Recall th a t the presumed decay chain for the chiral am plitude was 

77 —¥ 7T'̂ 7r“ 7 , followed by 7  —)• e'^e". In general, for phase space calculations it is natural 

and often simplest to chose integration variables tha t echo the structure of the process 

amplitude. As as result, the phase space structure adopted here for t/ 7r‘''7r“ e''‘e“ is 

a  binary cascade; the rj into two intermediates, the two intermediates into a lepton and 

a  pion pair. This adopted cascade structure is shown in Figure C.2.

General formulae exist for the phase space of cascade type decays [99]. These general 

formulae, however, are awkward to state since they depend upon the topology of the 

cascade diagram. It is typically much easier, and informative, to derive the required 

formula directly firom the diagram. For reference, the following paragraph shows in 

detail how this is done. In  practice, the detailed steps can be skipped and the final 

result is written down immediately.

The starting point is the Golden Rule for particle decay. In  4-dimensional form,

dV+ A -  é k -

X — TUg) — TU() 5^[p — — q~ — — k—) . (C.14)
ùTîl'q

Recall tha t in this form there are no external constraints on the  4-momenta, except tha t 

they must be timelike. The binary cascade structure is introduced by clever use o f delta 

functions. For example, the lepton peiiring is implemented by multiplying Equation 

(C.14) by dk^dH:S{k^ — — A:_) and integrating over the additional five
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Figure C.2: Kinematic structure for tj -*■ t ^ l  . The decay is viewed as a 
sequence of 1 - f  2 decays, i.e., as a binary cascade.

dimensions. The pion pairing is handled the same way. The decay differential becomes

^  ct^qd^k — m^) S{k^ — m |)  S*{p -  q -  k)

X d^q+ é q .  5{(^ -  m l)  5{qi -  m l)  S^{q -  q+-  q -)

X (rtfc+ d ^ _  5 ( 4  -  m j) 5{kl -  m l)  0^{k - k + -  k - )  (C.15)Zmji

The delta functions are now used to integrate out some of the degrees of freedom, but in 

such a  way as to preserve the binary cascade structure. Each of the three pairs of (bur- 

dimensional differentials, such as dH:+ are first converted back into 3-dimensional 

form. This leaves

along with the usual positive energy constraint, E  =  V ^  +  rn^, on the  time components 

of q ,q ± ,k , and k±. The remaining differentials, except for and fall into three 

sets; each set in the form of a phase space differential for a 1 - 4  2 particle decay. Since 

each set contains a  4-dimensional delta function, these differentials actually contain only 

two non-trivial degrees of freedom. Thus one writes,
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using the notation of Byckling and  Kajantie [99] for the 1 —> 2 phase space dif

ferentials. The conservation of 4-momentum constraints, p  =  fc +  g, ç =  -f- and

k = + k -  are also now in effect. Equation (C.17) is the desired phase space for

mula. Please note th a t implicit in the notation d% (p^,Pi,P2) is the mass threshold 

constraint +  V ^ .  Thus the integration range for and for is no longer

±oo. Rather, the ranges are now restricted to the region determined by the triangle 

> 2m/, y / ^  > 2m,r, and y / ^  4- y/1? < rriq.

The chiral based amplitude for rj —¥ appears in Eq. (6.12). In terms of

momentum dependence, it has the form,

M  = F{q^,ki^)ûik-)ffv{k+ ), (C.18)

where =  e^po-g+gtlfc^. The coefficient function F(g^, depends upon the invariant 

masses of the lepton and pion pairs, but is otherwise independent of the phase space 

momenta.

As usual, the first step is to square the amplitude and sum over spins. Using Casimir’s 

trick and simple trace theorems, one obtains

\M ^= \F \'^T r[{ fH £ + -m e)f^H £ .-m t)]  =  2|P’|2(46-fc+6-A:_ - k V ) .  (C.19)

Since Gram determinants will be used for the phase space integrations, this sununation 

result must be re-expressed. Consider the first term. It can be rewritten as follows:

b-k+ (C.20)

=  -eiu,pff(^(i'-k^k'LeapTxq%(â.k\kà. (C.21)

~  ^[?+> Ç—> 1* (C.22)

The last line uses the identity (C .ll) which was reviewed in Section C .l. Now consider 

the second term. The =  A[k] is already an invariant, and 6̂  =  — A[g+,g_, A] is 

given directly by identity (C.IO). W ith  these conversions, the spin summed amplitude 

becomes

|M |2 =  2 | f  (4A[g,g+, A, k+] -H A[k]A[g, g+, &]). (C.23)
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Notice how the symmetry properties of Gram determinants were used to alter their 

arguments, using q = q+ + q^  and k = k+ + k - .

With the spin summations complete, the next step is to begin evaluating the phase 

space integrations. Using the conventional solid angle form (C.13) for the differentials 

dpR, the integration element appearing in Equation (C.17) w ill be 

Inserting the squared amplitude (C.23), the differential decay rate then takes the form,

Æ - Æ M m"'"»"""". '  ™
The new parameters Ii and I 2  represent respectively the integrals of the rank four and 

rank three Gram determinants over the solid angles. These integrals, despite appear

ances, are very simple to evaluate by using the general formulae appearing in Table C .l. 

Consider first I i . The first integration, involving the solid angle of can be made 

immediately by making the correspondence (pi,P2>P3>P4) —>• {k,q,q+,k+). Proceeding 

in this manner, the calculation appears as follows:

h  = f  < in fP d $ î^ d n i^ A [i,

47t A [t, k+] Stt A[g, k] A[g, g+] /*
~  3 A[k] 3 A[g] J  )
_  2 , ,  _,3 A[p, q] A[g, q+] A[fc, k+]

AM AM

In the second integration step, involving the solid angle of q ^ ,  the assignments used 

were {pi,P2 ,P i) -> (g, ^,g+). The calculation of I 2  is even simpler. One quickly obtains

h  =  (C.26)

These evaluations demonstrate the appeal of using Gram determinants for phase space 

calculations. Daunting calculations are handled with ease.

Inserting the expressions for I i  and I2 into the differential decay rate (C.24) and 

collecting conunon factors gives the result
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In this dissertation, the final two integrations are treated numerically. As mentioned in 

the previous section, triangle functions are more commonly used in the literature than 

Gram determinants, and the identity A((pi + P 2)^>Pi)Pi) =  ~ 4A [pi,p2] allows for easy 

conversion. With these changes, the differential decay rate reads

( f r  4 |F |2 A*/2 ( ^ 2  „ ,2  ,„ 2  2 m^ ,
dq^ dk"  ̂ 9(87t)5

This is the phase space result referenced in the main text. Keep in mind that the specific 

form o f F{q^,k^) is determined by simple comparison of the actual chiral amplitude 

(6.12) with the general form assumed in Equation (C.18). In closing, please note that 

no approximations were made in the derivation of this result.

C .3 K inem atics for 77 7r°7r°77

In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, the decay g — 7r°7r°77 was analyzed from the perspec

tive o f vector meson dominance. The majority of the required phase space integrations 

were treated numerically using the kinematic expressions described in Section 5.1. Nev

ertheless, in order to check the numerical methods, two o f the contributing permutations 

were also treated using more analytic methods: one permutation of the form t/ V V , 

and one permutation of the form t/ —> V7 . This appendix details these two computa

tions.

C .3 .1  T h e  p r o c ess  rj -¥  V V  —>• 7r°7r°77

The dynamic structure of this decay mode is a binary cascade. In lieu of any other 

requirements, it is reasonable to adopt the same structure for the phase space. The 

relevant diagram is shown in Figure C.3. Conveniently, this is the same kinematic 

structure used in the previous section for the phase space of g — 7r‘*'7r“ £^£~. Thus the 

cascade formula appearing in Equation (C.17) applies to this decay as well. Inserting 

the appropriate momentum labels immediately gives.

d ^ ^  =  9 i ,*1 ) d ^ R i p l ^ *2 ) (C.28)
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n —

Figure C.3: Kinematic structure for t] -> V V  —► 7r“ir“77. The decay is viewed as a 
sequence of 1 2 decays, i.e., as a binary cascade.

where the symmetry factor «5 =  1/4 has been included to account for the presence of 

identical particles in the final state.

As mentioned above, the vector meson dominance amplitude for 77 —)■ 7r®7r°77 appears 

in Chapter 5. Referring back to Equation 5.7, the rj -4- V V  part of the amplitude has 

the form

[-F’eQ^'^e#i7«A£vp<rrPiP?PifcîetpfA:fe5 +  (çi 44- gg)] +  H e a )  ]  ’

where F{p^,p^) =  e^ÿa(Pi — n^p)~ (̂P2 ~  We will deal with just the first permu

tation shown. As usual, the amplitude is first squared and then summed over photon 

spins. Using the steindard completeness relation, one obtains

|A4|2 =  \F\^ £a0^‘'Sa'0'^'‘̂  £ u p a r £ u ' P x A P \ ^ P 1 P2  Pi  Pz •

The conversion of this expression into Gram determinants is not obvious. The following

approach, however, proves successfiil. Recall first the well-known matrix identity

(C.30)
9(in' 9ftrf 9(in'
9’ifi' 9yi* 9'ik.' •
9kh' 9itK'

This identity is applied separately to the second and third pairs of pseudotensors ap

pearing in I A4 p . The appropriate sets o f 4r momenta are then contracted into the matrix 

determinants. This gives

9fiii' 0 k\fi 9ui/ 0 k^u
\M\-‘ = 0 Pi pi-ki 0 P2 P2-k2

kifi> pi-fci k2v> P2'k2 14
P1P2 P1 P2 -

(C.31)
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The zeros tha t appear follow from the anti-symmetry of the remaining pseudotensors. 

Notice that the bottom  right comer of each matrix determinant contains a  symmetric 

Gram determinant of rank two. For example, the first matrix contains A [pi, ky]. Keeping 

these two Gram determinants intact, the m atrix determinants are now expanded. The 

contractions that remain are all easily converted into Gram determinants using the 

relations (C .9)-(C .ll) presented in Section C .l. The resulting expression,

jX |2  =  |Fp(A[pi,p2,A:i]A[p2,A:2]Pi +A[pi,p2,A:2]A[pi,A:i]pi

-  A[pi,p2,fci,AT2lPiP2 -2A[pi,p2]A[pi,A:i]A[p2,Â:2]), (C.32)

is the desired spin-summed squared amplitude written in Gram determinant form.

As in the previous section, the standard solid angle form is used for the phase space 

differentials (pR. Referring back to Equation (C.28), the integration element is therefore 

dÇlq^, and the differential decay rate takes the form

d ^ r _  51Fp (-A[p,p2])^/2(-A[pi,A:i])^/2 4

dp? dpi 2(27r)8m„ 4A[p] 4A[pi] 4A[p2] ^   ̂  ̂ ^

The parameters Ii represent the integrals of the four terms appearing inside the paren

theses in (C.32). For example, by definition

/1 =  y  dfig» d n g "  dO g^ A[pi,P2, A:i]A[p2, fc2bi- (C.34)

All four of the Ii are straight-forward to evaluate using the integrals in Table C .l, and

one finds the elegant result

=  (g +  2 — g — 2)(47t)^A[p ,P2] A [pi,ki] A[p2,?2]- (C.35)
»=i

Inserting this sum into the differential decay rate above, and making the final conversion

to  triangle functions gives the final phase space expression:

5 1 F |2  A 3/2(p2,p?,p2) A^/2(p?, g?, k?) A ^ /^ (p i, g?, A?)

dp?df^ -  9(8;r)5m3 p?p? '

Note tha t for on-shell photons and pions k? =  0 and g? =  m |.  The final two integrations 

are left to numerical methods. The appropriate limits are <  p? < (m,, — and
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< P2 < (n»i7 — The resulting branching ratio is 3.8 x 10“ ^ ,̂ in complete

agreement with the appropriate term  in the full numerical calculation.

C.3.2 T he process 77 ^  V7  W ° 7  7r°7r®77

The kinematic structure is again chosen to m atch the dynamic structure. The diagram 

is shown in Figure C.4. The corresponding phase space formula can be derived in the 

detailed manner shown in Section C.2. In practice, however, the formula is easily written 

down directly from the diagram. Starting on the left at the 77 line, and proceeding 

down the decay chain, a  factor of d%  is included for each 1 —> 2 decay vertex that 

is encountered. Integrating over the internal masses that appear, and inserting the 

appropriate factors of 27t, completes the formula. One finds.

f4 ) ( fR { p l ,p l ,4 ) 9 i,^ i)  (C.37)

The usual momentum constraints, such as p =  Pa 4- Ag, are in effect. The integration 

ranges for dp^ and dp^ are determined, as usual, by the mass threshold conditions 

accompanying each factor of cpR.

The corresponding VMD amplitude is discussed in Chapter 5. The p —> V7  part of 

the amplitude has the form,

A 4= £t^p<rr P ipf Pi^fei pg^f4  +  (?1 ^  %)] +  H ej )  ] ’

where now F (p f ,Po) =  e^gb{p\ — T7ip)~^(p^ — mp)~^. Again we will deal with just the 

permutation shown. In terms of mathematical structure, this expression is identical to 

the amplitude just considered in Equation (C.29). Fortunately, the derivation of the 

spin-sununed. Gram determinant form of th a t previous amplitude did not use any mo

mentum constraints. Thus those earlier calculations are valid for the present amplitude 

as well. Making the appropriate substitutions. Equation (C.32) immediately gives

|A4|2 =  |F p(A [pi,pa, fci]A[po, k2]pi -h A[pi,pa, tgjAjpi, k i]p l

-  A[pi,po,A:i,A:2lPiPa -  2A[pi,pa]A[pi, A:i]A[pa,A:2])- (C.39)
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Figure C.4: Kinematic structure for t; V7  -»■ V'7r°7  7r°7r°7 7 .

Here the function F  refers, of course, to the present amplitude (C.38).

The phase space integrations are also similar to those in Section C.3.1. After inserting 

the usual solid angle differentials, Elquation (C.37) takes the form

_ 5 |F |2  (~A[p,pa])^/^ (~A[pa,g2])^^^ (~A[pi,A:i])^/^
2{2it)^mr, 4A[p] 4A[pa] 4A[pi] ^

where again the parameters Ii represent the integrals of the four terms appearing in 

the spin-summed amplitude. Notice tha t both Equations (C.39) and (C.40) are for

mally equivalent to Equations (C.32) and (C.33) under the substitution p2 -y po* Thus 

Equation (C.35) also carries over, giving 51A =  - ( 8 / 9 )(47r)^A[p,pa] A[pa,?2] A[pi,Ari], 

which when combined with the rest of the phase space differential gives

cFr _  5 |F |2  A3/2(p2,p2^^)A3/2(p2^q2 p2)^3/2(p2
dp?dp2 -9(87r)5m3 p ^   ̂ ^

The final two integrations are again left to  numerical methods. The limits are < 

Pi <  ( v ^  — m?)^ and 4mJ <  Pg <  m^. The resulting branching ratio is 2.6 x 10“ ^°, 

again in complete agreement with the appropriate term  in the full numerical calculation.

C .4 K in em atics for 77 77 7̂7

The phase space for the single pion decay rj —> 7:^77  is of course not as complicated as 

th a t for the two pion mode. The spin summations for the VMD amplitude, however, 

are still quite tedious. Referring back to Section (4.1), the relevant amplitude is
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Form ing the squared magnitude of this amplitude gives four terms: (a) the square of 

the  permutation shown, (b) the square of the o  (^2 , 62) permutation, and (c)

two interference terms. We will treat each case separately.

After inserting the completeness relations for the photon spin sums, the squared 

m agnitude term (a) becomes 

  e“|p|2
:{£hSk\  E / f  V ̂  )• (C.43)[(fci +  g)2 -  jn2]2

This spin sum contains two pairs of pseudotensors, to which we now apply the Lorentz 

metric identity given earlier in Equation (C.30). The various 4-vectors are then con

tracted  into the two determinants. As given, this approach leads to a workable final 

expression. Some algebraic experimentation reveals, however, tha t a  much simpler final 

result is obtained if p  and q in Equation (C.43) are first replaced with the intermediate 

momentum pi = q + ki =  p  — 62 . The contracted expression is then

\ M \ \  =
(Pi -

9nn' Plfi k2^ I^i <
Pi/t' Pi P \ k 2 pi/*' Pi pi-Ai
k2y> Pi-k2 14 A;!/*' pi-fci *2 (C.44)

I t  remains to expand out the determinants, and collect terms. One eventually obtains

I A4 pa = : | a [p . A;2] A[g, t i]  +  G P k2 
q ki

t2

}•
(C.45)[(9 +  fci)2-m 2]2

In  this final expression, we have chosen to re-introduce p and q in place of p \. The

corresponding result for the (b) term  is then trivial. It is simply |A4|^, but with ki and 

&2 interchanged.

For the interference terms, insertion of the completeness relation for the photon spin 

sum  leaves

\M\% = 2e^\g\4|_,2 ^ p^k^p^' k^' ) (s% T ^ qf^ k ^  )
[(fci + g)2 -  m2]2[(fc2 +  g)2 - m j?

(C.46)

As above, the two pairs of pseudotensors are converted separately to determinants of 

m etric tensors. Contraction of the various 4-vectors then gives

2e^b|2
\M \%  = [(fci -I- 9)2 -  m2]2[(A:2 4- g)2 -

Çfifi' % k2n
P(ji' p-q p-k2 p-q q-ki
k2n> q-k2 P'ki
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The tedious expansion of the determinants remains. The resulting final expression is

\M\% =  2e |g| W«l; a - o f
p  ki
q k2

a P k2
[g ki \ (C.47)[(g +  A;i)2 -  m2][(g +  *2)2 -  m2]

Combining the three terms gives the complete spin-summed squared VMD amplitude,

i.e., |Ai|2 =  \M.W + \M.W[k\ ^  A:2)-I-|A4|^. This is the expression tha t was used for the 

numerical phase space integrations detailed in Section 4.1. It should be noted, however, 

tha t a  few of these integrations may be performed analytically by choosing a kinematic 

structure that more closely matches the dynamic structures of the VMD terms. This is

shown below for |A 4|^. In this dissertation, this more analytic approach was used to 

check the numerical integration programs.

The natural kinematic structure for \A4\\ is to pair *i and q together. The appro

priate cascade formula is then

=  2̂^  4*1 fc?,Pi) d^RiPi, *2) (C.48)

where as before pi =  9 +  *1. As usual, we will use the by now standard solid angle

expression for the differentials d% . After inserting Equation (C.45) for we have

where Ii represent the integrals over of the two Gram determinant products.

The first integral / i  is trivial, since both of the symmetric determinants axe independent

of the angular variables. The second integral I2 is easily evaluated using the identity

(C.4). The net result is 7i -t- /a =  (1 +  l/3)(4?r)2A[p, *2]^[pi, &i], yielding

dTg _  A^/^(p2,fc§,pf)A^/^(pf,9^,fcf)
dpi 6(87r)2m3 p1(p 1 ~  m j)^

where we’ve also converted to triangle functions. Since *2 =  ^  =  g, it is worthwhile 

expanding the triangle functions. In terms of dimensionless variables, the net result is

r .  =  r  ^  (C.51)
3847r Jfi x {x  — p)2

where x  =  P i/m ^, p  =  p  =  m^/m^, and of course the symmetry factor S  = 1/2
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C.5 K inem atics for K l —>• 'yyü

In Chapter 3, a  number of different contributions to the decay K l -> 'yvv are considered. 

W ith only three particles in the final state, and all of them massless, the kinematics of 

these decays is relatively simple. One is tempted to tackle the phase space calculations 

directly. Nevertheless, the advantages of a systematic approach prove irresistible. Thus 

Gram determinants and a  binary cascade approach are again used.

C .5.1 T h e  process P  - ¥  'y u v

As discussed in Section 3.1, one possible long-distance contribution to K l  i v ü  relies 

upon off-shell pseudoscalar meson decays of the form P  'y v v . In this subsection, the 

corresponding decay rates F are calculated. The decay is viewed as an initial 1 —)■ 2 

split into the photon and  the neutrino pair. The relevant Feynman diagram is shown in 

Figure 0.5. The corresponding phase space formula is easily derived using the methods 

shown in Section C.2. After all the delta functions have been removed, one is left with

d " r =  (C.52)

where d%  is the usual two particle phase space differential. Inserting the rest ffame 

form (C.13) for d%  gives

Note tha t in either expression the delta functions have already constrained p = k  + q

and 9 =  9 i +  92> as well as the time components via = m^, and =  9^ =  0 .

The triangle diagram amplitudes for P  —>■ 71/j/ were discussed in Section 3.1 and 

appear in Equation (3.6). For a  single neutrino family, they take the form

M  = Fü{qi)ffPLv{q2), (C.54)

where 6** =  ^^^^vkpqa-, and e denotes the photon spin. The coefficients F  depend upon 

the properties of the particular pseudoscalar P , bu t do not depend upon any of the 

phase space momenta.
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P

Figure C.5: Kinematic structure for P yi/P.

The next step is to determine the spin-summed, squared am plitude. Beginning 

with just the neutrino spins, straight-forward application of Casimir’s trick leads to the 

following trace:

^  \M \^ =  \F\^TT{PRH 2 ir ii)  =  2|F|2[2Re(6.92 b*-qx) -

The photon spin sums are performed using the completeness relation e*e^ —> — 

Recall tha t the photon spin vector e lies within the pseudovector IP. The first term 

above proceeds as follows:

6-Ç2 b*-qi -4- q\y.kpqaf =  -A[gi,fc,g].

The Gram determinant was introduced using the identity (C.IO). Notice that the con

straint q = q\ + q2 was used to eliminate The second term above proceeds similarly, 

since |6|^ —»■ —{eP'^kpqffŸ ~  2A[k, g]. The last term  conveniently vanishes. The com

pleteness relation converts the tensor product bpb^ into an object th a t is symmetric in 

p and a. Collecting together these three results gives the full spin summed, squared 

magnitude

=  -4 |F |2  (A[g,gi,k] -H A[fc,g]G ). (C.55)

For esthetics, the inner product 91-92 has been written here as a  G ram  determinant. It 

is worth noting, however, that since the neutrinos and photon are massless, a  number 

of the Gram determinants can be simplified. In particular, it is easy to show that
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—A[gi,g2] =  {<Iv 92Ÿ — Also recall that the arguments of symmetric Gram

determinants can be freely shuffled and added. For example, A[g,gi] =  A[çi,g2]- 

Inserting the summed amplitude (C.55) into the phase space formula (C.53) gives

rfg"(-A b,g])'/"  d f t f  dn^{-2A[q, g i ,p ] -  A b , q] A[g]). (C.56)

The second term is independent of the chosen angular variables. The first term, however, 

needs to be evaluated. The table of integrals (C .l) is handy for this purpose. The first 

spherical integration gives

I  d S l ^  Alq.qup] = =  - y A b . p ]  A M , (C.57)

where again the vanishing neutrino masses simplifies the expression. This result is also 

independent of the second spherical integral. Thus after completing the remaining trivial 

integrations. Equation (C.56) reduces to just

To perform the final integration over d q ^ ,  it is convenient to introduce the normalized 

variable x  = q^/p^. The various Gram determinants are then expanded and expressed 

in terms of x  and m p. One finds the simple result

This is the rate for a  single neutrino family. The coefficients F  are determined, of 

course, by compairing the appropriate model amplitudes with the general amplitude 

form assumed in Equation (C.54).

C .5 .2  T h e process K l  'y K * °  -> 7 1 /i/

In Section 3.2, a second type of long-distance contribution to K l  —>• 'yt/ü was considered. 

I t involves a  radiative transition to  an intermediate vector meson, specifically K l  

'yK*^  -4- 'yvü. The kinematic dependence of the resulting amplitude is very similar to 

the amplitude form just considered for the decays P  —f 'yvv. Thus much of that analysis 

is relevant here as well.
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The intermediate K*^ based amplitude is given in Equation (3.19). Comparison with 

the general kinematic form shown in Equation (C.54) shows a strong similarity. The only 

kinematic difference is that the coefBcients F , which were treated as scalars, are now 

functions of Any such dependence, however, does not become relevant until late 

in the phase space calculations for P  -4 - 71/i/. Inspection shows tha t no modifications are 

necessary up to and including Equation (C.58). At this point, to make the dependence 

explicit, we make the formal substitution F  ->• F /(g^ — m ^.o). Elquation (C.58) then 

immediately gives us

£ 1  _  (-A [& ,, ] ) '/ :  AM

for the amplitude form M. =  F û ^P l,vI { ^  — m ^.o). Only the final integration over 

remains. As before, it is useful to  introduce the dimensionless variable x  = q^/p^, where 

now refers directly to the Ki, invariant mass. The various Gram determinants are 

again expanded and expressed in terms of x  and rriK- The result is

r  =  i ^ / “ < i x î i l r 4 .  (C.6 1 )
12(47t)3 Jo («  -  x)2

where k = The scalar integration over x  that appears is straightforward.

Denoting this integral by /(« ), the result is

/(k )  — —-—h 7k — — {k — l)^(4/s — 1) In --------. (C.62)

As in the previous section, the ra te  in Equation (C.61) is for a  single neutrino family.

C .5.3  T he short-d istan ce contributions

In the main text, bo th  standard-model and non-standard model short-distance contribu

tions to K l -4 71/!/ were considered. In both cases, however, the contributing amplitude 

was developed firom the same pair of general one-quark reducible diagrams. As a result, 

the kinematic forms in both cases are identical, and the integrations over phase space 

only need to be performed once. The relevant general amplitude, which appears in 

Equation 3.28, has the kinematic form M  =  {F/q-k)ü{qi)ff{vpf — a^̂ 7 5 ):;(%), where as
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before 6^ =  e*“'^e„Â:pÇo-, and the coefficient F  is phase space independent.^ As with the 

process K l -> '^K*^ —> 'fvv, the differences between this kinematic form and the form 

considered earlier for P  -> 71/P are slight. Thus again much of Section C.5 will also be 

o f benefit to the present calculation.

The summation over spins is slightly more involved in tha t the neutrino current 

contains both right and left-handed components. Summing the neutrino spins gives

E [ ( v a t  -  ^ N Ÿ '^ { P L ¥ * z r i i )  +  { y N + ^ N Ÿ ' ^ { P R ¥ ¥ 2 r i l ) \

=  +  a^)[Re(6 % -  2ivsaffe^f^q2tiqiuW}-

Notice that the terms in this expression conveniently have the same photon polarization 

dependence as those treated earlier. Thus the sum over the photon spins is trivial, and 

one quickly obtains

qi
L92.

). (C.63)
iq-k)^

for the spin summed amplitude. Comparison with Equation (C.55) shows th a t the only 

kinematic difference remaining is the appearance of g t  in the denominator. Fortunately, 

the inner product q-k =  p-q — is independent of the angular phase space integrations. 

Thus the phase space analysis of Section C.5 carries over until the final integration over 

dg^. Talking advantage of Equation (C.58) then immediately gives

In terms of the variable x  =  the integral over dq^ is surprisingly simple:

r  =  +  dga:(l ~ x )  = +  a^)- (C-65)

As in the previous sections, this is the decay rate for one specific neutrino anti-neutrino 

final state.

^Recall that the terms in Equation 3.28 that do not conserve CP, which are the terms proportional 
to 3d , were not further considered.
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A ppendix D

G eneralized Furry’s Theorem

This last appendix presents the generalization of Purry’s Theorem that was used in 

the analysis of the  triangle diagrams in Section 3.1. Furry’s theorem, and its general

izations, are relevant for Feynman diagrams containing fermion loops. The underlying 

idea is quite simple. Invariant amplitudes for diagrams containing fermion loops con

tain traces over products of Dirac matrices, and the trace of a matrix is invariant to 

transposition. T he Furry’s theorems simply catalogue the graphical consequences of this 

invariance property. Since the transpose of a  product is equal to the commuted product 

of the transposes, it is not surprising that the Furry’s theorems relate “clockwise” loop 

amplitudes to “counter-clockwise” loop amplitudes.

To begin, consider the example Feynman diagram shown in Figure D .l(b). The 

corresponding invariant amplitude will contain an  integration over the loop momentum. 

Choosing pn for the integration variable leads to an expression of the form

(D.l)

where the quantities F*, fc =  1 , . . .  ,n , denote the Dirac space couplings associated with 

each vertex. Note tha t a t this point the momenta p*, k =  1 , . . .  ,n  — 1, are no longer 

independent; ra ther they are constrained to satisfy Pk=Pn — S i= i  ft-

In the Dirac algebra, it is the charge conjugation matrix C  that relates the gamma 

matrices to their tramsposes. By definition, C~^'YfiC =  —t J -  For reference, note that 

the Dirac space basis elements satisfy C ~ ^rC  =  ± F ^ , where F 6  {1,7s ,7 ^ ,7 ^7 5 ,
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(a)
Ph-I - * Pn-

)

P i * -  X  P 2 * r
(b)

Pn-I * -  \  Pn*

^  n F; rj ' r../ r. ^

Figure D.l: Generalized Furry’s theorem.

and the respective signs are {1,1, —1,1, —1}. W ithout loss of generality, we will assume 

in the following tha t the  couplings F* are proportional to one of the Dirac basis elements. 

Then C~^FkC = OfcFj, where the coefficients a* =  ±1 accordingly.

Our first step is to  use the cyclic property of the trace to bracket each Dirac space 

factor appearing in Equation (D.l) with C~^ and C. For later convenience, we will also 

make the substitution pn —>• —Pn- The result is

M b  oc / d^Pn
(27r)“

Tr 1-1 -C C -^TnC - 1 - 1 -C C - ^ T i C (D.2)
— ffl — TUl

where now pk =  —Pn — ft- The net efiect of the charge conjugation matrices on 

the fermion propagators is to transpose and reverse the sign of the slashed momenta. 

The amplitude thus becomes,

1/ (2^4  -  m ,
(D.3)

where now pk =  P n+ 5 IiL i ft- All the transpositions are now moved outside the product, 

commuting the order of the matrices. Since the trace is invariant to the transpose.

M b  oc (0-102 "  an) J  Tr Fi •Fn (D.4)
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Now consider the Feynman diagram given in Figure D.l(a). Except for the factors a/t, 

the expression appearing in Equation (D.4) is exactly the invariant amplitude for this 

diagram. Thus to within a  sign, the two diagrams generate equivalent amplitudes, and 

M-a. — rK = i ttfc-

The original statement of Furry’s theorem deals with the specific case of electron 

loops in quantum electrodynamics. Since all the legs connecting to the loop must be 

photons, all the vertex couplings F* must be of the vector type, and q* =  — 1 for all k. 

I t follows th a t M.O. =  (— Hence when n  is odd, the two diagrams cancel each 

other.




